
ORDER NO. 1186 

UNITED :STATES OF AMERICA 
POSTAL. RATE COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, DC 20268-0001 

Before Commissioners: Edward J. Gleiman, Chairman; 
H. IEdward Quick, Jr., Vice Chairman; 
Geiorge W. Haley; W.H. “Trey” LeBlanc Ill 

Postal Rate and Fee Changes Docket No. R97-1 

NOTICE OF THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE’S FILING 
OF PROPOSED POSTAL RATE, FEE AND CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 

AND ORDER INSTITUTING PROCEEDINGS 

(Issued July 11, 1997) 

I. NOTICE OF THE SERVICE’S FILING 

On ,July 10, 1997, the United States Postal Service, acting under sections 3622 

and 3623 of the Postal Reorganization Act (39 U.S.C. 5s 3622, 3623) filed a Request 

with the Postal Rate Commission for a recommended decision on proposed changes in 

domestic postage rates and fees and in certain mail classifications. The proposed rate 

and fee changes affect all classes of mail. The Request maintains that without the rate 

and fee changes, the Postal Service would incur a revenue deficiency of approximately 

$2.4 billion in the proposed test year (1998) in contravention of 39 U.S.C. !j 3621. The 

Request states that proposed rates will generate a revenue surplus of approximately 

$41.9 million. 

An overview of the Service’s filing follows. The entire contents of the Service’s 

filing, along with supporting documentation, is available for public inspection in the 

Commission’s docket section. See Part 1I.F. for information about Docket Room 

operations. 
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Firs+Class Mail rates. The Service’s Request includes a proposal to increase 

the price of the First-Class stamp by one cent, from 32 cents to 33 cents, and to hold 

the rate for each additional ounce of First-Class Mail at its current price of 23 cents per 

ounce. Basic postage for a card changes by one cent, increasing from 20 to 21 cents. 

In addition, the Service is proposing a prepaid reply mail category, at a discounted rate 

of 30 cents. The Service states that this discounted rate is intended to benefit the 

public served by large-volume business mailers, such as utility companies or credit card 

companies. Additional information about this proposal, as well as about rates affecting 

mailers using other classes of mail, appears later in this Notice. 

Major classification changes; rate design. In addition to rate and fee changes, 

the Service is also proposing changeis in classification and rate design. Both types of 

changes can have a significant effect on postage and mailing requirements. A 

summary of the Service’s proposed classification changes follows. To obtain additional 

details, persons interested in rate design changes should consult the Service’s filing 

and the proposed rate schedules which appear as Attachment B to this notice. 

First-Class Mail classification changes. The Service propose? three changes in 

the structure of First-Class Mail. One change entails the introduction of Prepaid Reply 

Mail and Qualified Business Reply Mail postage rates for both letters and cards, at the 

discounted rate of 30 cents for letters and 18 cents for cards. Another change involves 

the elimination of the heavy-piece discount, which currently applies to presort mail 

weighing more than two ounces. The third change is the introduction of a Hazardous 

Medical Materials surcharge. 

The Service states that with Prepaid Reply Mail, businesses or other 

organizations can provide their correspondents with Postal Service-approved, postage- 

paid courtesy envelopes or cards that will enable the correspondents to return mail, 

such as bill payments, without affixing postage. Postage and a monthly administration 

fee for this mail must be prepaid by the envelope provider. Qualified Business Reply 

Mail, ,with proposed rates identical to Postage Reply Mail (PRM), differs in terms of 

--~ -- 
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postage accounting and auditing. However, as with PRM, the provider of the envelope 

would pay the postage and fees under the Service’s proposal. 

Periodicals classification changes. In the Periodicals class (formerly referred to 

as second-class mail), the Postal Service proposes realignment of the existing 3/5-digit 

rate category in each of the subclasses (Regular, Within County, Nonprofit and 

Classroom). Specifically, the Service proposes splitting the category that currently 

includes both 3- and 5digit mail into zseparate 3-digit and 5-digit categories. Thus, all 

Periodicals subclasses will have 3-digit piece rates and 5-digit piece rates for both 

letters and flats for automation compatible mail. The proposal also entails including 

pieces sorted to non-unique 3-digit ZIIP codes in the proposed 3-digit classification. 

Currently, non-unique 3-digit ZIP Codes are included in the basic (required) presort 

category. 

Standard Mail classification changes. In Standard Mail (formerly third-class and 

fourth-class mail), the Service propos#es the elimination of the Standard Mail (A) Single- 

Piece subclass and the introduction of a Residual Shape surcharge applicable to pieces 

that are not letter or flat shaped. See generally USPS-T-36 at l-2 For Standard Mail 

(B), the Service proposes a number of new parcel discounts and expands weight and 

size limits. 

Special Services classification changes. The Service proposes classification 

changes affecting registered mail, business reply mail, and the newly-proposed prepaid 

reply mail. The registered mail proposal would limit uninsured registered mail to 

merchandise of no declared value. The Service also proposes a bulk insurance 

discount of 40 cents for bulk mailers who process mailing records electronically. 

Classification changes affecting business reply mail include adding an annual permit 

fee and a monthly accounting fee for permit reply mail. The introduction of prepaid 

reply mail was discussed earlier in this in connection with the Service’s proposed First- 

Class Mail rates. In a separate but related matter, the Service also proposes 

restructuring the DMCS language for special services. USPS-T-39 at 102. The effect 

- 
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of this restructuring, which includes renumbering and numerous non-substantive 

editorial changes, is shown in Attachment A. 

Other changes. Among other things, the Service is proposing delivery 

conftrrnation services for Priority Mail and for Standard Mail (B). In Standard Mail (A) 

the Service’s proposal reduces pound1 rates for various categories of advertising mail. 

This proposal also raises substantially the Enhanced Carrier Route Basic Letter rate. 

Costing. The Service’s Requelst is based, in part, on costing approaches that 

differ significantly from previous approaches. These changes affect, among other 

things, the analysis and attribution of mail processing costs, carrier costs, and 

transportation costs. The overall effect of these changes is that the levels of attribution 

from which mark-ups are calculated are considerably lower than the Service proposed 

in Docket No. R94-1 or the Commission used in its recommendation in that proceeding. 

Contents of the Service’s filing. The Service’s filing includes its formal Request, 

seven attachments (A-G) and 42 pieces of testimony, presented by 40 witnesses. 

Testimony is supported, in many instances, with exhibits, workpapers, and library 

references. Attachment A identifies requested changes in the DMCS. Attachment B 

includes a comparison of current and proposed rates and fees. Attachment C, in 

response to rule 54(b)(2), specifies the rules, regulations and practices that establish 

standards of service and conditions of mailability. Attachment D includes the 

certification, required by rule 54(p), concerning the accuracy of cost statements and 

other documentation submitted with the Request. Attachment E contains audited 

financial statements. Attachment F provides an index identifying witnesses by name, 

testimony, exhibits and workpapers by number, and the name and telephone number of 

the witness’s attorney. Attachment GI contains the Service’s Compliance Statement. 

This statement addresses pertinent provisions of Commission rules of practice 54 and 

64. I,t also refers to a separate notice that discusses several matters concerning the 

alternate cost presentation required under the rule. See Notice of the Postal Service 

Concerning Provision of Information Pursuant to Rule 54(a)(l) (July IO, 1997) citing 
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(USPS-LR-H-196, “Rule 54(a)(l) Alternate Commission Cost Presentation (Base 

Year)).” 

Rate and fee increases. The approximate average percentage increases 

proposed by the Postal Service for the major categories of mail service follow. Since 

the percentages shown are averages, increases for individual mail pieces may differ 

substantially. 
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THE POSTAL SERVICE’S PROPOSED PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN RITES 

CLASSIFICATION PERCENT CHANGE 

First Class Mail 
Letters 
Cards 

Priority Mail 

Express Mall 

Periodicals 
In County 
Nonprofit 
Classroom 
Regular Rate 

Standard Mail A 
Commercial Regular 
Commercial Enhanced 
Nonprofit 
Nonprofit Enhalnced 

Standard Mail B 
Parcel Post 
Bound Printed Matter 
Special 
Library 

3.2% 
5.9% 

7~4% 

3.7% 

3 4% 
3 9% 
48% 
3.5% 

4.1% 
3.2% 
15.1% 
-40% 

10.2% 
5.0% 
0.0% 
13 1% 

Source: USPS-T-30, Exhibit D. 
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THE POSTAL SERVICE’S PROPOSED PERCENT CHANGES IN FEES FOR SPECIAL SERVICES 

SPECIAL SERVICES PERCENT CHANGE 

Post Office Boxes and Caller Service 
Certified Mail 
C.O.D. 
Insurance 
Money Orders 
Registered Mail 
Stamped Cards 
Stamped Envelopes 

10% 
15% 

12% 

17% 

0% 
51% 

new 2$ fee 
16% 

Address Correction 
Business Reply 
Certificates of Mailing 
First Class Presort Mailing Fee 
Standard (B) Special Presorl Malllng Fee 
Parcel Airlift 
Periodicals Applications 
Special Handling 
Standard (A) Presort Malli,ng Fee 

0% 
51% 
15% 

16% 
16% 
13% 

-1% 
221% 

16% 

Correction of Mailing Lists, 
Furnishing Address Changes to Election 
Boards 
Merchandise Return 
On-Site Meter Setting 
Permit Imprint 
Zip-Coding of Mailing Lists 
Return Receipts 
Restricted Delivery 

18% 
16% 

0% 
1 5% 
16% 
17% 

32% 

0% 

Source: USPS-T-30, Exhibit E. 
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A complete list of current and proposed rates and fees appears in Attachment B 

Requested Classification Changes. The Postal Service’s Request asks the 

Commission to recommend certain classification changes. These changes alter the 

Domestic Mail Classification Schedule (DMCS) and appear in Attachment A. The 

Service identifies recent amendments to the current text of the DMCS, and indicates 

that these amendments, along with the DMCS provisions codified at 39 CFR Part 3001, 

subpart C, appendix A, are incorpora,ted by reference in its Request. See generally 

Attachment A at 1. In addition, the Service notes that it proposes renumbering the 

classification schedules for special services. A table identifying the changes appears in 

Attachment A at 2. 

Availability of the Service’s filirrg. The Postal Service’s Request, along with 

: supporting documentation, is available for public inspection in the Commission’s docket 

section. See Part II. F for information about Docket Room hours. 

II. ORDER INSTITUTING PROCEEDINGS 

The Commission hereby institutes proceedings to consider the Postal Service’s 

Request, which has been assigned Docket No. R97-1, Details regarding the conduct of 

this proceeding follow. The Commission will issue additional notices regarding this 

proceeding as needed. 

A. Nature of Proceedings and Possibility that the Commission’s 

Recommendation May Differ from the Service’s Proposed Changes. Proceedings in 

this docket will concern, in the first instance, the specific changes in current postal 

rates, fees and mail classification provisions proposed by the Postal Service in its 

Request. The Commission will also conduct public hearings to receive evidence 

sponsored by other interested par-tie-,, c including the Commission’s Office of the 

Consumer Advocate, that responds to the Postal Service’s proposed changes and the 

evidence it offers in support of those changes. These presentations may include 

alternative rate, fee and mail classification proposals. 
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After the conclusion of hearings and the receipt of briefs from the Postal Service 

and other parties, the Commission will consider all proposals advanced and arguments 

made in conducting its deliberations in the case. Depending upon its assessment of 

the public policies and statutory factors mandated by the Postal Reorganization Act, the 

Commission may or may not recommlend the exact array of rate, fee and mail 

classification changes requested by the Postal Service, or proposed in the direct cases 

of other participants. In order to accommodate applicable statutory considerations, 

while at the same time observing the technical constraints of setting rates and fees for 

all postal services, the Commission may recommend a schedule of postal rates and 

fees that will differ appreciably from those requested by the Postal Service or contained 

in the parties’ alternative proposals. ‘Similarly, the Commission may recommend mail 

classification changes different from those proposed by the Postal Service and other 

parties, or may decline to recommend proposed classification changes but address 

their objectives through other recommended adjustments in rates or fees for existing 

mail c:ategories. 

B. Participation: full, limited and commenter status. 

There are three main types of participation in Commission proceedings: full, 

limited or commenter status. Formal intervention in hearings on the Postal Service 

request generally takes the form of full intervention. However, the status of limited 

participant is also available under certain circumstances. Persons intending to seek 

either full or limited status must file a notice of intervention that complies with the 

Comrnission rules. These rules require certain information and representations, such 

as whether the intervener intends to iactively participate in the proceeding. Commenter 

status is available to those wishing to express their views informally. ‘This status does 

not require a notice of intervention or compliance with the Commission’s evidentiary 

rules. Other distinctions among the forms of participation are explained in Commission 

rules 20, 20a and 20b. (39 CFR 3001.20, 20a and 20b) Questions about the 

interpretation and application of these rules should be directed to the Commission’s 

Office of Legal Advisor at (202) 78945820. 
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Notices of intervention should be sent to the attention of Margaret P. Crenshaw, 

Secretary of the Commission, 1333 H Street, NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 

20268-0001, and are to be filed on or before August 6, 1997. In addition, intervenors 

are requested to provide a telephone number, facsimile number, and e-mail address if 

available. 

C. Representation of the genera/ public. The Commission designates W. 

Gail Willette, Director of the Commission’s Office of the Consumer Advocate (OCA), as 

the representative of the general public in this proceeding. Ms. Willelte shall direct the 

activkies, of Commission personnel assigned to assist her and, at an appropriate time, 

provide the names of these employees for the record. Neither she nor the assigned 

personnel shall participate in or advise as to any Commission decision in this 

proceeding, other than in their designated capacity. Parties shall serve the OCA 

separately with three copies of all filings in addition to, and at the same time as they 

effect service on the Commission. 

D. Scheduling: Hearing Sczhedule and date for Prehearing Conference 
Procedural schedule. The CoInmission intends to conduct this case with the 

utmost expedition consistent with the due process rights of all participants. Upon 

intervention, participants may submit formal discovery or contact the Postal Service to 

request an informal technical conference. Attachment C to this Notice and Order sets 

out the procedural schedule for the conduct of this case. Participants should address 

requests to adjust this schedule to th’e Presiding Officer. 

Prehearing conference. An initial prehearing conference will be held on July 36, 

1997, for the purpose of facilitating the conduct of this case. Participants proposing to 

raise topics for discussion at the prehearing conference should file notice to that effect 

on or before July 25, 1997. In accordance with the Commission’s goal of expeditious 

consideration, the Commission will conduct all prehearing conferences and hearings en 

bane (39 CFR 3001.30(b)). Additional prehearing conferences will be scheduled if 

needed. Unless otherwise indicated, all conferences and hearings will begin at 9:30 

a.m. in the Postal Rate Commission’s hearing room, 1333 H Street NW, Suite 300, 
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Washington, DC 20268-0001. Hearings will be conducted on the record and 

transcribed by an official reporter, unless the presiding officer determines otherwise. 

E. Special rules of practice. The Special Rules of Practice for this case are 

set forth in Attachment D. These Special Rules are identical to the special rules 

currently in use in Docket No. MC97-4. Participants should address requests to adjust 

these rules to the Presiding Officer. 

F. Docket Room Operations. Documents may be filed with the 

Commission’s docket section Monday through Friday between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 

Questions about docket room operations should be directed to Ms. Peggie Brown (at 

202-789-6847) or Ms. Joyce Taylor (at 202-789-6846). 

It is ordered: 

1. The Commission will sit en bane in the above-captioned proceeding 

2. Notices of intervention shall be tiled by August 6, 1997. 

3. W. Gail Willette, Director of the Office of the Consumer Advocate, is 

designated to represent the interests of the general public in this proceeding. 

4. A prehearing conference in this proceeding will be held July 30, 1997. The 

hearing will begin at 9:30 a.m. in the IPostal Rate Commission hearing room, 1333 H 

Street NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20268-0001. 

5. Topics for discussion at the prehearing conference should be submitted on or 

before July 25, 1997. 

6. The Procedural Schedule for the conduct of this proceeding is set out in 

Attachment C. 

7. These proceedings shall be conducted pursuant to special rules of practice 

set out in Attachment D. 
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8. The Secretary shall cause ,this Notice and Order to be published in the 

FEDERAL REGISTER. 

By the Commission. 

(S E A L) 

Margaret P. Crenshaw 
Secretary 
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REQUESTED CHANGES IN THE D’OMESTIC MAIL CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 

In its Request, the Postal Service asks the Commission to recommend certain 

changes in the Domestic Mail Classification Schedule (DMCS). The requested changes 

alter the DMCS as amended from time to time. The most recent amendments are the 

Decision of the Governors on the Recommended Decision of the Postal Rate 

Commission on Special Services Fees and Classifications, Docket No. MC96-3 (Special 

Services Decision), as implemented by Resolution 97-7 of the Board of Governors and 

the Decision of the Governors on the Recommended Decision of the Postal Rate 

Commission on the Experimental Nonletter-Size Business Reply Mail Categories and 

Fees, Docket No. MC97-1 (BRM Decision), as implemented by Resolution 97-8 of the 

Board of Governors. 

The ‘current DMCS (which is published in part at 39 CFR Part 3001, subpart C. 

appendix A, in part as Attachment A to the Special Services Decision (62 Fed. Reg. 

26099) in part as Attachment A to the BRM Decision (62 Fed. Reg. 25756), and in part 

as Attachment B to the Decision of the Governors of the United States Postal Service on 

the Recommended Decision of the Postal Rate Commission on Nonprofit Standard Mail, 

Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route Standard Mail, Nonprofit Periodicals, and Wthin 

County Periodicals, Docket No. MC96,-2 (61 Fed. Reg. 42,464)). is incorporated by 

reference in the Service’s Request. 

Except as otherwise noted, proposed additions to text of the classification 

schedules are underlined, and proposed deletions are stricken. Classification schedules 
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for special services, which are currently numbered as schedules SS-16, SS-6-16, and 

SS-18-20, are renumbered as indicated in the table below. Existing section numbers 

for the special service schedules do not appear as overstricken text in this attachment; 

however, edits to the remaining text of the renumbered sections appear as they are 

printed in the existing special service schedules, and edits to the remaining text are 

stricken or underlined, as appropriate. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 
DMCS CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE 

c Post 
L”r;li, 

rtzuruacv 
IDMCS SECTION 

911 
931 
92 ‘I 
947 
941 
944 
971 
943 
92’1 
912 
933 
95.1 
942 
946 
945 
952 
961 
962 
932 
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The changes in the DMCS requested by the Postal Service are as follows: 
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AMEND THE DOMESTIC MAIL CLASSIFICATION 
SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS: 

EXPEDITED MAIL 
CLASSLFICATTON SCHEDULE 

110 DEFINITION 

Expedited Mail is mail matter entered as Express Mail mti &erthe 
provisions of this Schedule. Any matter eligible for mailing may, at the option of the 
mailer, be mailed as Express Mail. Insurance is either included in Express Mail 
postage or is available for an additional charge, depending on the value and nature of 
the item sent by Express Mail. 

120 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES 

121 Same Day Airport Service 

Same Day Airport service is available between designated airport mail 
facilities. 

122 Custom Designed Service 

122.1 General. Custom Designed service is available between designated postal 
facilities or other designated locations for mailable matter tendered in 
~.J-I a service agreement between the Postal Service and the 
mailer, Service under a service agreement shall be offered in a manner 
consistent with 39 U.S.C. 403(C). 

122.2 Service Agreement. A service agreement shall set forth the folllowing: 

a. The scheduled place for each shipment tendered for service to each specific 
destination; 
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122.3 

122.4 

122.5 

122.51 

122.52 

123 

123.1 

b. Scheduled place for claim, or delivery, at destination for eac:h scheduled 
shipment; 

c. Scheduled tune of day for tender at origin and for claim or delivery at 
destination. 

Pickup and Delivery. Pickup at the mailer’s premises, and/or ,delivery at an 
address other than the destination postal facility is provided under terms and 
conditions as pw&bad suecified by the Postal Service. 

Commencement of Service Agreement. Service provided pursuant to a. 
service agreement shall commence not more than 10 days after the signed 
service agreement is tendered to the Postal Service. 

Termination of Service Agreement 

Termination by Postal Service. Express Mail service provided pursuant to a 
service agreement may be terminated by the Postal Service upon 10 days prior 
written notice to the mailer if 

a. Service cannot be provided for reasons beyond the control of the Postal 
Service or because of changes in Postal Service facilities or operations, or 

b. The mailer fails to adhere to the terms of the service agreement or thi,s 
schedule. 

Termination by Mailers. The mailer may terminate a service agreement, for 
any reason, by notice to the Postal Service. 

Next Day Service and Second Day Service 

Availability of Services. Next Day and Second Day Services are availalble at 
designated retail postal facilities to designated destination facilities or locations 
for items tendered by the time or times prasa&&suecified by the Postal 
Service. Next Day Service is available for overnight delivery. Second Day 
Service is available for second day delivery. 

- _.....~_ __- 
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123.2 Pickup Service. Pickup service is available for Next Day and Second Day 
Services under terms and conditions as e specified by the Postal 
Service. Service shall be off’ered in a manner consistent with 39 U.S.C. 403(c). 

130 PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS 

140 POSTAGE AND PREPARATION 

150 

151 

DEPOSIT AND DELIVER.Y 

Deposit 

Express Mail must be deposited at places designated by the Postal Service. 

152 Receipt 

153 

154 Forwarding and Return 

Express Mail may not exceed 70 pounds or 108 inches in length and girth 
combined. 

Except as provided in Rate Schedules 121, 122 and 123, postage on Express 
Mail is charged on each piece. For shipments tendered in Express Mail 
pouches under a service agreement, each pouch is a piece. 

A receipt showing the time and date of mailing will be provided to the mailer 
upon acceptance of Express ‘Mail by the Postal Service. This :receipt serves as 
evidence of mailing. 

Service 

Express Mail service provides a high speed, high reliability service. Same Day 
Airport Express Mail will be dispatched on the next available transportation to 
the destination airport mail fkility. Custom Designed Express Mail will be 
available for claim or delivery as specified in the service agreement. 

When Express Mail is returned, or forwarded, as e secified by the 
Postal Service, there will be no additional charge. 
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160 ANCILLARY SERVICES 

The following services may be obtained in conjunction with mail sent under this 
classification schedule upon payment of applicable fees: 

Service Schedule 

a. Address correction ,911ss-h 
b. Return receipts 945&s-l-6 

:: 
COD mss-4 
Express Mail Insurance plJsw 

170 RATES AN0 FEES 

The rates for Express Mail are set forth in the following rate schedules: 

Schedule 

a. Same Day Airport 121 
b. Custom Designed 122 
c. Next Day Post Offke-to-Post Office 123 
d. Second Day Post Office-to-Post Office 123 
e. Next Day Post Office-to-Addressee 123 
f. Second Day Post Office-to-Addressee 123 

180 REFUNDS 

18 1 Procedure 

Claims for refunds of postage must be filed within the period osf time and under 
terms and conditions fwessFi8e$ sDecified by the Postal Service. 

182 Availability 

182.1 Same Day Airport The Postal Service will refund the postage for S&me Day 
Airport Express Mail not available for claim by the time specifiedl, unless the delay 
is caused by: 
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221.25 

[22 1.25 

221.3 

221.31 

221.32 

221.33 

221.34 

c. Meets the letter machinabilitv and other nrenaration reauirements 
soecified bv the Postal Service. 

Nonstandard Size Surcharge. Regular rate category Letters and Sealed 
Parcels subclass mail is subject to a surcharge if it is nonstandard size mail, as 
defined in section 232. 

Presort Discount for Pieces Weighing More Than Two Ounces. Presort rate 
category Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass mail is eligible for an additional 
presort discount on each piece weighing more than two ounces.] 

Automation Rate Categories -Letters and Flats 

General. The automation rate categories consist of Letters and Sealed Parcels 
subclass mail weighing 11 ounces or less that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 500 pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as specified by the Postal Service; 

c. Bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits) as Iprescribed] suecified by the Postal Service; and 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements Lprescribed] suecified by the Postal Service. 

Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to letter-size automation 
rate category mail not mailed under section 221.33, 221.34, or 221.35. 

Three-Digit Rate Category. The three-digit rate category applies to letter-size 
automation rate category mail presorted to single or multiple three-digit ZIP 
Code destinations as Cprescribed] snecified by the Postal Service. 

Five-Digit Rate Category. The five-digit rate category applies to letter-size 
automation rate category mail presorted to single or multiple five-digit ZIP 
Code destinations as [prescribed] suecified by the Postal Service. 
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210 DEFINITION 

Any matter eligible for mailing may, at the option of the mailer,, be mailed as 
First-Class Mail. The following must be mailed as First-Class Mail, unless 
mailed as Express Mail or exempt under title 39, United States (Code, or except 
as authorized under sections 344.12,344.23 and 443: 

a. Mail sealed against postal inspection as set forth in section 5000; 

b. Matter wholly or partially in handwriting or typewriting except as 
specifically permitted by sections 312,313, 323, 344.22, and 446; 

c. Matter having the character of actual and personal correspondence except as 
specifically permitted by sections 312,313,323,344.22, and 446; and 

d. Bills and statements of account. 

220 

221 

221.1 

221.2 

221.21 

DESCRIPTION OF SUBCLASSES 

Letters and Sealed Parcels Subclass 

General. The Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass consists of First-Class Mail 
weighing 11 ounces or less that is not mailed under section 222 or 223. 

Regular Rate Categories. The regular rate categories consist Iof Letters and 
Sealed Parcels subclass mail not mailed under section 221.3. 

S.i+&ke Single-Piece Rate Category. The smgle:piece rate category 
applies to regular rate Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass mail not mailed 
under section 221.22:, 221.23. or 221.24. 

FIRST-CLASS MAIL 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 
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221.22 Presort Rate Category. The Presort rate category applies to Letters and 
Sealed Parcels subclass mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 500 pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as e specifiecl by the Postal 
Service; and 

c. Meets the addressing and other preparation requirements ~WGZ~A 
specified by the Postal %-vice. 

221.23 Prepaid Reply Mail Rate Category. The Prepaid Reulv Ma,il category 
aDDlies to Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass mail that: 

a. Is provided to senders with postage-urenaid bv the .recinient. a 
Prepaid Renlv Mail permit holder. for return bv mail to the recipient: 

L Bears the recinient’s preminted machine-readable return address. a 
barcode representing not more than 11 diaits (not ilw 
“correction” di&). a Facing Identification Mark. and other 
markings specified and aunroved bv the Postal Service; and 

c. Meets the letter machinabilitv and other preparation requirements 
specified bv the Postal Service. 

221.24 Qualified Business Reoly Mail Rate Cat&ow. The Qualified Business 
Replv Mail category annlies to Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass mail 
that: 

a. Is provided to senders bv the recipient. an advance deuosit account 
Business Reolv Mail permit holder. for return bv mail to the 
reciuient; 

!L Bears the recinient’s nrenrinted machine-readable return address. a 
barcode renresentmp not more than 11 dieits (not including 
“correction” diei1.s). a Facing Identification Mark. iand other 
markinKs snecifie:d and approved bv the Postal Service: and 
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L Meets the letter machinabilitv and other nrenaration requirements 
specified bv the Postal Service. 

22 1.25 Nonstandard Size Surcharge. Regular rate category Letters and Sealed 
Parcels subclass mail is subject to a surcharge if it is nonstandard size mail, as 
defined in section 232. 

221.3 

221.31 

221.32 

221.33 

221.34 

Automation Rate Categories-Letters and Flats 

General. The automation rate categories consist of Letters and Sealed Parcels 
subclass mail weighing 11 ounces or less that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 500 pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as specified by the Postal Service; 

c. Bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits) as pe Wecified by the Postal Service; and 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements el specified by the Postal Service. 

Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to letter-size automation 
rate category mail not mailed under section 221.33, 221.34, or 221.35. 

Three-Digit Rate Category. The three-digit rate category applies to letter-size 
automation rate category mail presorted to single or multiple three-digit ZIP 
Code destinations as -W specified by the Postal Service. 

Five-Digit Rate Category. The five-digit rate category applies to letter-size 
automation rate category mail presorted to single or multiple five-digit ZIP 
Code destinations as yes&bed specified by the Postal Service. 

.-- 
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221.35 

221.36 

221.37 

221.38 

Carrier Route Rate Category. The carrier route rate cate:gory applies to 
letter-size automation rate category mail presorted to carrier routes. It is 
available only for those carrier routes pw&besl snecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Basic Flats Rate Category. The basic flats rate category applies to flat-size 
automation rate category mail not mailed under section 22 :I .37. 

Three- and Five-Digit Flats Rate Category. The three- and five-digit flats 
rate category applies to flat-size automation rate category mail presorted to 
single or multiple three- and five-digit ZIP Code destinations as specified by 
the Postal Service. 

Nonstandard Size Surcharge. Flat-size automation rate (category pieces are 
subject to a surcharge if they are nonstandard size mail, as defined in section 
232. 

221.4 Automation Rate Category-Parcels 

22 1.4 1 Prebarcoded Parcel Rate Category. The prebarcoded parcel rate category 
applies to Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass nonpresorted mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 50 pieces; 

b. Bears a barcode as w snecified by the Postal IService; 

c. Is marked and presented as pwwibad snecified by the Postal Slervice; and 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements prss&l& snecified by the Postal Service. 

This provision is applicable only to mailings entered for :processing at no more 
than six facilities designated by the Postal Service. This provision expires 
April 28,1998. 
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221.5 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazalrdous Materials 
Surcharpes. Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass mail containine hazardous 
medical materials or other mailable hazardous materials. as defined bv the 
Postal Service. must meet the urenaration reouirements of the Postal Service 
and is subject to one or both surcharnes. 

222 YW f&-& Subclass 

222.1 Definition 

222.12-1 D,.,ards. The Cards subclass consists of Stamped Cards. defined in 
classification schedule 962. and nostcards. A e postcard is a privately 
primed mailing card for the transmission of messages. To be eligible to be 
mailed as a First-Class+sks& postcard, a card must be of uniform thickness 
and must not exceed any of the following dimensions: 

a. 6 inches in length; 

b. 4% inches in width: 

c. 0.016 inch in thickness. 

222.132 Double Cards. Double Stamped Cards or pest+~& postcards may be mailed 
as Stamped Cards or pos%a+&postcards. A-Qouble Stamped Cards a 
defined in classification schedule 962. e+p&+a& &&double nostcard consists 
of two attached cards, one of which may be detached by the receiver and 
returned by mail as a single g&q&C&+ postcard P~&GEE& 

222.2 Restriction. A mailpilece with any of the following characteristics is not 
mailable as a Stamped Card or poska& postcard unless it is prepared as 
pws&bd specified by the Postal Service: 
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222.3 

222.31 

222.32 

222.33 

a. Numbers or letters unrelated to postal purposes appearing in the address 
portion of the card; 

b. Punched holes; 

c. Vertical tearing guide; 

d. An address portion which is smaller than the remainder of the card. 

Regular Rate Categories 

Single-Piece Rate Category. The single+ece rate category applie:s to regular 
rate wards subclass mail not mailed under 
section 222.32:, 222.33, or 222.34. 

Presort Rate Category. The presort rate category applies to Stamp- 
ad-P& Cards subclass mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 500 pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as pre&hed suecified by the Postal 
Service; and 

c. Meets the addressing and other preparation requirements pres&aed 
soecified by the Postal Service. 

Prepaid ReDh Mail Rate Cateeorv. The PreDaid ReDly Mail cateyorv 
aDDlies to Cards subclass mail that: 

a. Is Drovided to senders with postage-WeDaid bv the reciuient. a 
PreDaid ReDly Mail Dermit holder. for return bv mail to the reciDie& 

b- Bears the recipient’s Dreprinted machine-readable return :address. a 
barcode reDresenting not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” diaits‘l. a Facing Identification Mark. and otlm 
markings SDecified and aDDroved bv the Postal Service; ad 

- 
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c. Meets the card machinabilitv and other ureuaration reauirements 
suecified bv the Postal Service. 

222.34 Oualified Business ReDlv Mail Rate Categorv. The Oualified Business 
Reulv Mail cateuorv auulies to Cards subclass mail that: 

a. Is urovided to senders by the reciuient. an advance sdeuosit account 
Business Reulv NIail permit holder. for return bv mail to the 
reciuient, 

b- Bears the reciuient’s ureurinted machine-readable return address. a 
barcode reuresenting not more than 11 diaits (not including 
“correction” digits). a Facine Identification Mark. and other 
markings suecified and auuroved by the Postal Service; and 

c. Meets the card machinability and other ureuaration requirements 
specified bv the Postal Service. 

222.4 Automation Rate Categories 

222.41 General. The automation rate categories consist of Stamped- 
Cards subclass mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 500 pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as specified by the Postal Service; 

c. Bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits) as pwswi&d suecified by the Postal S’ervice; and 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements pras&&d specified by the Postal Service. 

222.42 Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to automation rate 
category cards not mailed under section 222.43,222.44, or 222.45. 
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222.43 Three-Digit Rate Category. The three-digit rate category applies to 
automation rate category cards presorted to single or multiple three-digit ZIP 
Code destinations as m specified by the Postal Service. 

222.44 Five-Digit Rate Category. The five-digit rate category applies to automation 
rate category cards presorted to single or multiple five-digit ZIP Code 
destinations as fwessFieee specified by the Postal Service. 

222.45 Carrier Route Rate Category. The carrier route rate category applies to 
automation rate category cards presorted to carrier routes. It is available only 
for those carrier routes pfe~G&4 specified by the Postal Service. 

223 Priority Mail 

223.1 General. The Priority Mail subclass consists of: 

a. First-Class Mail weighing more than 11 ounces; and 

b. Any mailable matter which, at the option ofthe mailer,, is mailed for 
expeditious mailing and transportation. 

223.2 Single-Piece Priority Mail Rate Category. The single:piece Prioritv Mail 
. . w rate category applies to Priority Mail subclass mail not mailed 

under section 223 .W-. 

223.3 

223.4 

&-- .’ 
s- 

yr&ervedJ 

Prebarcoded Priority Mail Parcel Rate Category. The prebarcoded Priority 
Mail Parcel rate category applies to Priority Mail s&&~~@%‘-ma4 
that: 

. . 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 50 pieces; 
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22.35 

223.6 

223.1 

223.8 

230 

231 

b. Bears a barcode as pras&l& specified by the Postal :Service; 

c. Is marked and presented as e specified by the Postal Service; and 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements fwessfi8e$ specified by the Postal Service. 

This provision is applicable only to mailings entered for processing at no more 
than six facilities designated by the Postal Service. This provision expires 
April 28, 1998. 

Flat Rate Envelope. Priority Mail subclass mail sent in a “flat rate” envelope 
provided by the Postal Service is charged the two-pound rate. 

Pickup Service. Pickup service is available for Priority IMail subclass mail 
under terms and conditions e specified by the Postal Service. 

Bulky Parcels. Priority Mail subclass mail weighing less than 15 :pounds, and 
measuring over 84 inches in length and girth combined, is charged a minimum 
rate equal to that for a 15-pound parcel for the zone to which the piece is 
addressed. 

Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Halzardous Materials 
Surcharges. Prioritv Mail containine, hazardous medical materials or other 
mailable hazardous materials. as defined by the Postal Service. must meet the 
preparation requirements of the Postal Service and is subiect to one or both 
surcharpes. 

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS 

Size and Weight 

First-Class Mail may not exceed 70 pounds or 108 inche:s in length and girth 
combined. Additional size and weight limitations apply ‘to individual First- 
Class Mail subclasses. 
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232 Nonstandard Size Mail 

Letters and Sealed Parcels subclass mail weighing one ounce or less is 
nonstandard size if: 

a. Its aspect ratio does not fall between 1 to 1.3 and 1 to 2.5 inclusive; or 

b. It exceeds any of tbe following dimensions: 

i. 11.5 inches in length; 

ii. 6.125 inches in width; or 

iii. 0.25 inch in thickness. 

240 POSTAGE AND PREPARATION 

Postage on First-Class Mail must be paid as set forth in jsection 3000. Postage 
is computed separately on each piece of mail. Pieces not within the same 
postage rate increment may be mailed at other than a singlegiece rate as part of 
the same mailing only when specific methods approved by the Postal Service 
for m determininEand verifying postage are followed. All mail 
mailed at other than a single-jece rate must have postage paid in a manner not 
requiring cancellation. 

250 DEPOSIT AND DELIVERY 

251 Deposit 

First-Class Mail must be deposited at places and times designated by the Postal 
Service. 

252 Service 

First-Class Mail receives expeditious handling and transportation, except that 
when First-Class Mail is attached to or enclosed with mail of another class, the 
service of that class applies. 
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253 Forwarding and Return 

First-Class Mail that is undeliverable-as-addressed is forwarded or returned to 
the sender without additional charge. 

260 ANCILLARY SERVICES 

First-Class Mail, except as otherwise noted, will receive the following additional services 
upon payment of the fees prescribed in the corresponding schedule: 

Service 

it 

1; 
e. 
f. 
g. 
11. 

i,. 
i 

Address correction 
Business reply mail 
Certificates of mailing 
Certified mail 
COD 
Insured mail 
Registered mail 
Return receipt (limited to merchandise sent 

by Priority Mail) 
Merchandise return 
Delivery Confirmation (limited to 

Prioritv Mail). 

270 R4TES AND FEES 

277 The rates-and-f& for First-Class Mail are set forth in the following schedules: 

Schedule 

a. 
b. 
C. 

Letters and Sealed Parcels 221 
vpesc cards 222 
Priority Mail 223 

Keys and Identification Devices. Kevs. identification cards. identification tags. 
or similar identification devices that: 
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(a) weigh no more than 2 nounds; 
/b) are mailed without cover: and 
(c) bear. contain. or have securelv attached the name and address 

information. as snlecified bv the Postal Service. of a nerson, 
organization. or concern, with instructions to return to the address and a 
statement waranteeine the Davment of nostage due on deliver-v; 

are subiect to the following rates and fees: 

(a) the aDDhCabk sinrrle-niece rates in schedules 22 1 or 223: 
(b) the fee set forth in fee schedule 93 1 for navment of uostage due charges 

if an active business renlv mail advance deposit account is not used. and 
(c) the nonstandard surcharge. if apnlicable. under section 232. 

280 AUTHORIZATIONS AND LICENSES 

The fee set forth in Rate Schedule 1000 must be paid once each year at each 
office of mailing by any person who mails other than singleTiece First-Class 
Mail or courtesy envelope mail. Payment of the fee allows the mailer to mail at 
any First-Class rate. 
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STANDARD MAIL 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 

3 10 DEFINITION 

3 1 II General 

Any mailable matter ma:y be mailed as Standard Mail except: 

a. Matter required to be mailed as First-Class Mail; 

b. Copies of a publication that is entered as Periodicals class mail, except 
copies sent by a primer to a publisher, and except cop& that would have 
traveled at the former second-class transient rate. (The transient rate 
applied to individual copies of second-class mail (currentlv Periodicals 
class mail) forwarded and mailed by the public, as well as to certain sample 
copies mailed by publishers.) 

31% Printed Matter 

Printed matter, including printed letters which according to internal evidence 
are being sent in identical terms to several persons, but which do not have the 
character of actual or personal correspondence, may be mailed as Standard 
Mail. Printed matter does not lose its character as Standard Mail when the date 
and name of the addresslee and of the sender are written thereon. For the 
purposes of the Standard Mail Classification Schedule, “printed” does not 
include reproduction by handwriting or typewriting. 

313 Written Additions 

Standard Mail may have the following written additions placed on the wrapper, 
on a tag or label attached to the outside of the parcel, or inside the parcel, either 
loose or attached to the article: 

a. Marks, numbers, name, or leuers descriptive of contents; 

b. “Please Do Not Open Until Christmas,” or words of similar import; 
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c. Instructions and directions for the use of an article in the package; 

d. Manuscript dedication or inscription not in the nature of personal 
correspondence; 

e. Marks to call attention to any word or passage in text; 

f. Corrections of typographical errors in printed matter; 

g. Manuscripts accompanying related proof sheets, and corrections in proof 
sheets to include: corrections of typographical and other errors, alterations 
of text, insertion of new text, marginal instructions to the printer, and 
rewrites of parts if necessary for correction; 

h. Handstamped imprints, except when the added matter is itself personal or 
converts the original matter to a personal communication; 

i. An invoice. 

320 DESCRIPTION OF SUBCLASSES 

321 Subclasses Limited to Mail Weighing Less than 16 O,unces 

-- 
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321.2 

321.21 

321.22 

321.2:21 

321.222 

321.223 

321.23 

321.231 

Regular Subclass 

General. The Regular subclass consists of Standard Mail weighing less than 
16 ounces that is not mailed1 under sections m 321.3,321.4, 321.5 or 323. 

Presort Rate Categories 

General. The presort rate categories apply to Regular subclass mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 200 addressed pieces or 50 pounds of 
addressed pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as ~x+shhd specified by the Postal 
Service; and 

c. Meets the machinability, addressing, and other preparation requirements 
faiwkbd specified by the Postal Service. 

Basic Rate Categories. ‘The basic rate categories apply to presort rate category 
mail not mailed under section 32 1.223. 

,Three- ana’ Five-Digit Rote Categories. The three- and five-digit rate 
categories apply to presort rate category mail presorted to single or multiple 
three- and five-digit ZIP Code destinations as w specified by the Postal 
Service. 

htomation Rate Categories 

General. The automation rate categories apply to Regular subclass mail that: 
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321.232 

321.233 

321.234 

321.235 

321.236 

321.24 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 200 addressed pieces or 50 pounds of 
addressed pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as pms&&d soecified by the Postal 
Service; 

c. Bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits) as pr~&&&I soecified by the Postal Service; 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements pmsa&ed snecified by the Postal Service. 

Basic Burcoded Rate Category. The basic barcoded rate category applies to 
letter-size automation rate category mail not mailed under section 321.233 or 
321.234. 

Three-Digit Burcoded Rate Cutegoty. The three-digit barcoded rate category 
applies to letter-size automation rate category mail presorted to single or 
multiple three-digit ZIP Code destinations as pses~&& soecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Five-Digit Burcoded Rate Cafegory. The five-digit barcoded rate category 
applies to letter-size automation rate category mail presorted to single or 
multiple five-digit ZIP Code destinations as pres&b& snecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Basic Barcoded Flats Rate Category. Tbe basic barcoded flats rate category 
applies to flat-size automation rate category mail not mailed under section 
3’21.236. 

Three- and Five-Digit Burcoded Flats Rate Category. The three- and five-digit 
barcoded flats rate category applies to flat-size automation rate category mail 
presorted to single or multiple three- and five-digit ZIP Code destinations as 
pxsskbd snecified by the IPostal Service. 

Destination Entry Discount. The destination entry discounts apply to Regular 
subclass mail prepared as pres&&d snecified by the Postal Service and 
addressed for delivery within the service area of the BMC (or auxiliary service 
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facility), or sectional center facility (SCF), at which it is entered, as defined by 
the Postal Service. 

321.25 Residual Shape Surcharee. Reaular subclass mail is subject to a surcharge if 
it is Dreoared as a parcel or if it is not letter or flat shaoed. 

321.26 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazardous Materials 
Surcharges. Regular subcla.ss mail containine hazardous medical materials or 
other mailable hazardous materials. as defined by the Postal Service. must meet 
the preparation requirements of the Postal Service and is subiect to one or both 
surcharges. 

321.3 Enhanced Carrier Route Subclass 

321.31 Definition. The Enhanced #Carrier Route subclass consists of Standard Mail 
weighing less than 16 ounces that is not mailed under section XLl& 32 1.2, 
321.4,321.5 or 323, and that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 200 addressed pieces or 50 pounds of 
addressed pieces; 

b. Is prepared, marked, and presented as w specified by the Postal 
Service; 

c. Is presorted to carrier routes as e specified by the Postal Service; 

tl. Is sequenced as ~FWX&& specified by the PO& Service; and 

e. Meets the machinability, addressing, and other preparation requirements 
~K+s+&& specified by the Postal Service. 

321.32 Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to Enhanced Carrier 
Route subclass mail not mailed under section 321.33, 321.34 or 321.35. 

321.33 Basic Pre-Barcoded Rate Category. The basic pre-barcoded rate category 
applies to letter-size Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail which bears a 
barcode representing not m(Dre than 11 digits (not including “correction” 
digits), as specified +&by the Postal Service, and which meets the 
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321.34 

321.35 

321.36 

machinability, addressing, and barcoding specifications and other preparation 
requirements w$ specified by the Postal Service. 

High Density Rate Category. The high density rate category applies to 
Enhanced Canier Route subclass mail presented in walk-sequence order and 
meeting the high density requirements fwessrieee soecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Saturation Rate Cate:gory. The saturation rate category applies to Enhanced 
Carrier Route subclass, mail presented in walk-sequence order and meeting the 
saturation requirements e specified by the Postal Service. 

Destination Entry Discounts. Destination entry discounts apply to Enhanced 
Carrier Route subclass mail prepared as w specified by the Postal 
Service and addressed for delivery within the service area of the BMC (or 
auxiliary service facility), sectional center facility (SCF), or destination 
delivery unit (DDU) at which it is entered, as defined by the Postal Service. 

321.37 Residual Shaue Surcharee. Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail is subiect 
to a surcharge if it is urenared as a parcel or if it is not letter or flat shaped. 

321.38 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazardous Materials 
Surcharpes. Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail containing hazardous 
medical materials or other mailable hazardous materials. as defined bv the 
Postal Service. must meet the urenaration reauirements of the Postal Service 
and is subiect to one or both surcharges 

321.4 Nonprofit Subclass 

321.41 General. The Nonprofit subclass consists of Standard Mail weighing less than 
16 ounces that is not mailed under section KGl+ 321.2, 321.3, 321.5 or 323, 
and that is mailed by authorized nonprofit organizations or associations of the 
following types: 

a. Religious, as defined in section 1009, 

b. Educational, as defined in section 1009, 
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d. Philanthropic, as defined in section 1009, 

e. Agricultural, as defiled in section 1009, 

f. Labor, as defined in section 1009, 

g. Veterans’, as defmed in section 1009, 

h. Fraternal, as defined in section 1009, 

i. Qualified political committees, 

j. State or local voting registration offkials when makiig a mailing required 
or authorized by the National Voter Registration Act of 1993. 

32 1.4 11 Qualified Political Committees. The term “qualified political committee” 
means a national or Sta1.e committee of a political party, the Republican and 
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committees, the Democratic National 
Congressional Committee, and the National Republican Congressional 
Committee: 

a. The term “national c:ommittee” means the organization which, by virtue of 
the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to-day operation of 
such political party at the national level; and 

b. The term “State committee” means the organization which, by virtue of the 
bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to-day operation of 
such political party at the State level. 

321.412 Limitation on Authorization. An organization authorized to mail at the 
nonprofit Standard rates for qualified nonprofit organizations may mail only its 
own matter at these rates. An organization may not delegate or lend the use of 
its permit to mail at spa&l Nonprofit %r+&fd rates to any other person, 
organization or association. 
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32142 

321.,421 

321.422 

321.423 

321.43 

321.431 

Presort Rate Categories 

General. The presort rate: categories apply to Nonprofit subclass mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 200 addressed pieces or 50 pounds of 
addressed pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, and presented as press&& snecified by the Postal 
Service; and 

c. Meets the machinability, addressing, and other preparation requirements 
psssedd specified by the Postal Service. 

Basic Rate Categories. The basic rate categories apply to presort rate category 
mail not mailed under section 321.423. 

Three- and Five-Digit Ro,te Categories. The three- and five-digit rate 
categories apply to presort rate category mail presorted to single or multiple 
three- and five-digit ZIP Code destinations as pres&&d snecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Automation Rate Categories 

General. The automation rate categories apply to Nonprofit subclass mail that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 200 addressed pieces or 50 pounds of 
addressed pieces; 

b. Is presorted, marked, iand presented as e soecified by the Postal 
Service; 

c. Bears a barcode repre:senting not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits) as piwa~G& snecified by the Postal Service; 

d. Meets the machinability, addressing, barcoding, and other preparation 
requirements pws&bed snecified by the Postal Service. 
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321.432 

321.433 

321.434 

321.435 

321.436 

321.44 

Basic Barcou’edRaie Curegorv. The basic barcoded rate category applies to 
letter-size automation rate category mail not mailed under section 321.433 or 
32l.434. 

Three-Digit Burcoded Rate Cutegov. The three-digit barcoded rate category 
applies to letter-size automation rate category mail presorted to single or 
multiple three-digit ZIP Code destinations as pmskbad suecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Five-Digit Burcoded Rate Category. The five-digit barcoded rate category 
applies to letter-size automation rate category mail presorted to single or 
multiple five-digit ZIP Code destinations as pmskbed snecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Bmic Burcoded Flats Rote Curegoly. The basic barcoded flats rate category 
applies to flat-size automation1 rate category mail not mailed under section 
321.436. 

Three- and Five-Digit Burcoa’ed Flats Rate Category. The three- and five-digit 
barcoded flats rate category applies to flat-size automation rate category mail 
presorted to single or multiple: three- and five-digit ZIP Code destinations as 
g+ses&d snecified by the Postal Service. 

Destination En0 Discounts. Destination entry discounts apply to Nonprofit 
subclass mail prepared as p&bed snecified by the Postal Service and 
addressed for delivery within the service area of the BMC (or auxiliary service 
facility) or sectional center facility (SCF) at which it is entered, as defined by 
the! Postal Service. 

321.45 Residual Sham Surcharee. Nonnrofit subclass mail is subiect to a surcharge 
if is nrenared as a name1 or if it is not letter or flat shaned. 

321.46 Hazardous Medical Materialls and Other Mailable Hazardous Materials 
&charges. Nonnrofit subclass mail containing hazardous medical materials 
mother mailable hazardous materials. as defined bv the Postal Service. must 
m:et the preparation requirements of the Postal Service and is subiect to one or 
both surcharaes. 
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321.5 

32151 

3:21.52: 

321.53~ 

321.54 

Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route Subclass 

Definition. The Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclass consists of 
Standard Mail weighing less than 16 ounces that is not mailed under section 
3.&l& 321.2,321.3,321..4 or 323, that is mailed by authorized nonprofit 
organizations or associations (as defined in section 321.41) under the terms and 
limitations stated in section 321.412, and that: 

a. Is prepared in a mailing of at least 200 addressed pieces or 50 pounds of 
addressed pieces; 

b. Is prepared, marked, and presented as pms&bed specified by the Postal 
Service; 

c. Is presorted to carrier routes as w snecified by the Postal Service; 

d. Is sequenced as pms&bed snecified by the Postal Service; and 

e. Meets the machinability, addressing, and other preparation requirements 
pr+s&ld snecifled by the Postal Service. 

Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to Nonprofit Enhanced 
Carrier Route subclass mail not mailed under section 321.53, 321.54 or 321.55. 

Basic Pre-Barcoded Rate Category. The basic pre-barcoded rate category 
applies to letter-size Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail which 
bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits), as pms&bed snecified by the Postal Service, and which 
meets the machinability, addressing, and barcoding specifications and other 
preparation requirements w suecified by the Postal Service. 

High Density Rate Caltegory. The high density rate category applies to 
Nonprofit Enhanced C;arrier Route subclass mail presented in walk-sequence 
order and meeting the high density requirements e snecified by the 
Postal Service. 
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321.55 Saturation Rate Category. The saturation rate category applies to Nonprofit 
Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail presented in walk-sequence order and 
meeting the saturation requirements ~ww&& specified by the F’ostal Service. 

321.56 Destination Entry Discounts. Destination entry discounts apply to Nonprofit 
Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail prepared as pr+s&A specified by the 
Postal Service and addressed for deIivery within the service area of the BMC 
(or auxiliary service facility), sectional center facility (SCF), or destination 
delivery unit (DDU) at which it is entered, as defined by the PosiA Service. 

321.57 Residual Shape Surcharge. Normrofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail 
is subiect to a surcharge if it is txeuared as a parcel or if it is not l’etter or flat 
shaped. 

321.57 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazardow Materials 
Surcharges. Nonorofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail containing 
hazardous medical materials or other mailable hazardous materials. as defined 
bv the Postal Service. must meet the brenaration requirements ofthe Postal 
Service and is subiect to one or both surcharges. 

322 Subclasses Limited to Mail Weighing 16 Ounces or More 

322.1 Parcel Post Subclass 

322.11 Definition. The Parcel Post subclass consists of Standard Mail weighing 16 
ounces or more that is not mailed under sections =322.3,323.1, or 323.2. 

. 32&2Pnr:r- 

322.12 Descriotion of Rate Cateeories 

322.121 Infer-BMC Rote Curenorv. Inter-BMC Parcel Post rates aDulv to all Parcel 
Post not mailed under sections 322.122.322.123.322.124. or 322 125. - 

322.122 htru-BMC Rare Cates?orv. Intra-BMC rates aDDlv to Parcel Post 
ori&athg and destinatina within a desirmated BMC or auxiliarv service 
facilitv service area. Alaska Hawaii or Puerto Rico. 
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Crates auoh to 
Parcel Post mail orepared as soecified bv the Postal Service in a mailing of at 
least 50 Dieces entered at a designated destination BMC. auxiliaw service 
facilitv. or other eauivalent facilitv. as sDecified bv the Postal St:Nice. 

322.124 Destination Sectional Center Facilitv (DSCF) Rare Catepow. DSCF rates 
aDplY to Parcel Post mail DreDued as suecified bv the Postal Service in a 
mailing of at least 50 pieces sorted to five dieit destination ZIP Codes as 
specified bv the Postal Service and entered at a desienated destim 
processing and distribution center or faciliw. or other eauivalent facilits. as 
soecified bv the Postal Service. 

322.125 Desrinotion DeZiverv Unit (DDlJl Rate Curepolv. DDU rates aoplv to Parcel 
Post mail mepared as mecified bv the Postal Service in a mailinn of at least 50 
pieces. and entered at a deskmated destination deliverv unit. or other eauivalent 
facilitv. as specified bv the Postal Service. 

322.13 Beserved] 

. . ;w 

322.14 Bulk Mail Center @MC) Presort Discounts 

322.141 &UC Presort Discount. The BMC oresort discount awlies to Inter-BMC 
Parcel Post mail that is Dreoared as soecificd bv the Postal Service in a mailine 
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of 50 or more uieces. entered at a facilitv authorized bv the Postal Service. and 
sorted to destination BMCs. as sDecified by the Postal Service. 

322.142 Orinin Bulk Mail Center I’OBMC) Discount. The Origin BMC Parcel Post 
discount aDDlies to Inter-BMC Parcel Post mail that is DreDared as SDecified by 
the Postal Service in a mailing of at least 50 nieces, entered at the oritin BMC. 
and sorted to destination BMCs. as sDecified by the Postal Service. 

. . . 

322.15 Bar-coded Discount. &f: barcoded discount aDDlies to Inter-BMC, Intra-BMC. 
and DBMC Parcel Post mail that is entered at designated facilities. bears a 
barcode soecified bv the ‘Postal Service. is DreDared as snecified by the Postal 
Service in a mailing of at least 50 Dieces. and meets all other DreDaration and 
machinability reauirements of the Postal Service. 

322.16 Oversize Parcel Post 

3221.161 Excessive Len,& and Girth. Parcel Post nieces exceeding 108 inches in length 
and girth combined. but not meater than 130 inches in length and girth 
combined. are mailable. Drovided that such Dieces constitute no more than 10 
percent of the total number of Parcel Post Dieces mailed as a Dart of a single 
mailing. If mailable. such Dieces are subiect to the apulicable rates for the 70 
pound weight increment, 

322.162 Balloon Rate. Parcel Post nieces exceeding 84 inches in length and nirth 
combined and weiehinv less than 15 Dounds are subject to a rate esual to that 
for a 15 Dound Dame1 for the zone to which the Dame1 is addressed. 

322.1@ Nonmachinable Surclxarge. x 
Inter-BMC Parcel Post that does not meet machinability criteria press&& 
specified by the Postal Service~is subject to a nonmachinable surcharge. 

322.178 Pickup Service. Pickup service is available for Parcel Post&&ass mail 
under terms and conditions e sDecified by the Postal Service. 
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322.‘19 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazardous Materials 
Surcharges. Parcel Post mail containing hazardous medical materials or other 
mailable hazardous materials. as defined bv the Postal Service. must meet the 
preparation requirements of the Postal Service and is subiect to one or both 
surcharges. 

322.2 Bulk Parcel Post 

3’72.21 - Bulk parcel Dost mail i!; Parcel Post mail consisting of Drooerly prepared and 
separated single mailings of at least 300 nieces or 2000 uounds. Pieces 
weighine less than 15 pounds and measuring over 84 inches in lenti and crth 
combined or nieces measuring over 108 inches in lenti and girth combined 
are not mailable as bulk uarcel DOSt. 

3122 22 A Barcoded Discount. :I’he barcoded discount applies to Bulk Parcel Post mail 
that is entered at desi~iated facilities. bears a barcode snecified bv the Postal 
Service, is Drepared as suecified bv the Postal Service. and meets a11 other 
preparation and machinabilitv requirements of the Postal Service. 

322.23 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazardous Materials 
Surcharges. Bulk Parcel Post mail containing hazardous medical materials or 
other mailable hazardous materials. as defined bv the Postal Service. must meet 
the preparation requirements of the Postal Service and is subject to one or both 
surcharges. 

322.3 Bound Printed Matter Subclass 

322..3 :I Definition. The Bound Printed Matter subclass consists of Standard Mail 
weighing at least 16 ounces, but not more than N fi pounds, which: 

a. Consists of advertising, promotional, directory, or editorial material, or any 
combination thereof; 

b. Is securely bound by permanent fastenings including, but not limited to, 
staples, spiral bindings, glue, and stitching; loose leaf binders and similar 
fastenings are not considered permanent; , 
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322.32 

322.33 

322.34 

C. Consists of sheets of which at least 90 percent are imprinted with letters, 
characters, figures or images or any combination of these, by any process 
other than handwriting or typewriting; 

d. Does not have the nature of personal correspondence; 

e. Is not stationery, such as pads of blank printed forms. 

Single-Piece Rate Category. The single-piece rate category applies to Bound 
Printed Matter subclass mail which is not mailed under section 322.33 or 
322.34. 

Bulk Rate Category. The bulk rate category applies to Bound printed Matter 
subclass mail prepared in a mailing of at least 300 pieces, prepared and 
presorted as pre&&d soecified by the Postal Service. 

Carrier Route Presort Rate Category. The carrier route rate category applies 
to Bound Printed Matter subclass mail prepared in a mailing of at least 300 
pieces of carrier route presorted mail, prepared and presorted as soecified 
pra&b&by the Postal Service. 

322.35 Barcoded Discouot. The barcoded discount annlies to Single-Piece and Bulk 
Rate Bound Printed Matter that is entered at desirrnated facilities. bears a 
barcode snecified bv the postal Service. is nrenared as specified bv the Postal 
Service in a mailine of at least 50 nieces. and meets all other preparation and 
machinabihtv reauirements of the Postal Service. 

323 Subclasses With No 16-Ounce Limitation 

323.1 Special Subclass 

323.11 Definition. The Special subclass consists of Standard Mail of the following 
types: 

a. Books, including books issued to supplement other books, o:f at least eight 
printed pages, consisting wholly ofreading matter or scholarly bibliography 
or reading matter with incidental blank spaces for notations, and containing 
no advertising matter other than incidental announcements of books. Not 
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more than three of the announcements may contain as part of their format a 
single order form, which may also serve as a postcard &. The order 
forms permitted in this subsection are in addition to and not in lieu of order 
forms which may be e:nclosed by virtue of any other provision; 

b. 16 millimeter or narmwer width films which must be positive prints in fmal 
form for viewing, and catalogs of such films, of 24 pages or more, at least 
22 of which are printed, except when sent to or from commercial theaters; 

c. Printed music, whether in bound form or in sheet form; 

d. Printed objective test materials and accessories thereto used by or in behalf 
of educational institutions in the testing of ability, aptitude, achievement, 
interests and other mental and personal qualities with or without answers, 
test scores or identifying information recorded thereon in writing or by 
mark; 

e. Sound recordings, inc:luding incidental announcements of recordings and 
guides or scripts prepared solely for use with such recordings. Not more 
than three of the announcements permitted in this subsection may contain as 
part of their format a single order form, which may also serve as a postcard 
pest-a&. The order forms permitted in this subsection are in addition to 
and not in lieu of order forms which may be enclosed by virtue of any other 
provision; 

f. Playscripts and manuscripts for books, periodicals and music; 

g. Printed educational reference charts, permanently processed for 
preservation; 

h. Printed educational reference charts, including but not limited to 

i. Mathematical tablles, 

ii. Botanical tables, 

iii. Zoological tables:, and 
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323.12 

323.13 

323.14 

iv. Maps produced primarily for educational reference purposes; 

i. Looseleaf pages and binders therefor, consisting of medical information for 
distribution to doctors, hospitals, medical schools, and medical students; 
and 

j. Computer-readable media containing prerecorded information and guides or 
scripts prepared solely for use with such media. 

Single-Piece Rate Catelgory. The single,piece rate category applies to Special 
subclass mail not mailed under section 323.13 or 323.14. 

Level A Presort Rate Category. The Level A presort rate category applies to 
mailings of at least 500 pieces of Special subclass mail, prepared and presorted 
to five-digit destination :ZIP Codes as IXWH&& snecified by the Postal 
Service. 

Level B Presort Rate Category. The Level B presort rate category applies to 
mailing of at least 500 pieces of Special subclass mail, prepared and presorted 
to destination Bulk Mail Centers as e specified by the Postal Service. 

Barcoded Discount. are barcoded discount auulies to Single-Piece and Level 323.15 
B Presort Special subclass mail that is entered at designated facilities, bears a 
barcode specified bv the, Postal Service. is urenared as snecified bv the Postal 
Service in a mailing of ad least 50 nieces. and meets all other nreuaration and 
machinability reouirements of the Postal Service. 

323.2 Library Subclass 

323.21 Definition. 

323.21 ‘I General. The Library subclass consists of Standard Mail of the following 
types, separated or presorted as e suecified by the Postal Service: 

a. Matter designated in subsection 323.213, loaned or exchanged (including 
cooperative processing by libraries) between: 

i. Schools or colleges, or universities; 
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ii. Public libraries, museums and herbaria, nonprofit religious, educational, 
scientific, philanthropic, agricultural, labor, veterans’ or fraternal 
organizations or associations, or between such organizations and their 
members. readers or borrowers. 

b. Matter designated in subsection 323.214, mailed to or from schools, 
colleges, universities, public libraries, museums and herbaria and to or from 
nonprofit religious, educational, scientific, philanthropic, agricultural, labor, 
veterans’ or fraternal ~organizations or associations; or 

c. Matter designated in subsection 323.215, mailed from a publisher or a 
distributor to a school, college, university or public library. 

323.2 12 Definition ofNonprofit Organizations and Associations. Nonprofit 
organizations or associations are defmed in section 1009. 

323.2 13 Library subclass mail under section 323.21 la. Matter eligible for mailing as 
Library subclass mail under section 323.21 la consists of: 

a. Books consisting whlolly of reading matter or scholarly bibliography or 
reading matter with incidental blank spaces for notations and containing no 
advertising other than incidental announcements of books; 

b. Printed music, whether in bound form or in sheet form; 

c. Bound volumes of academic theses in typewritten or other duplicated form; 

d. Periodicals, whether bound or unbound; 

e. Sound recordings; 

f. Other library materials in printed, duplicated or photographic form or in the 
form of unpublished manuscripts; and 

g. Museum materials, s,pecimens, collections, teaching aids, printed matter and 
interpretative materials intended to inform and to further the educational 
work and interest of museums and herbaria. 

--.-~ - -- ~-- ~~.- 
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323.214 Librav subclass mail under section 323.2llb. Matter eligible for mailing as 
Library subclass mail under section 323.2 1 lb consists of: 

;a. l&millimeter or narrower width films; filmstrips; transparencies; slides; 
m.icrofilms; all of which must be positive prints in final form for viewing; 

b. Sound recordings; 

c. Museum materials, specimens, collections, teaching aids, printed matter, 
and interpretative materials intended to inform and to further the 
educational work and interests of museums and herbaria; 

d. Scientific or mathematical kits, instruments or other devices; 

e. Catalogs of the materials in section 323.214 a through d and guides or 
xripts prepared solely for use with such materials. 

323.215 Library subclass mail under section 323.211~. Matter eligible for mailing as 
Library subclass mail under section 323.21 lc consists of books, including 
bodks to supplement other books, consisting wholly of reading matter or 
scholarly bibliography or reading matter with incidental blank spaces for 
notations, and containing no advertising matter other than incidental 
armouncements of books. 

323.22 Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to all Library subclass 
mail. 

323.23 Barcoded Discount. The barcoded discount annlies to Librarv subclass mail 
&t is entered at designated facilities. bears a barcode specified bv the Postal 
&vice. is nrenared as snecified by the Postal Service in a mailing of at least 50 
pieces, and meets all other nreoaration and machinabilitv reouirements of the 
pJsta1 Service. 

323.24 Hazardous Medical Materials and Other Mailable Hazardous Materials 
Surcharges. Library subclass mail containing hazardous medical materials or 
other mailable hazardous materials, as defined bv the Postal Service. must meet 
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the nreuaration reouirements of the Postal Service and is subiect to one or both 
surcharges. 

330 PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS 

331 Size 

Extent as provided in 322.161. Standard Mail may not exceed 108 inches in 
length and girth combined. Additional size limitations apply to individual 
Standard Mail subclasses. The maximum size for mail presorted to carrier 
route in the Enhanced Carrier Route and Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route 
subclasses is 14 inches in length, 11.75 inches in width, and 0.75 inch in 
thickness. For merchandise samples mailed with detached address cards, the 
carrier route maximum dimensions apply to the detached address cards and not 
to the samples. 

332 Weight 

Standard Mail may not Tweigh more than 70 pounds. Additional weight 
limitations apply to individual Standard Mail subclasses. 

333 Nonstandard Size Mail 

SinglelPiece subclass mail weighing one ounce or less is nonstandard size if 

a. Its aspect ratio does not fall between 1 to 1.3 and 1 to 2.5 inclusive; or 

b. It exceeds any of the following dimensions: 

i. 11.5 inches in length; 

ii. 6.125 inches in width, or 

iii. 0.25 inch in thickness. 

--- ~- -- 
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341 Postage 

Postage must be paid as set forth in section 3000. When the postage computed 
at a %&eGie+ Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit or Nonprofit 
Enhanced Carrier Route Standard rate is higher than the rate prescribed in any 
of the Standard subclasses listed in 322 or 323 for which the piece also 
qualifies (or would qualify, except for weight), the piece is eligible for the 
applicable lower rate. All mail mailed at a bulk or presort rate must have 
postage paid in a manner not requiring cancellation. 

342 Preparation 

All pieces in a Standard mailing must be separately addressed. All pieces in a 
Standard mailing must be identified as ~HWGF&& specified by the Postal 
Service, and must contain the ZIP Code qfthe addressee when pi+&& 
specified by the Postal Service. All Standard mailings must be prepared and 
presented as specified -by the Postal Service. Two or more Standard 
mailings may be commingled and mailed only when specific methods approved 
by the Postal Service form determining and verifyiDg postage are 
followed. 

343 

344 

344.1 

344.11 

Non-Identical Pieces 

Pieces not identical in size and weight may be mailed at a bulk. or presort rate 
as part of the same mailing only when specific methods approved by the Postal 
Service for p determining-and verifying postage are followed. 

Attachments and Enclosures 

!$@&he, Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit land Nonprofit 
Enhanced Carrier Route Subclasses (section 321) 

General. First-Class Mail may be attached to or enclosed in Standard books, 
catalogs, and merchandise entered under section 32 1. The pieIce must be 
ma&cd as ~w&.I& specified by the Postal Service. Except :as provided in 
section 34.4.12, additional postage must be paid for the attachment or enclosure 

Anachmcnt A Page 41 
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344.12 

344.2 

344.21 

344.22 

344.23 

as if it had been mailed separately. Otherwise, the entire combined piece is 
subject to the First-Class rate for which it qualifies. 

Incidental First-Class Attachments and Enclosures. First-Class Mail, as 
defined in section 2 10 b through d, may be attached to or enclosed with 
Standard merchandise entered under section 32 1, including books but 
excluding merchandise samples, with postage paid on the combined piece at 
the applicable Standard rate, if the attachment or enclosure is incidental to the 
piece to which it is attached or with which it is enclosed. 

Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library Subclasses 
(sections 322 and 323) 

General. First-Class Mail or Standard Mail from any of the subclasses listed 
in section 32 1 (N Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit or 
Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route) may be attached to or enclosed in Standard 
Mail mailed under sections 322 and 323. The piece must be marked as 
e specified by the Postal Service. Except as provided in sections 
344.22 and 344.23, additional postage must be paid for the attachment or 
enclosure as if it had been mailed separately. Otherwise, the entire combined 
piece is subject to the First-Class or section 321 Standard rate for which it 
qualifies (unless the rate applicable to the host piece is higher), or, if a 
combined piece with a section 321 Standard Mail attachment or enclosure 
weighs 16 ounces or more, the piece is subject to the Parcel Po!st rate for which 
it qualifies. 

Specifically Authorized Attachments and Enclosures. Standard Mail mailed 
under sections 322 and 323 may contain enclosures and attachments as 
prar&&d snecified by the Postal Service and as described in section 323.11 a 
and e, with postage paid on the combined piece at the Standard rate applicable 
to the host piece. 

Incidental First-Class Attachments and Enclosures. First-Cflass Mail that 
meets one or more of the definitions in section 2 10 b through d, may be 
attached to or enclosed with Standard Mail mailed under secticm 322 or 323, 
with postage paid on the combined piece at the Standard rate applicable to the 
host piece, if the attachment or enclosure is incidental to the piece to which it is 
attached or with which it is enclosed. 
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3,50 

3,51 

352 

3,53 

3,53.1 

353.2 

DEPOSIT AND DELIVERY 

Deposit 

Standard Mail must be deposited at places and times designated ‘by the Postal 
Service. 

Service 

Standard Mail may receive deferred service. 

Famvarding and Return 

SiqWkx, Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit and Nonprofit 
Enhanced Carrier Route Subclasses (section 321) 

Undeliverable-as-addressed Standard Mail mailed under section 321 will be 
re:turned on request of the mailer, or forwarded and returned on request of the 
mlailer. U:ndeliverable-as-addressed combined First-Class and Standard pieces 
will be returned as prasa&&~pecified by the Postal Service. The applicable 
First-Class-e rate is charged for each piece receiving 
return only service. Charges for forwarding-and-return service are assessed 
only on those pieces which cannot be forwarded and are returned. The charge 
for those returned pieces is the appropriate First-Class Mail-M 
Stand& rate for the piece plus that rate multiplied by a factor equal to the 
number of section 321 Standard pieces nationwide that are successfully 
forwarded for every one piece that cannot be forwarded and must be returned. 

Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library Sub’classes 
(sections 322 and 323) 

Undeliverable-as-addressed Standard Mail mailed under sections 322 and 323 
will be forwarded on request of the addressee, returned on request of the 
mailer, or forwarded and returned on request of the mailer. Pieces which 
combine Standard Mail from one of the subclasses described in 1322 and 323 
with First..Class Mail or Standard Mail from one of the subclasses described in 
32 1 will be forwarded if undeliverable-as-addressed, and returned if 
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undeliverable, as snecified ipres&b4by the Postal Service. When Standard 
Mail mailed under sections 322 and 323 is forwarded or returned Tom one post 
Ioffke to another, additional charges will be based on the auulicable appqzkm 
&ingle Puiece Standard u&rate under 322 or 323. 

360 ANCILLARY SERVICES; 

361 AlI Subclasses 

.A11 Standard Mail will receive the following services upon payment of the 
gappropriate fees: 

Service Schedule 

;a. Address correction 

lb. Certificates of mailing y4Jss-4 
indicating that a specified 
number of pieces have been mailed 

ICertifkates of mailing are not available for Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, 
INonprofit and Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail when postage 
is paid m&permit imprint. 

362 !3.&4%+ Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library 
Subclasses 

S.iu&&k+ Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library subclass mail will 
receive the following additional services upon payment of the appropriate fees: 

Service Schedule 

t: 
Certificates of mailing y4Jss-4 
COD 944ss-B 

Fl: 
Insured mail $-gss6p 
Special handling 952ss-s 

;: 
Return receipt (merchandise only) Mss-l-6 
Merchandise return stss4Lo 
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& Deliverv Confirmation 948 

Insurance, special handling, and COlD services may not be used selectively for individual 
pieces in a multi-piece -Dnrt Standard Mail mailing unless specific 
methods approved by the Postal Service for e determining and verifying 
postage are followed. 

370 RATES AND FEES 

The rates and fees for Standard Mail are set forth as follows: 

Schedule 

&,a. Regular subclass 
& Enhanced Carrier ‘Route subclass 
t& Nonprofit subclass 
d-l Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclass 
&e Parcel Post subclass 

BasioInter-BMC 
Intra-BMC 
Destination BMC 
Destination SCF 
Destination Delivers Unit 

g& Bound Printed Matter subclass 
SinglecPiece 
Bulk and Carrier Route 

l+g Special subclass 
i& Library subclass 
j& Fees 

27, L 

321.2 
321.3 
321.4 
321.5 

322.1A 
322.lB 
322.1x 
322.1D 
322.1E 

322.3A 
322.3B 
323.1 
323.2 
1000 
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380 

381 

382 

383 

AUTHORIZATIONS AND Ll:CENSES 

Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit and Nonprofit Enhanced 
Carrier Route Subclasses 

A mailing fee as set forth in R&a Schedule 1000 must be paid once each year 
by mailers of Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit and Nonprofit 
Enhanced Carrier Route subclass mail. 

Special Subclass 

A presort mailing fee as set forth in Rata Schedule 1000 must be paid once 
each year at each office of mailing by or for any person who mails presorted 
Special subclass mail. Any person who engages‘a business concern or other 
indi,viduals to mail presorted Special subclass mail must pay the fee. 

Parcel Post Subclass 

A mailing fee as set forth in %a Schedule 1000 must be paid once each year 
by mailers of Destination BMC,Destination SCF or Destination Delivers Unit 
rate category mail in the Parcel Post subclass. 
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410 

411 

411.1 

411.2 

411.3 

411.31 

411.32 

PERIODICALS 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 

DEFINITION 

General Requirements 

Definition. A publication may qualify for mailing under the Periodicals 
Classification Schedule if it meets all &he requirements in sections 411.2 
through 411.S and the requirements for one of the qualification categories in 
sections 4 12 through 4 15. Eligibility for specific Periodicals rates is prescribed 
in section 420. 

Periodicals. Periodicals class mail is mailable matter consisting of newspapers 
and other periodical publications. The term “periodical publications” includes, 
but is not limited to: 

a. Any catalog or other course listing including mail announcements of legal 
texts which are part of post-bar admission education issued by any 
institution of higher education or by a nonprofit organization engaged in 
continuing legal education. 

b. Any looseleaf page or report (including any index, instmction for filing, 
table, or sectional identifier which is an integral part of such report) which 
is designed as part of a looseleaf reporting service concerning developments 
in the law or public policy. 

Issuance 

Regular Issuance. Periodicals class mail must be regularly issued at stated 
intervals at least four times a year, bear a date of issue, and be lnumbered 
consecutively. 

Separate Publication. For purposes of dete i-mining Periodicals rate eligibility, 
an “issue” of a newspaper or other periodical shall be deemed t,o be a separate 
publication when the following conditions exist: 
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411.4 

411.5 

412 

412.1 

412.2 

412.3 

a. The issue is published at a regular frequency more often than once a month 
either on (1) the same day as ianother regular issue of the same publication; 
or (2) on a day different from regular issues of the same publication, and 

b. More than 10 percent of the total number of copies of the issue is 
distributed on a regular basis ‘to recipients who do not subscribe to it or 
request it, and 

c. The number of copies of the issue distributed to nonsubscribers or 
nonrequesters is more than twice the number of copies of any other issue 
distributed to nonsubscribers or nonrequesters on that same day, or, if no 
other issue that day, any other issue distributed during the same period. 
“During the same period” shall be defined as the periods of time ensuing 
between the distribution of ea.ch of the issues whose eligibility is being 
ex~amined. Such separate publications must independently meet the 
qualifications for Periodicals eligibility. 

Offke of Publication. Periodicals class mail must have a known offke of 
publication. A known office of publication is a public office where business of 
the pu,blication is transacted during the usual business hours. The office must 
be ma,intamed where the publicauon is authorized original entry. 

Printed Sheets. Periodicals class mail must be formed of printed sheets. It 
may not be reproduced by stencil, mimeograph, or hectograph processes, or 
reproduced in imitation of typewriting. Reproduction by any other printing 
process is permissible. Any style of type may be used. 

General Publications 

Definition. To qualify as a General Publication, Periodicals class mail must 
meet the requirements in section 411 and in sections 412.2 through 412.4. 

I)isse:mination of Information. A General Publication must be originated and 
p&&&d for the purpose of disseminating information of a public character, or 
devot(ed to literature, the sciences, art, or some special industry. 

Paid lCirculation 
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412.31 Total Distribution. A (General Publication must be designed primarily for 
paid circulation. At least 50 percent or more of the copies of the publication 
must be distributed to persons who have paid above a nominal rate. 

412.32 List of Subscribers. A General Publication must be distributed to a legitimate 
list of persons who have subscribed by paying or promising to pay at a rate 
above nominal for copies to be received during a stated time. Copies mailed to 
persons who are not on a legitimate list of subscribers are nonsubscriber copies. 

412.33 Nominal Rates. As used in section 412.3 1, nominal rate means: 

a. A token subscription price that is so low that it cannot be considered a 
material consideration; 

b. A reduction to the subscriber, under a premium offer or any other 
arrangements, of more than 50 percent of the amount charged at the basic 
annual rate for a subscriber to receive one copy of each issue published 
during the subscription period. The value of a premium is considered to be 
its actual cost to the publishers, the recognized retail value, or the 
represented value, whichever is highest. 

412.34 Nonsubscriber Copies 

412.341 Up lo Ten Percent. Nonsubscriber copies, including sample and 
complimentary copies, mailed at any time during the calendar year up to and 
including 10 percent of the total number of copies mailed to subscribers during 
the calendar year are mailable at the rates that apply to subscriber copies 
provided that the nonsubscriber copies would have been eligible for those rates 
if mailed to subscribers. 

412.342 Over Ten Percent. Nonsubscriber copies, including sample and complimentary 
copies, mailed at any time during the calendar year, in excess of 10 percent of 
the total number of copies mailed to subscribers during the calendar year which 
are presorted and commingled with subscriber copies are charged the 
applicable rates for Regular Periodicals. The 10 percent limitation for a 
publication is based on the total number of all copies of that publication mailed 
to subscribers during the calendar year. 
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412.35 Advertiser’s Proof Copies. One c.omplete copy of each issue of a General 
Publication may be mailed to each advertiser in that issue as an advertiser’s 
proof copy at the rates that apply to subscriber copies, whether the advertiser’s 
proof copy is mailed to the advertiser directly or, instead, to an advertising 
representative or agent of the publication. These copies count as subscriber 
copies. 

412.36 Expired Subscriptions. For six months after a subscription has expired, 
copies of a General Publication may be mailed to a former subscriber at the 
rates tilt apply to copies mailed to1 subscribers, if the publisher has attempted 
during That six months to obtain payment, or a promise to pay, for renewal. 
These copies do not count as subscriber copies. 

412.4 Advertising Purposes 

A General Publication may not be designed primarily for advertising purposes. 
A publiication is “designed primarily for advertising purposes” if it: 

a. Has advertising in excess of 75 percent in more than one-half of its issues 
during any 12-month period; 

b. Is owned or controlled by individuals or business concerns and conducted 
as an auxiliary to and essentially for the advancement of the main business 
or calling of those who own or control it; 

c. Consists principally of advertising and editorial write-ups of the advertisers; 

d. Consists principally of advertising and has only a token list of subscribers, 
the circulation being mainly free; 

e. Has only a token list of subscribers and prints advertisements free for 
advertisers who pay for copies to be sent to a list of persons furnished by 
the advertisers; or 

f. Is published under a license from individuals or institutions and features 
other businesses of the licenser. 
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413 Requester Publications 

413.1 Definition. A publication which is circulated 6ee or mainly &ee may qualify 
for Periodicals clans as a Requester Publication if it meets the requirements in 
sections4ll,and413.2through413.4. 

413.2 Minimum Pages. It must contain at least 24 pages. 

413.3 

413.31 

Advertising Purposes 

Advertising Percentage. It must devote at least 25 percent of its pages to 
nonadvertising and not more than 75 percent to advertisements. 

413.32 Ownership and Control. It must not be owned or controlled by one or more 
individuals or business concerns and conducted as an auxiliary to and 
essentially for the advancement of the main business or calling ‘of those who 
own or control it. 

413.4 Circulated to Requesters 

413.41 List of Requesters. It must have a legitimate list of persons who request the 
publication, and 50 percent or more of the copies of the publication must be 
distributed to persons making such requests. Subscription copies paid for or 
promised to be paid for, including those at or below a nominal rate may be 
included in the determination of whether the 50 percent request requirement is 
met. Persons will not be deemed to have requested the publicat.ion if their 
request is induced by a premium offer or by receipt of material consideration, 
provided that mere receipt of the publication is not material consideration. 

413.42 Nonrequester Copies 

413.421 Up to Teen Percent. Nonrequester copies, including sample and1 complimentary 
copies, mailed at any time during the calendar year up to and including 10 
percent of the total number of copies mailed to requesters during the calendar 
year are mailable at the rates that apply to requester copies provided that the 
nonrequester ‘copies would have been eligible for those rates if ,mailed to 
requesters. 
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4 13.422 CJber Ten Percent. Nonrequester copies, including sample and complimentary 
copies, mailed at any time during the calendar year, in excess of 10 percent of 
the total number of copies mailed to requesters during the calendar year which 
are presorted and commingled with requester copies are charged the applicable 
rates for Regular Periodicals. The 10 percent limitation for a publication is 
biased on the total number of all copies of that publication mailed to requesters 
during the calendar year. 

413.43 

414 

414.1 

Advertiser’s Proof Copies. One complete copy of each issue of a Requester 
Publication may be mailed to each advertiser in that issue as an advertiser’s 
p:roof copy at the rates that apply to requester copies, whether the advertiser’s 
p:roof copy is mailed to the advertiser directly or, instead, to an advertising 
representative or agent of the publication. These copies count as requester 
copies. 

Publications of Institutions; and Societies 

Publisher’s Own Advertising. Except as provided in section 414.2, a 
publication which meets the requirements of sections 411 and 412.4, and which 
ctontains no advertising other than that of the publisher, qualifies for Periodicals 
c’lass as a publication of an institution or society if it is: 

a. Published by a regularly incorporated institution of learning; 

b. Published by a regularly established state institution of learning supported 
in whole or in part by public taxation; 

c. A bulletin issued by a state board of health or a state industrial development 
agency; 

d. A bulletin issued by a state conservation or fish and game agency or 
department; 

e. A bulletin issued by a state board or department of public charities and 
corrections; 

f. Published by a public or nonprofit private elementary or secondary 
institution of learning or its administrative or governing body; 
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g. Program announcements or guides published by an educational radio or 
television agency of a state or political subdivision thereof, or by a 
nonprofit educational radio or television station; 

h. Published by or under the auspices of a benevolent or fraternal society or 
order organized under the lodge system and having a bona fide membership 
of not less than 1,000 ,persons; 

i. Published by or under the auspices of a trade(s) union; 

j. Published by a strictly professional, literary, historical, or scientific society; 
or, 

k. Published by a church or church organization. 

41 4.2 General Advertising. A publication published by an institution or society 
identified in sections 414..1 h through k, may contain advertising of other 
persons, institutions, or c:oncems, if the following additional conditions are 
met: 

a. The publication is originated and published to further the objectives and 
purposes of the society; 

b. Circulation is limited to: 

i. Copies mailed to Imembers who pay either as a part of their dues or 
assessment or otherwise, not less than 50 percent of the regular 
subscription price; 

ii, Other actual subscribers; and 

iii. Exchange copies. 

c. The circulation of rmnsubscriber copies, including sample and 
complimentary copies, does not exceed 10 percent of the total number of 
copies referred to in 414.2b. 
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415 

416 

420 

421 

421.1 

421.2 

Publications of State Departments of Agriculture 

A publication which is issued bly a state department of agriculture and which 
meets the requirements of sections 411 qualifies for Periodicals class as a 
publication of a state department of agriculture if it contains no advertising and 
is published for the purpose of furthering the objects of the department. 

Foreign Publications 

Foreign newspapers and other periodicals of the same general character as 
domlestic publications entered as Periodicals class mail may be accepted on 
application of the publishers thereof or their agents, for transmission through 
the mail at the same rates as if published in the United States. This section 
does not authorize the transmission through the mail of a publication which 
viol;ates a copyright granted by the United States. 

DESCRIPTION OF SUBCLASSES 

Regular Subclass 

Definition. The Regular subclass consists of Periodicals class mail that is not 
mailed under section 423 and that: 

a. 1,s presorted, marked, and presented as specified w by the Postal 
!service; and 

b. Meets machinability, addressing, and other preparation requirements 
pmskbed specified by the Postal Service. 

Regular Pound Rates 

An unzoned pound rate applies to the nonadvertising portion of Regular 
subclass mail. A zoned pound rate applies to the advertising portion and may 
be reduced by applicable destination entry discounts. The pound rate postage 
is the sum ofthe nonadvertising portion charge and the advertising portion 
charge. 
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421.3 

421.31 

421.32 

421.33 

421.34 

421.4, 

421.41 

421.42 

42,1.43 

Regular Piece Rates 

Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to all Regular subclass 
mail not mailed under section 421.32+~ 421.33, or 421.34. 

Tbree4)@tGi+ aml-Fk+Digit Rate Category. The three dieit rate 
cateeorv anulies fatas+%- to Regular subclass mail 
presorted to &ae-&gk; single or multiple three-dipit ZIP 
Code destinations as prescribed specified by the Postal Service. 

Five-Digit Rate Cateeorv. The five-digit rate cateporv aoolies to Regular 
subclass mail nresorted to single or multiole five-dimt ZIP Code destinations as 
specified bv the Postal Service. 

Carrier Route Rate Caltegory. The carrier route rate category applies to 
Regular subclass mail plresorted to carrier routes as pi+s&kd specified by the 
Postal Service. 

Regular Subclass Discounts 

Barcoded Letter Discounts. Barcoded letter discounts apply to letter size 
Regular subclass mail mailed under sections 421.31. and421.32, and 421.33 
which bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including 
“correction” digits) as ~HX&M specified by the Postal Service, and which 
meets the machinability, addressing, and barcoding specifications and other 
preparation requirements pfas&& snecified by the Postal Service. 

Barcoded Flats Discounts. Barcoded flats discounts apply to flat size Regular 
subclass mail mailed under sections 42 1.3 1 o&42 1.32, and 42 1.33 which bear 
a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including “correction” 
digits) as praskkd snetcified by the Postal Service, and meet the flats 
machinability, addressing, and barcoding specifications and other preparation 
requirements specified l-by the Postal Service. 

High Density Discount. The high density discount applies to Regular subclass 
mail mailed under section-W43 421.34. presented in walk:sequence order, 
and meeting the high de:nsity and preparation requirements specified e 
by the Postal Service. 
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421.44 Saturation Discount. The saturation discount applies 1.0 Regular subclass 
mail mailed under section 4&l&+ 42 1.34, presented in walk-sequence order, 
and meeting the saturation and preparation requirements specified p+as&b& 
by the Postal Service. 

421.45 Destination Entry Discounts. Destination entry discounts apply to Regular 
subclass mail which is destined for delivery within the service area of the 
destination sectional center facility (SCF) or the destination delivery unit 
(DDU) in which it is entered, as defmed by the Postal Service. The DDU 
discount only applies to Carrier Route rate category mail. 

421.46 Nonadvertising Discount. The nonadvertising discount applies to all Regular 
subclass mail and is determined by multiplying the proportion of 
nonadvertising content by the discount factor set forth in Rate Schedule 421 
and subtracting that amount f?om the applicable piece ralte. 

422 [Reserved] 

423 Preferred Rate Periodicals 

423.1 Definition. Periodicals class mail, other than publications qualifying as 
Requester Publications, may qualify for Preferred Rate Periodicals rates if it 
meets the applicable requirements for those rates in sections 423.2 through 
423.5. 

423.2 Within County Subclass 

423.21 Definition. Within County mail consists of Preferred Rate Periodicals class 
mail mailed in, and addressed for delivery within, the county whe:re published 
and originally entered, from either the office of original entry or additional 
entry. In addition, a Within County publication must mltet one of the following 
conditions: 

a. The total paid circulation of the issue is less than 10,000 copies; or 
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b. The number of paid copies of the issue distributed within the county of 
publication is at least one more than one-half ef the total paid circulation of 
such issue. 

423.22 Entry in an Incorporated City. For the purpose of demrmining eligibility for 
Within County mail, when a publication has original entry at an independent 
incorporated city which is situated entirely within a county or which is 
contiguous to one or more counties in the same state, such incorporated city 
shall be considered to be within the county with which it is principally 
contiguous. Where more than one county is involved, the publisher will select 
the principal county. 

423.3 Nonprofit Subclass 

Nonprofit mail is Preferred Rate Periodicals class mail entered by authorized 
nonprofit organizations or associations of the following types: 

a. Religious, as defined in section 1009, 

b. Educational, as defmed in section 1009, 

c. Scientific, as defined in section 1009, 

d. Philanthropic, as defmed in section 1009, 

e. Agricultural, as defined in section 1009, 

f. Labor, as defined in section 1009, 

g. Veterans’, as defined in section 1009, 

h. Fraternal, as defined in section 1009, and 

i. Associations of rural electric cooperatives, 

j. One publication, which contains no advertising (excelpt advertising of the 
publisher) published by the official highway or development agency of a 
state, 

-- ----- -__ 
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423.4 

423.5 

423.6 

423.1 

k. Program announcements or guides published by an educational radio or 
television agency of a state or political subdivision thereof or by a nonprofit 
educational radio or television station. 

1. One conservation publication published by an agency of a state which is 
responsible for management and conservation of the fish or wildlife 
resources of such state. 

Classroom Subclass 

Classroom mail is Preferred Rate Periodicals class mail which consists of 
religious, educational, or scientific publications designed1 specifically for use in 
school classrooms or religious instruction classes. 

Science of Agriculture 

Science of Agriculture mail consists of Preferred Rate Periodicals class mail 
devoted to the science of agriculture if the total number of copies of the 
publication furnished during any 12-month period to subscribers residing in 
rural areas amounts to at least 70 percent of the total number of co;pies 
distributed by any means for any purpose. 

Preferred Rate Pound Rates 

For Preferred Rate Periodicals entered under sections 42:3.3,423.4 and 423.5, 
an unzoned pound rate applies to the nonadvertising portion. A zoned pound 
rate applies to the advertising portion and may be reduced by applicable 
destination entry discounts. The pound rate postage is the sum of the 
nonadvertising portion charge and the advertising portion charge. For 
Preferred Rate Periodicals entered under section 423.2, one pound rate applies 
to the pieces presorted to carrier route to be delivered within the delivery area 
ofthe originating post office, and another pound rate applies to all other pieces. 

Preferred Rate Piece Rates 

423.71 Basic Rate Category. The basic rate category applies to all Preferred Rate 
Periodicals not mailed under section 423.72, &23.73&r 423.74. 
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423.72 TbreBDigit Rate Category. The &ee-dinit rate categorv 
aDDlies f to Preferred Rate Permdicals entered under 
sections 423.2,423.3,423,4, or 423.5 that are presorted to single or multinle 
three-digit B ZIP && destinations as preseA& specified 
by the Postal Service. 

423.73 Five-Digit Rate Cateeorv. The five-digit rate category apnlies to Preferred 
Rate Periodicals entered under sections 423.2.423.3.423.4. or 423.5 that are 
presorted to sinnle or multiple five-diait ZIP Code destinations as specified bv 
the Postal Service. 

423.74 Carrier Route Rate Category. The carrier route rate cat.egory applies to 
Preferred Rate Periodicals presorted to carrier routes as pr~&&~! specified by 
the Postal Service. 

423.8 Preferred Rate Discounts 

423.81 Barcoded Letter Discounts. Barcoded letter discounts apply to letter size 
Preferred Rate Periodicals mailed under sections 423.71, &23.72& 
423.73 which bear a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not 
including “correction” digits) as snecified -by the Postal Service, and 
which meet the machinability, addressing, and barcoding specifications and 
other preparation requirements pre+G&d soecified by the Postal Service. 

423.82 Barcoded Flats Discounts. Barcoded flats discounts apply to flat size 
Preferred Rate Periodicals mailed under sections 423.71, and423.72. 
423.73 which bear a barcode representing not more than 11 digits @rot 
including “correction” digits) as pras&&d snecified by the Postal Service, and 
meet the flats machinability, addressing, and barcoding specifications and other 
preparation requirements p%s&bed snecified by the Postal Service. 

423.83 High Density Discount. The high density discount applies to Pre:fened Rate 
Periodicals mailed under section 4X%73 423.74, presented in walkrsequence 
order, and meeting the high density and preparation requ.irements pres&%d 
soecified by the Postal Service. 
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423.84 Saturation Discount. The saturation discount applies to Preferred Rate 
Periodicals mailed under section 42&G 423.74, presented in walk:sequence 
order, and meeting the saturation and preparation requirements e 
snecified by the Postal Service. 

423.85 

423.86 

Destination Entry Discounts. Destination entry discounts apply to Preferred 
Rate Periodicals which are destined for delivery within the service area of the 
destination sectional center facility (SCF) or the destination delivery unit 
(DDU) in which they are entered, as defined by the Postal Service. the DDU 
discount only applies to Carrier Route rate category mail; the SCF discount is 
not available for mail entered under section 423.2. 

Nonadvertising Discount. The nonadvertising discount applies 1.0 Preferred 
Rate Periodicals entered under slections 423.3,423.4,423.5 and is determined 
by multiplying the proportion of nonadvertising content by the discount factor 
set forth in Rate Schedules 421, 423.3 or 423.4 and subtracting that amount 
horn the applicable piece rate. 

430 PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS 

There are no maximum size or weight limits for Periodicals class mail. 

440 POSTAGE AND PREPARATION 

441 Postage. Postage must be paid on Periodicals class mail as set forth in section 
3000. 

442 Presortation. Periodicals class mail must be presorted M 
&regulations pmskbad sne:cified by the Postal Service. 

443 

443.1 

Attachments and Enclosures 

General. First-Class Mail or Standard Mail from any of the subclasses listed 
in section 32 1 (N Re;gular, Enhanced Carrier Route or Nonprofit) 
may be attached to or enclosed with Periodicals class mail. The piece must be 
marked as prer&I& specified by the Postal Service. Except as provided in 
section 443.2, additional postage must be paid for the attachment or enclosure 
as if it had been mailed separately. Otherwise, the entire combined piece is 
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443.2 Incidental First-Class Mail Attachments and Enclosures. First-Class Mail 
that meets one or more of the definitions in sections 2 10 b throu;gh d may be 
attached to or enclosed with Periodicals class mail, with postage paid on the 
combined piece at the applicab,le Periodicals rate, if the attachment or enclosure 
is incidental to the piece to which it is attached or with which it is enclosed. 

444 Identification 

Periodicals class mail must be identified as required by the Postal Service. 
Nonsubscriber and nomequest.er copies, including sample and complimentary 
copies, must be identified as nequired by the Postal Service. 

445 Filing of Information 

Information relating to Periodicals class mail must be filed with the Postal 
Service m Kiti U.S.C. 3685. 

446 Enclosures and Supplements 

Periodicals class mail may contain enclosures and supplement:; as pies&W 
specified by the Postal Service. An enclosure or supplement may not contain 
writing, printing or sign thereof or therein, in addition to the original print, 
except as authorized by the Postal Service, or as authorized under section 
443.2. 

450 

451 

DEPOSIT AND DELIVERY 

Deposit 

subject to the appropriate First-Class or section 32 1 Standard Mail rate for 
which it qualifies (unless the rate applicable to the host piece is higher), or, if a 
combined piece with a section 321 Standard Mail attachment or enclosure 
weighs 16 ounces or more, the ,piece is subject to the Parcel Post rate for which 
it qualifies. 

Periodicals class mail must be deposited at places and times designated by the 
Postal Service. 
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452 Service 

Periodicals class mail is given expeditious handling insofar as is p:racticable. 

453 Forwarding and Return 

Undeliverable-as-addressed Periodicals class mail will be forwarded or 
returned to the mailer, as pres&b& snecified by the Pos,tal Servicse. 
Undeliverable-as-addressed combined First-Class and Periodicals class mail 
pieces will be forwarded or returned, as w specified by the Postal 
Service. Additional charges when Periodicals class mail is retume:d will be 
based on the applicable &an&& First-Class Mail rate. 

470 RATES AND FEES 

The rates and fees for Periodicals class mail are set forth as follows: 

a. Regular 
b. WithinCounty 
c. Nonprofit 
d. Classroom 
e. Science of Agriculture 
f. Fees 

Schedule 
421 
423.2 
423.3 
423.4 
421 

1000 

480 AUTHORIZATIONS AND LICENSES 

481 Entry Authorizations 

Prior to mailing at Periodicals rates, a publication must be authorized for entry 
as Periodicals class mail by the Postal Service. Each authorized publication 
will be granted one original entry authorization at the post office where the 
office of publication is maintained. An authorization for the establishment of 
an account to enter a publication at an additional entry office may be granted 
by the Postal Service upon application by the publisher. An application for 
re-entry must be made whenever the publisher proposes to change the 
publication’s title, frequency of issue or office of origina.l entry. 
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482 Preferred Rate Authorization 

Prior to mailing at Nonprofit, Classroom, and Science of Agriculture r,ates, a 
publication must obtain an additional Postal Service enu-y authorization to mail 
at those rates. 

483 Mailing by Publishers and News Agents 

Periodicals class mail may be mailed only by publishers or registered news 
agents. A news agent is a person or concern engaged in selling two or more 
Periodicals publications published by more than one publisher. News agents 
must register at all post offices at which they mail Periodicals class mail. 

484 Fees 

Fees for original entry, additional entry, re-entry, and registration of a news 
agent are set forth in R&s Schedule 1000. 
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RENUMBER AND AMEND SPECIAL SERVICE 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULES 
S!3-l-6, S!3-8-16, AND SS-18-20 

AS FOLLOWS: 

910 

911 

911.1 

911.11 

911.2 

911.21 

911.22 

911.23 Address correction provides the following service to the mailer: 

911.3 

911.31 

SERVICES SPECIAL 

ADDRESSING 

ADDRESS CORRECTION SERVICE 

Definition 

Address correction service is a service which provides the maiIer with a 
method of obtaining the correct address, if available to the Postal Service, of 
the addressee or the reason for nondelivery. 

Description of Service 

Address correction service is available to mailers of postage prepaid mail of all 
classes. Periodicals class mail will receive address correction service. 

Address correction service is not available for items addressed for delivery by 
military personnel at any military installation. 

a. If the correct address is known to the Postal Service, the mailer is notified 
of both the old and the correct address. 

b. If the item mailed cannot be delivered, the mailer will be notified of the 
reason for nondelivery. 

Requirements of the Mailer 

Mail, other than Periodicals c,lass mail, sent under this classification schedule 
must bear a request for address correction service. 
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911.4 

911.41 

Fees 

There is no charge for address correction service when the correction is 
provided incidental to the return of the-r&Q&e mailniece to the sender. 

911.42 A fee, as set forth in R&a &Scheduleu is charged for all other 
forms of address correction service. 

912 

912.1 

912.11 

MAILING LIST SERVICES 

Definition 

Mailing list services include: 

912.12 

a. Correction of mailing lists; 
b. ~Canae-of-address information for election boards and 
registration commissions; 
c. ZIP coding of mailing lists; and 
d. Arrangement of address cards in the sequence of delivery. 

Correction of mailing list service provides current information concerning 
name and address mailing lists or correct information concerning occupant 
mailing lists. 

912.13 ZIP coding of mailing lists service is a service identifying ZIP d3&& addresses 
in areas served by multi-i!IP coded postal facilities. 

912.2 Description of Service 

912.21 Correction of mailing list service is available only to the following owners of 
name and address or occupant mailing lists: 

a. Members of Congress 
b. Federal agencies 
c. State government departments 
d. Municipalities 
e. Religious organizations 
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921.22 

g. Recognized charitable organizations 
h. Concerns or persons wbo solicit business by mail 

The following corrections will be made to name and address :lists: 

t : 
C. 

d. 

Names to which mail cannot be delivered or forwarded will be deleted; 
Incorrect house, rural, or post office box numbers will be corrected; 
When permanent forwarding orders are on file for customers who have moved, 
new addresses including ZIP &-odes will be furnished; 

New names will not be added to the list. 

912.23 The following corrections will be made to occupant lists: 

912.24 

912.25 

a. Numbers representing incorrect or non-existent street addresses will be 
deleted; 

b. Business or rural route iaddresses will be distinguished if known; 
c. Corrected cards or sheets will be grouped by route; 
cl. Street address numbers will not be added or changed. 

Corrected lists will be returned to customers at no additional charge. 

Residential change-of-address information is available only to election boards 
or registration commission:s for obtaining, if known to the Postal Service, the 
current address of an addressee. 

912.26 ZIP coding or mailing list service provides that addresses will be sorted to the 
Finest possible ZIP &ode sortation. 

912.27 

912.28 

912.3 

Gummed labels, wrappers, envelopes;ef Stamped Cards, or pesk~~& 
postcards indicative of one-time use will not be accepted as :mailing lists. 

Sequencing of address cards service provides for the removal of incorrect 
addresses, notation of missing addresses and addition of missing addresses. 

Requirements of Customler 

f. Fraternal organizations 
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912.31 A customer desiring correction of a mailing list or arrangement of address 
cards in sequence of carrier delivery must submit the list or cards as prasa&& 
specified by m&e Postal Service. 

912.4 

912.41 

Fees 

The fees for mailing list services are set forth in Rate &Schedules 912 s6 
ww. 

920 

921 

921.1 

921.11 

DELIVERY ALTERNATIVES 

POST OFFICE BOX AND CALLER SERVICE 

Caller Service 

Definition 

921.111 Caller service is a service: which permits a customer to obtain mail addressed to 
the customer’s box number through a call window or loading dock. 

921.12 

921.121 

Description of Service 

Caller service uses post office box numbers as the address medium but does not 
actually use a post office box. 

921.122 Caller service is not available at certain postal facilities. 

921.123 Caller service is provided to customers on the basis of mai’l volume received 
and number of post offme boxes used at any one facility. 

921.124 

921.125 

921.13, 

A customer may reserve ia caller number. 

Caller service cannot be used when the sole purpose is, by subsequently filing 
w -;-of-address orders, to have mail forwarded or 
transferred to another address by the Postal Service l?ee of charge. 

Fees 
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921.131 Fees for caller service are set forth in-R& &Schedule 921. &S-l-& 

922.2 

922.21 

922.21 I 

Post Office Box Service 

Definition 

Post office box service is a service which provides the customer with a private, 
locked receptacle for the receipt of mail during the hours when the lobby of a 
postal facility is open. 

922.22 

922.221 

Description of Service 

The Postal Service may limit the number of post office boxes occupied by any 
one customer. 

922.222 A post office bex&eM~ boxholder may ask the Postal Service to deliver to the 
post office box all mail properly addressed to the holder. If the post office box 
is located at the post office indmated on the piece, it will be transferred without 
additional charge, ~R+WW&W& -existing regulations. 

922.223 Post office box service cannot be used when the sole purpose is, by 
subsequently filing &aage&ad&ass change-of-address orders, to have mail 
forwarded or transferred to another address by the Postal Service free of 
charge. 

922.23 

922.231 

Fees 

Fees for post office box service are set forth in Rata &Schedule 922.-S%% 

922.232 In postal facilities primarily serving academic institutions or the students of 
such institutions, fees for post office boxes are: 
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_----------------------,----------------------~--------- 
Period of box use Fee 

95 days or less % semi-annual fee 
96 to 140 days % semi-annual fee 
141 to’ 190 days Full semi-annual fee 
191 to 230 days 1% semi-annual fee 
2,3 1 to 270 days 1% semi-annual fee 
271 days to full year Full annual fee 

_________________------.----------------------~--------- 

922.233 No refunds will be made for post office box fees paid under section 922.32. 
J-&@-L For purposes of this classification schedule&S-l-Q, the full annual fee 
is twice the amount of the semi-annual fee. 

930 

931 - 

931.1 

931.11 

93m 

931.2 

PAYMENT ALTEFtNATIVJ3S 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 

Definitions 

Business reply mail is a service whereby business reply cards, envelopes, cartons 
and labels may be distributed by or for a business reply distributor for use by 
mailers for sending First-Class Mail without prepayment of postage to an address 
chosen by the distributor. A distributor is the holder of a business reply license. 

A business reply mail piece is nonletter-size for purposes of Classification 
Schedule m-gS-2 if it meets addressing and other preparation requirements, but 
does not meet the machinability requirements pras&kd snecified by the Postal 
Service for mechanized or automated letter sortation. 

This provision expires June 7, 1999. 

Description of Service 
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931.21 

931.3 

931.31 

931.32 

931.4 

931.41 

931.42 

931.43 

931.5 

931.51 

The distributor guarantees payment on delivery of postage and fees for aI1 
returned business reply mail. Any distributor of business reply cards, envelopes, 
cartons and labels under any lone license for return to several addresses 
guarantees to pay postage and fees on any returns refilsed by any such addressee. 

Requirements of the Mailer 

Business reply cards, envelopes, cartons and labels must be preaddressed and 
bear business reply markings. 

Handwriting, typewriting or handstamping are not acceptable methods of 
preaddressing or marking business reply cards, envelopes, cartons, or labels. 

Fees 

The fees for business reply mail are set forth in %W FeeSchedule $&l-S&Z. 

To qualify as an active business reply mail advance deposit trust account, the 
account must be used solely for business reply mail and contain sufficient 
postage and fees due for retimed business reply mail. 

An accounting fee as set forth in R&e &Schedule 931 S&J must be paid each 
year for each advance deposit business reply account at each facility where the 
mail is to be returned. 

Experimental Reverse Manifest Fees 

A set-up/qualification fee as set forth in F&e &Schedulem. SSS must be 
paid by each business reply mail advance deposit trust account holder at each 
destination postal facility at which it applies to receive nonlet&-size business 
reply mail for which the postage and fees will be accounted for through a reverse 
manifest method approved by the Postal Service for a~&&&~tg determining and 
verifying postage. 

A distributor must pay this fee for each business reply mail advance deposit trust 
account for which participation in the nonletter-size business reply mail 
experiment is requested. 

..~--_- -- -~ ~__-- 
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This provision expires June 7, 1999. 

931.52 A nonletter-size reverse mrunifest monthly fee as set forth in Rate FeeSchedule 
931 Pp must be paid each month during which the distributor’s reverse 
manifest account is active. 

This fee applies to the (no more than) 10 advance deposit account holders which 
are selected by the Postal Service to participate in the reverse manifest nonletter- 
size business reply mail experiment and which utilize reverse manifest 
accounting methods approved by the Postal Service for aso@-&& determining 
and verifying postage and fees. 

This provision expires June 7, 1999. 

931.6 Experimental Weight Averaging Fees 

931.61 A set-up/qualification fee as set forth in kata &Schedule 931 SS4 must be 
paid by each business reply mail advance deposit trust account holder at each 
destination postal facility at which it applies to receive nonletter-size business 
reply mail for which the postage and fees will be accounted for through a weight 
averaging method approved by the Postal Service for z+o&kkg determinine 
and verifying postage. 

A distributor must pay this fee for each business reply mail advance deposit trust 
account for which participation in the nonletter-size business reply mail 
experiment is requested. 

This provision expires June 7, 1999 

931.62 A nonletter-size weight averaging monthly fee as set forth in Rate &Schedule 
ass3 must be paid each month during which the distributor’s weight 
averaging account is active. 

This fee applies to the (no more than) 10 advance deposit account holders which 
are selected by the Postal h-vice to participate in the weight averaging nonletter- 
size business reply mail experiment. 

This provision expires June 7, 1999. 
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Authorizations and Licenses 

In order to distribute business reply cards, envelopes, cartons or labels, the 
distributor must obtain a license or licenses from the Postal Service and pay the 
appropriate fee as set forth in Rata &Schedule 931 SS-2. 

Except as provided in section 93 1.73 &O%?, the license to distribute business 
reply cards, envelopes, cartons, or labels must be obtained at each ofTice from 
which the mail is offered for delivery. 

If the business reply mail is to be distributed from a central office to be returned 
to branches or dealers in other cities, one license obtained from the post office 
where the central office is located may be used to cover all business reply mail. 

The license to mail business reply mail may be canceled for failure to pay 
business reply postage and fees when due, and for distributing business reply 
cards or envelopes ++hi& &do not conform to prescribed form, style or size. 

Authorization to pay experimental nonletter-size business reply mail fees as set 
forth in %&&Schedule931 4X-2 may be canceled for failure of a business 
reply mail advance depos,it trust account holder to meet the standards pres&kl 
soecified by the Postal Service for the applicable reverse manifest or weight 
averaging accounting method. 

This provision expires June 7, 1999. 

MERCHANDISE RETURN SERVICE 

Definition 

Merchandise return service provides a method whereby a shipper may 
authorize its customers to return a parcel with the postage paid by the shipper. 
A shipper is the holder of a merchandise return permit. 

932.2 Description of Service 
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932.21 

932.22 

932.3 

932.31. 

932.32. 

932.4 

932.41. 

932.42 

Merchandise return service is available to all shippers w.ho obtain the necessary 
permit and who guarantee payment of postage and fees for all returned parcels. 

Merchandise return service is available for the return of any parcel under the 
following classification schedules. 

a. First-Class Mail 
b. Standard Mail 

Requirements of the Mailer 

Merchandise return labsels must be prepared at the shipper’s expense to 
specifications set forth by the Postal Service. 

The shipper must furnish its customer with an appropriate merchandise return 
label 

Other Services 

The following services may be purchased in conjunction with Merchandise 
Return Service: 

Classification 
Schedule 

a. Certificate of mailing wss-4 
b. Insured mail 943ss-9 
c. Registered mail mss-l-4 
d. Special handling mss-l-8 

Only the shipper may purchase insurance service for the merchandise return 
parcel by indicating the amount of insurance on the merchandise return label 
before providing it to the customer. The customer who returns a parcel to the 
shipper under merchandise return service may not purchase insurance. 

932.5 Fees 
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932.51. 

932.6 

932.61. 

932.62 

9,33 

933.1 

93a. 

933.2 

933.21. 

933.3 

933.31 

934 

23a 

934.11 

The fee for the merchandise return service is set forth in Race &Schedule 
932. SK&& This fee is paid by the shipper. 

Authorizations and Liicenses 

A permit fee as set forth in F&&a Schedule 1000 must be paid once each 
calendar year by shippers utilizing merchandise return service. 

The merchandise return permit may be canceled for failure to maintain 
sufftcient funds in a trust account to cover postage and fees on returned parcels 
or for distributing merchandise return labels that do not conform to Postal 
Service specifications. 

ON-SITE METER SE:TTING 

Definition 

On-site meter setting or examination service is a service whereby the Postal 
Service will service a postage meter at the mailer’s or meter manufacturer’s 
premises. 

Description of Service 

On-site meter setting or examination service is available on a scheduled basis, 
and meter setting may be-done performed on an emergency basis for those 
customers enrolled in the scheduled on-site meter setting or examination 
program. 

Fees 

The fees for on-site meter setting or examination service are set forth in &ate 
&Schedule 9J&SS-Ik3. 

PREPAID REPLY Ma 

Definition 

Prenaid renly mail is a service wherebv letter-size renlv cards and enveloues 
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934.2 

934.3 

934.3 1 

934.32 

934.4 

934.41 

934.42 

934.5 

934.5 1 

934.52. 

mav be distributed by or for a ureDaid reulv mail distributor for use by mailers 
for sending First-Class Mail replv letters or cards on which Dostage is Dreuaid 
by the distributor. A distributor is the holder of a mepaid reDlv mail license. 

Description of Service 

J&hen traving postage on outeroing mail Dieces which contain reulv cards and 
letters to be returned bv mail under the terms of this section. the distributor 
simultaneouslv pays postage on replv cards and letters anticipated in response 
&those outeoin~ pieces. 

Requirements of the Mailer 

beDaid reDlv cards and enveloues must be meaddressed and bear orepaid reDlv 
m,ail markinas. 

Handwriting. tvuewritin~. or other handstamoine are not acceptable methods of 
Eeaddressine or marking prepaid reulv cards and enveloDes. 

To aualifi as an active oreuaid re~lv mail account. the account must be used 
solelv for ureDaid reDlv mail and contain a balance sufficient to cover Dostage 
for returned DreDaid replv ma&. 

A monthly accountine fee as set forth in Fee Schedule 934 must be paid each 
month for each ureDaid reply mail account at each facilitv where the mail is 
returned. 

Authorizations and Licenses 

h order to distribute Drepaid reulv mail cards and enveloues. the distributor 
must obtain a license or licerrses from the Postal Service and pav an annual 
permit fee as set forth in Fee Schedule 934. 

Except as Drovided in section 934.53, the license to distribute DreDaid reuly 
aail cards and envelopes must be obtained at each office thorn which the mail 
is offered for deliverv. 
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934.53 If the oreuaid reulv mail is to be distributed fkom a central office to be returned 
to branches or dealers in other cities, one license obtained from the uost office 
yhere the central o&e is located may be used to cover all ureuaid reulv mail. 

934.54 The license to mail ureuaid reulv mail may be canceled for failure to uav 
preuaid reulv mail uostage and monthly fees when due. and for distributing 
business reulv cards and envelopes which do not conform to prescribed form. 
gvle. size. or thickness. 

940 

941 

941.1 

941.11 

ACCOUNTABILITY & RECEIPTS 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Definition 

Certified mail service is a service that provides a mailing receipt to the sender 
and a record of delivery at the office of deliveryrrskkss. 

941.2 

941.21 

Description of Service 

Certified mail service is provided for matter mailed as First-Class Mail. 

941.22 If requested by the mailer, the time of acceptances by the Postal Service will be 
indicated on the receipt. 

941.23 IL record of delivery is retained at the office of delivery for a specified period 
of time. 

941.24 If the initial attempt to delivery mail is not successful, a notice of x&al 
_attemuted delivery is left at the mailing address. 

941.25 A receipt of mailing may be: obtained only if the article is mailed at a post 
office, branch or station, or given to a rural carrier. 

941.26 Additional copies of the original mailing receipt may be obtained by the mailer. 

941.3 Deposit of Mail 
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941.31 Certified mail must be dleposited in a manner specified by the Postal Service. 

941.4 Other Services 

941.41 The following services may be obtained in conjunction with mail sent under 
this classification schedule upon payment of the applicable fees: 

a. Restricted delivery 
b. Return receipt 

Classification 
Schedule 

Ns-s-l4 
945GGs-l4 

941.5 

941.51 

Fees 

The fees for certified mail service are set forth in R&e FeeSchedule 941. ssi 

942 

942.1 

942.11 

REGISTERED MAIL 

Definition 

Registered mail is a service ~&WIG& provides added protection to mail sent 
under theis Domestic Mail Classification Schedule-and indemnity in case of 
loss or damage. 

942.2 

942.2 1 

Description of Service 

Registered mail service is available to mailers of prepaid mail sent as First- 
Class Mail except that registered mail must meet the minimum requirements 
for length and width regiardless of thickness. 

942.22 Registered mail service provides insurance up to a maximum of $25,000, 
depending upon the actual value at the time of mailing, except that insurance is 
not available for articles of no value. p 

942.23 There is no limit on the value of articles sent under this classification schedule. 

942.24 Registered mail service is not available for: 
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a. All delivery points because of the high security required for registered mail; 
in addition, not all delivery points will be available for registry and liability is 
limited in some geographic areasl; 
b. Mail of any class sent in combination with First-Class Mail; 
c. Two or more articles tiled or fastened together, unless the envelopes are 
eklosed in the same envelope or container. 

942:,5 --- The following services are provided as part of registered mail service at no 
additional cost to the mailer: 

a. A receipt; 
b. A record of delivery, retained by the Postal Service for a specified period of 
time; 
c. A notice of arrival will be left at the mailing address if the initial delivery 
attempt is unsuccessful; 
d. When registered mail is undeliverable-as-addressed and cannot be 
forwarded, a notice of nondelivery is provided. 

942.26 A claim for complete loss of insured articles may be filed by the mailer only. 
A claim for damage or for partial loss of insured articles may be filed by either 
the mailer or addressee. 

942?7 A Indemnity claims for registered mail p 
. 

e must 
be filed within a spa&&d period of time, specified bv the Postal Service. from 
the date the article was maliled. 

942.2 Deposit of Mail 

Registered mail must be deposited in a manner specified by the Postal Service. 942.3 1 

942.4 Service 

Registered mail is provided maximum security 942.4 1 
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942.5 Forwarding and Return 

942.51 Registered mail is forwarded and returned without additional registry charge. 

942.6 Other Services 

942.61 The following services may be obtained in conjunction with mail sent under 
this classification schedule upon payment of applicable fees: 

a. Collect on delivery 
b. Restricted delivery 
c. Return receipt 
d. Merchandise return (shippers only) 

Classification 
Schedule 

944ss-4 
946ss-H 
945s.s-l-6 
932s628 

942.7 Fees 

942.71 The fees for registered mail are set forth in k&a FeeSchedule 942. +X--N 

$J4J INSURANCE 

943.1 Express Mail Insurance 

943.11 Definition 

Express Mail Insurance is: a service that provides the mailer with indemnity for 943 111 
loss of, rifling of, or damage to items sent by Express Mail. 

943.12 Description of Service 

Express Mail Insurance is available only for Express Mail 943.12 1 

Insurance coverage is provided, for no additional charge, up to $500 per piece 943.122 
for document reconstruction, up to $5,000 per occurrence regardless of the 
number of claimants. Insurance coverage is also provided, for no additional 
charge, up to $500 per piece for merchandise. Insurance coverage for 
merchandise valued at more than $500 is available for an additional fee, as set 
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943.123 -- 

943.124 

943.125 

943.1? 

943.131 A- 

943.2 

943.21 

943.211 

943 212 d- 

943 2Y3 L- 

forth in Rate &Schedule 943-SW. The maximum liability for merchandise 
is, $5,000 per piece. For negotiable items, currency, or bullion, the maximum 
liability is % 15. 

Indemnity claims for Express Mail must be filed within a specified period of 
time t?om the date the article was mailed. 

Indemnity will be paid under terms and conditions presA&d snecified by the 
Postal Service. 

Among other limitations pr-es&bed specified by the Postal Service, indemnity 
will not be paid by the Postal Service for loss, damage or rifling: 

a. Of nonmailable matter; 
b. Due to improper packaging; 
c. Due to seizure by any agency of government; or, 
d. Due to war, insurrection or civil disturbances. 

Fees 

The fees for Express Mail Insurance service are set forth in-l&e Fee Schedule 
$&.s6p: 

Genera! Insurance 

Retail Insurance 

General w Insurance is ;a service that provides the mailer with indemnity 
for loss of, rifling of, or damage to mailed items. 

The maximum liability of the Postal Service u&e+%+& for Retail Insurance 
is $5000. 

&+a&~Insurance is available for mail sent under the following 
classification schedules: 

a. First-Class Mail, if containing matter w&At&l may be mailed as Standard 
Mail 

_---- 
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943.214 

943.215 

943.216 

943.217 

943.22 

943.221 

943.222 

943.223 

b. S&l+&&+ Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library 
Standard Mail 

Tlr;r Retail Insucz is not available for matter offered for sale, 
addressed to prospective purchasers who have not ordered or authorized their 
sending. If such matter is received in the mail, payment will not be made for 
loss, rifling, or damage. 

For Retail Insurance. the-The mailer is issued a receipt for each item mailed. 
For items insured for mo’re than $50, a receipt of delivery is obtained by the 
Postal Service. 

For items insured for more than $50, a notice of arrival is left at the mailing 
address when the fmst attempt at deliveq is unsuccessful. 

Retail insurance provide:3 indemnitv for the actual value of the article at the 
time of mailine. 

Bulk Insurance 

Bulk insurance service is available for mail entered in bulk at desiaated 
facilities and in a manner specified by the Postal Service and sent under the 
following classification schedules: 

a. F&t-Class Mail. if containing matter that mav be mailed as Standard Mail, 
b. Parcel Post. Bound Printed Matter. Special. and Librarv subclass mail 

Bulk insurance bears endorsements and identifiers soecified bv the Postal 
Service. Bulk insurance mailers must meet the documentation requirements of 
the Postal Service. 

Bulk insummce Drovides indemnitv for the lesser of (I) the actual value of the 
&jc]e at the time of mailing. or (2) the wholesale cost of the contents to the 
sender. 

9434 Claims 
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943.23 1 For Retail Insurance. a A claim for complete loss may be filed by the mailer 
only,: and a P. claim fos damage or for partial loss may be filed by either the 
mailer or addressee. &r bulk insurance. all claims must be filed by the mailer. 

A claim for damage or loss on a parcel sent merchandise return & 943.232 
classification schedule 932 (SS-?Oj may only be filed by the purchaser of the 
insurance. 

Indemnity claims must be filed within a specified period of time from the date 943.233 
the article was mailed. 

&MGGs-- 
t- 

943.24 Deposit of Mail 

943.24 1 Retail and Bulk InsuredMail- must be deposited in-a 
manner asspecified by the Postal Service. 

943.25. 

943.25 1 

Forwarding and Return 

By insuring an item, the mailer guarantees forwarding and return postage 
unless instructions on the piece mailed indicate that it not be forwarded or 
returned. 

943.252 Mail undeliverable as addressed sent under this part will be returned to tbe 
sender as specified by the sender or by the Postal Service. 

943.24 Other Services 

943.261 The following services, if applicable to the &class of mail, may be obtainel 
in conjunction with ma.il sent under this part upon payment of the applicable 
fees: 

a. Parcel Airlift 

Classification 
Schedule 
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b. Restricted delivery (for items insured for more than $50) 946 W 
c. Return receipt (for items insured for more than $50) 945ss43 
d. Special handling 952ss-l-8 
e. Merchandise return (shippers only) 932ss-20 

943.27 Fees 

943.271 The fees for GeneraI Insurance are set forth in Rata &Schedule 943. SAGA 

944, COLLECT ON DELIVXRY 

y44J Definition 

944.11 Collect on Delivery (COD) service is a service whkh uallows a mailer to 
mail an article for which F full or nartial navment has not 
yet been received and have the price, the cost of postage and fees, and 
anticipated or past due charges collected by the Postal Service from the 
addressee when the article is delivered. 

Description of Service 

9‘3.3 COD service is available: for collection of $600 or less upon the delivery of 
postage prepaid mail sent under the following classification schedules: 

Express Mail 
First-Class Mail 
w Parcel Post, 
Bound Printed Matter, Special, and 
Library Standard Mail 

944 Service under this schedule is not available for: 

a. Collection agency purposes; 

b. Return of merchandise about which some dissatisfaction has arisen, unless the 
new addressee has consented in advance to such return; 
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C. 

d. 

e. 

944.23 

944.24 

944.25 

944.26 

944.27 

944.28 

944.29 

Sending only bills or statemenlts of indebtedness, even though the sender may 
establish that the addressee has agreed to collection in this manner; however, 
when the legitimate COD shipment consisting of merchandise or bill of lading, 
is being mailed, the balance due on a past or anticipated transaction may be 
included in the charges on a C:OD article, provided the addressee has consented 
in advance to such action; 

Parcels containing moving-picture films mailed by exhibitors to moving- 
picture manufacturers, distributors, or exchanges; 

Go,odsu which have not been ordered by the addressee. 

COD service provides the mailer with insurance against loss, rifling and 
damage to the article as well as failure to receive the amount collected from the 
addressee. This provision insures only the receipt of the instrument issued to 
the mailer after payment of COD charges, and is not to be construed to make 
the Postal Service liable upon any such instrument other than a Postal Service 
money order. 

A receipt is issued to the mailer for each piece of COD mail. Additional copies 
of the original mailing receipt may be obtained by the mailer. 

Delivery of COD mail will be made in a manner specified by the Postal 
Service. If a delivery to the mailing address is not attempted or if a delivery 
attempt is unsuccessful, a notice of arrival will be left at the mailing address. 

The mailer may receive a notice of nondelivery if the piece mailed is endorsed 
appropriately. 

The mailer may designate a new addressee or alter the COD charges by 
submitting the appropriate form and by paying the appropriate fee as set forth 
in ,&k&e FeeSchedule 944. SS-k 

A claim for complete loss may be filed by the mailer only. A claim for damage 
or for partial loss may be filed by~either the mailer or addressee. 

COD indemnity claims must be filed within a specified period of time from the 
date the article was mailed. 
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944.2 

a. 

b. 

944.6 

944.61 

a. 
b. 
C. 

944.7 

Requirements of the Mailer 

COD mail must be identified as COD mail. 

Deposit of Mail 

COD mail must be deposited in a manner specified by the Postal Service. 

Forwarding and Return 

A mailer of COD mail guarantees to pay any return postage, unless otherwise 
specified on the piece mailed. 

For COD mail sent as Standard Mail, postage at the applicable rate will be 
charged to the addressee: 

When an addressee, entitled to delivery to the mailing address under Postal 
Service regulations, requests delivery of COD mail n;kisk rtiwas refused 
when fust offered for delivery; 

For each delivery attempt, to an addressee entitled to delivery to the mailing 
address under Postal Service regulations, after the second z:uch attempt. 

Other Services 

The following services, if applicable to the &class of mail, may be obtained 
in conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon payment 
of the applicable fee: 

Classification Schedule 

Registered mail, if sent as First-Class 942ss-w 
Restricted delivery 946ss-G 
Special handling 952ss-l4 

Fees 

94444 Fees for COD service are set forth i&&&a FeeSchedule ~--S&6. 
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945 -- 

McJ 

945.11 

945.2 

945.21 

RETURN RECEIPT 

Definition 

Return receipt service is a servicelb &i&provides evidence to the mailer 
that an iarticle has been received at the delivery address. 

Description of Service 

Return receipt service is available for mail sent under the following 
classification schedules: 

a. Certified mail 
b. COD mail 
c. Insured mail (if insured for more than $50) 
d. Registered mail 

.e. Delivery Confirmation 
e f.Express Mail 
& &Priority Mail (merchandise only) 
-e h; Standard Mail (limited to merchandise sent by-S&gWG+ 

Parcel Post:, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library Subclasses) 

Classification Schedule 
ass-4 
944ss-B 
943ss4 
942ss-M 
948 

945.22 

945.23 

945.24 

Return receipt service is available at the time of mailing or, when purchased in 
conjunction with certifiedd, COD, insured &(if for more than $50), 
registereda, or Express Mail, after mailing. 

Mailers requesting return receipt service at the time of mailing will be 
provided, as appropriate, the signa.ture of the addressee or addressee’s agent, 
the date delivered, and the address, of delivery, if different Tom the address on 
the mailpiece. 

Mailers requesting return receipt service after mailing will be provided the date 
of delivery and the name of the pe,rson who signed for the article. 
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945.25 lif the mailer does not receive a return receipt within a specified period oftime 
from the date of mailing, the mailer may request a duplicate return receipt. No 
fee is charged for a duplicate return receipt. 

945.3 Fees 

945.31 The fees for return receipt slervice are set forth in W FeeSchedule N-S&-K. 

946 RESTRICTED DELIVERY 

946.1 Definition 

946.11 ‘Restricted delivery service is a service that provides a means by which a mailer 
may direct that delivery will be made only to the addressee or to someone 
,authorized by the addressee to receive such mail. 

946.2 Description of Service 

946.21 This service is available for mail sent under the following classification 
schedules: 

Classification 
Schedule 

a. Certified Mail y4Jsw 
b. COD Mail 944ss-4 
c. Insured Mail (if insured for more than $50) 943sw 
d. Registered Mail BsfH-4 

946.22 Restricted delivery is available to the mailer at the time of mailing or after 
mailing. 

946.23 Restricted delivery service is available only to natural persons specified by 
name. 

946.24 A record of delivery will be retained by the Postal Service for a specified 
period of time. 
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946.25 Failure to provide restricted delivery service when requested after mailing, due 
to prior delivery, is not grounds for refund of the fee or communications 
charges. 

946.3 

946.3 1 

Fees 

The fees for restricted delivery service are set forth in lkte &Schedule 946 
s&-E. 

947 

‘947.1 

947.11 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

Definition 

Certificate of mailing service is a service &&ah &@.unishes evidence of 
mailing. 

947.2 

947.21 

Description of Service 

Certificate of mailing service is available to mailers of matter sent under the 
classification schedule to any class of mail. 

947.22 A receipt is not obtained upon delivery of the mail to the addressee. No record 
of mailing is maintained at the post offke. 

947.23 Additional copies of certificates of mailing may be obtained by the mailer. 

947.3 

947.3 1 

947.4 

Other Services 

The following services, if applicable to the &class of mail, may be obtained 
in conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon payment 
ofthe applicable fees: 

a. Parcel airlift 
b. Special handling 

Fees 

Classification 
Schedule 
951ss43 
952ss43 
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947.41 

948 

948.1 -- 

948.:L 1 -- 

948.2 

948.21 1- 

948.22 

948.23 A- 

948.:3 

948.:3 1 __- 

950 

951 

951.1 

The fees for certificate. of mailing service are set forth in R&e &Schedule 94J 
s-4. 

DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

Definition 

Deliverv ~confirmation service orovides confirmation to the mailer tham 
article was delivered or that a delivery attemnt was made. 

Description of Service 

Deliver-v confirmation service is available for Prioritv Mail. Parcel Post. Bound 
Printed Matter. Soecial Standard Mail. and Librarv Mail. 

Deliverv confirmation service may be reauested at the time of mailinz onlv. 

Mail for which delivers confmation service is requested must meet anv 
preoaration reauirements established bv the Postal Service. and bear a barcode 
specified bv the Postal Service. 

Matter for which delivers confirmation service is reouested must be deoosited 
in a manner soecified bv the Postal Service. 

Fees 

Deliver-v confirmation service is subiect to the fees set forth in Fee Schedule 
948. 

PARCEL HANDLING 

PARCEL AIRLIFT (PAL) 

Definition 
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951.11 

951.2 

951.21 

951.3 

951.31 

951.4 

951.41 

951.5 

951.51 

951.6 

951.61 

951.7 

Parcel airlift service is a service that provides for air transportation of parcels 
on a space available basis to or from military post offices outside the 
contiguous 48 states. 

Description of Service 

Parcel airlift service is available for mail sent under the following classification 
schedule: 

Standard Mail 

Physical Limitations 

The minimum physical limitations established for the mail sent under the 
classification schedule for which postage is paid apply to parcel. airlift mail. In 
no instance may ,the parcel exceed 30 pounds in weight, or 60 inches in length 
and girth combined. 

Requirements of the Mailer 

Mail sent under this schedule must be endorsed as pfes&b& specified by 
ef#a&m the Postal Service. 

Deposit of Mail 

PAL. mail must be deposited in a manner specified by the Posta,l Service 

Forwarding and Return 

PAL mail sent for delivery outside the contiguous 48 states is forwarded as set 
forth m section 2030 of the General Definitions, Terms and Conditions. PAL 
mail sent for delivery within the contiguous 48 states is forwarded or returned 
as set forth in section 353 as appropriate. 

Other Services 
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951.71. 

951.8 

951.81 

952 

y-521 

952.111 --- 

952.2 

952:.21 

The following services, if applicable to the &class of mail, lmay be obtained 
in conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon payment 
of the applicable fees: 

Classification 
Schedule 

a. Certificate of mailing 947ss-4 
b. Insured mail 943 ssa 
c. Restricted delivery (if insured for more 

than $50) y&is44 
d. Return receipt (if insured for more 

than $30) ~s-wd 
e. Special handling 952ss43 

Fees 

The fees for parcel airlift service are set forth in I&e &Schedule 951s. 

SPECIAL HANDLING 

Definition 

Special handling service is a service that provides preferential handling to the 
extent practicable during dispatch and transportation. 

Description of Service 

Special handling service is available for mail sent under the following 
classifkation schedules: 

a. First-Class Mail 
b. m Parcel Post, 

Bound Printed Matter, 
Special, and Library Standard Mail 
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952.22 Special handling service is mandatory for matter W&&I mrequires special 
attention in handling, transportation and delivery. 

952.3 Requirements of the Mailer 

952.31 Mail sent under this schedule must be identified as e sDecified by & 
Postal ServiceFe&&ei+. 

952.4 Deposit of Mail 

952.41 Mail sent under this schedule must be deposited in a manner w 
specified by the Postal Service:. 

952.5 Forwarding and Return 

952.51 If undeliverable as addressed, special handling mail that is forwarded to the 
addressee is given special handling without requiring payment of an additional 
handling fee. However, additional postage at the applicable Standard Mail rate 
is collected on delivery. 

952.6 Other Services 

952.61 The following servicesmlicable to the subclass of mail. may be obtained 
in conjunction with mail sent under this classifkation schedule upon payment 
of the applicable fees: 

Classification 
Schedule 

a. COD mail ggss-6 
b. Insured mail m%s-w 
c. Parcel airlift Jj5Jss4 
d. Merchandise return (shippers Only) SssGxl 

952.7 Fees 

952.71 The fees for special handling service are set forth in P&e &Schedule =-SS- 
44. 1 
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960 

p&l 

96I.I 

961.11 

961.:! 

961.‘,1 AL 

961.22 

961.3 

961.31, 

962 

962.1 

962. 

962. 

1 E- 

1 

962.2 

STAMPED PAPER 

STAMPED ENVELOPES 

Definition 

Plain stamped envelopes and printed stamped envelopes are envelopes with 
postage thereon offered for sale by the Postal Service. 

Description of Service 

Stamped envelopes are available for: 

a. First-Class Mail within the first rate increment. 
b. Standard Mail mailed at a minimum pe+pke per piece ,rate as pfe~G&I 
specified by the Postal Service. 

Printed stamped envelopes may be obtained by special request. 

Fees 

The fees ,for stamped envelopes are set forth in R&e &Schedule $?$lS&l9. 

STAMPED CARDS 

Definition 

Stamped Cards. Stamped Cards are cards with postage imprinted or 
impressed on them and supplied by the Postal Service for the transtission of 
messages. 

Double Stamped Cards. Double Stamped Cards consist of two attached 
cards, one of which may be detached by the receiver and returned by mail as a 
single Stamped Card. 

Description of Service. Stamped Cards are available for First-Class Mail. 
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962.3 

970 

971 

971.1 

971.11 

971.2 

971.21 

971.22 

971.23 

971.24 

971.25 

‘971.3 

971.31 

Fees. The fees for Stamped Cards are set forth in R&e FeeSchedule 962 
t2s-l9A. 

POSTAL. MONEY ORDERS 

DOMESTIC POSTAL MONEY ORDERS 

Definition 

Money order service is a service that provides the customer wiith an instrument 
for payment of a specified sum of money. 

Description of Service 

The maximum value for which a domestic postal money order may be 
purchased is $700. Other restrictions on the number or dollar value of postal 
money order sales, or both, may be imposed ;,k & 
regulations w snecified by law or the Postal Service. 

A receipt of purchase is provided at no additional cost. 

The Postal Service will replace money orders that are spoiled <or incorrectly 
prepared, regardless of who caused the error, without charge i,f replaced on the 
date originally issued. 

If a replacement money order is issued after the date of original issue because 
the original was spoiled or incorrectly prepared, the applicable money order fee 
may be collected from the customer. 

Inquiries and/or claims may be filed by the purchaser, payee, or endorsee. 

Fees 

me fees for domestic postal money orders are set forth in I&e& &Schedule 
y7Js68. 
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AMEND THE DOMESTIC MAIL CLASSIFICATION 
SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS: 

1000 

1001 

1002 

1003 

1003.1 

GENERAL DEFINITIONS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

GENERAL DEFINITIONS 

As used in this Domestil: Mail Classification Schedule, the following terms 
have the meanings set forth below. 

Advertising 

Advertising includes all material for the publication of which a valuable 
consideration is paid, accepted, or promised, that calls attention to something 
for the purpose of getting people to buy it, sell it, seek it, or support it. If an 
advertising rate is charged for the publication of reading matter or other 
material, such material shall be deemed to be advertising. Articles, items, and 
notices in the form of reading matter inserted in accordance with a custom or 
understanding that textual matter is to be inserted for the ,advertiser or his 
products in the publication in which a display advertisement appears are 
deemed to be advertising. If a publisher advertises his own services or 
publications, or any other business of the publisher, whether in the form of 
display advertising or editorial or reading matter, this is deemed to be 
advertising. 

Aspect Ratio 

Aspect ratio is the ratio ‘of width to length. 

Bills and Statements of Account 

A bill is a request for payment of a definite sum of money claimed to be owing 
by the addressee either to the sender or to a third party. The mere assertion of 
an indebtedness in a definite sum combined with a demand for payment is 
sufficient to make the m.essage a bill. 
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1003.2 A statement of account is the assertion of the existence of a debt :in a deftite 
amount but which does not necessarily contain a request or a demand for 
payment. The amount may be immediately due or may become due after a 
certain time or upon demand or billing at a later date. 

1003.3 A bill or statement of account must present the particulars of an indebtedness 
with sufficient definiteness to inform the debtor of the amount he&& is 
required to pay *for acauittal of the debt. However, neither a 
bill nor a statement of account need state the precise amount if it contains 
sufficient information to enable the debtor to determine the exact amount of the 
claim asserted. 

1003.4 A bill or statement of account is not the less a bill or statement of account 
merely because the amount claimed is not in fact owing or may not be legally 
collectible. 

1004 Girth 

Girth is the measurement around a piece of mail at its thickest part. 

1005 Invoice 

An invoice is, a writing showing the nature, quantity, and cost or price of items 
:shipped or sent to a purchaser or consignor. 

1006 Permit Imprints 

Permit imprints are printed indicia indicating postage has been paid by the 
sender under the permit number shown. 

1007 

1008 

Preferred Rates 

Preferred rates are the reduced rates established pursuant to 39 U.S.C. 3626. 

ZIP Code 

me ZIP Code is a numeric code that facilitates the sortation, routing, and 
delivery of mail. 
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1009 Nonprofit Organizations and Associations 

Nonprofit organizations (or associations are organizations or associations not 
organized for profit, none of the net income of which benefits any private 
stockholder or individual, and which meet the qualifications set forth below for 
each type of organization or association. The standard of primary purpose 
applies to each type of organization or association, except veterans’ and 
fraternal. The standard of primary purpose requires that each type of 
organization or association be both organized and operated for the primary 
purpose. The following are the types of organizations or associations 4&h 
mmay qualify as authorized nonprofit organizations or associations. 

a. Religious. A nonprofit organization whose primary purpose is one of the 
following: 

i. To conduct religious worship; 

ii. To support the religious activities of nonprofit organizations whose 
primary purpose is to conduct religious worship; 

111. To perform instruction in, to disseminate information about, or 
otherwise to further the teaching of particular religious faiths or 
tenets. 

b. Educational. A nonp.rofit organization whose primary purpose is one of the 
following: 

i. The instruction or trainimg of the individual for :the purpose of 
improving or cleveloping his capabilities; 

ii. The instruction of the public on subjects beneficial to the 
community. 

An organization may be educational even though it advocates a particular 
position or viewpoint so long as it presents a sufficiently full and fair 
exposition of the pertinent facts to permit an individual or the public to form an 
independent opinion or c.onclusion. On the other hand, an organization is not 
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educational if its principal function is the mere presentation of unsupported 
opinion. 

c. Scientific. A nonprofit organization whose primary purpose is one of the 
following: 

i. 

ii. 

To conduct research in the applied, pure or natural sciences; 

To disseminate jsystematized technical information dealing with 
applied, pure or natural sciences. 

d. Philanthropic. A nonprofit organization primarily organized and operated 
for purposes beneficial to the public. Philanthropic organizations include, 
but are not limited to, organizations m&i&~ are organized for: 

i. Relief of the poor and distressed or of the underprivileged; 

ii. Advancement of religion; 

111. Advancement of education or science; 

iv. 
. 
V. 

Erection or maintenance of public buildings, monuments, or works; 

Lessening of the burdens of government; 

vi. Promotion of social welfare by organizations designed to accomplish 
any of the above purposes or: 

(A) To lessen neighborhood tensions; 
(B) To eliminate prejudice and discrimination; 
(C) To defend human and civil rights secured by law; or 
(D) To combat community deterioration and juvenile delinquency. 

e. Agricultural. A nonprofit organization whose primary purpose is the 
betterment of the conditions of those engaged in agriculture pursuits, the 
improvement of the grade of their products, and the development of a 
higher degree of efficiency in agriculture. The organization may advance 
agricultural interests through educational activities; the holding of 
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agricultural fairs; the collection and dissemination of information 
concerning cultivation of the soil and its fruits or the harvesting of marine 
resources; the rearing, feeding, and management of livestock, poultry, and 
bees, or other activities, relating to agricultural interests. The term 
agricultural nonprofit organization also includes any nonprofit organization 
whose primary purpose is the collection and dissemination of information 
or materials relating to agricultural pursuits. 

f. Labor. A nonprofit organization whose primary purpose is the betterment 
of the conditions of workers. Labor organizations include, but are not 
limited to, organizations in which employees or workmen participate, 
whose primary purpose is to deal with employers concerning grievances, 
labor disputes, wages, lhours of employment and working conditions. 

g. Veterans’. A nonprofit organization of veterans of the armed services of 
the United States, or an auxiliary unit or society of, or a trust or foundation 
for, any such post or organization. 

h. Fraternal. A nonprofit organization +vl+i& @-&meets all efthe following 
criteria: 

i. Has as its primary purpose the fostering of brotherhood and mutual 
benefits among its members; 

ii. Is organized under a lodge or chapter system with a representative 
form of government; 

. . 
111. Follows a ritualistic format; and 

iv. Is comprised of members who are elected to membership by vote of 
the members. 

2000 DELIVERY OF MAIL 

2010 Delivery Services 

The Postal Service provid’es the following modes of delivery: 
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2020 Conditions of Delivery 

2021 General. Except as provided in section 2022, mail will be delivered as 
addressed unless the Postal Service is instructed otherwise by the addressee in 
writing. 

2022 Refusal of Delivery. The addressee may control delivery of his mail. The 
addressee may refuse to accept a piece of mail that does not require a delivery 
receipt at the time it is oRered for delivery or after delivery by returning it 
unopened to the Postal Service. For mail that requires a delivery receipt, the 
addressee or his representative may read and copy the name of the sender of 
registered, insured, certified, COD, return receipt, and Express Mail prior to 
accepting delivery. Upon signing the delivery receipt the piece may not be 
returned to the Postal Service without the applicable postage and fees affIxed. 

2023 Receipt. If a signed receipt is required, mail will be delivered to the addressee 
(or competent member of his family), to persons who cust.omarily receive his 
mail or to one authorized in writing to receive the addressee’s mail. 

2024 Jointly Addressed Mail. Mail addressed to several persons may be delivered 
to any one of them. Wh:n two or more persons make conflicting orders for 
delivery for the same mail, the mail shall be delivered as determined by the 
Postal Service. 

2025 Commercial Mail Receiving Agents. Mail may be delivered to a commercial 
mail receiving agency on behalf of another person. In consideration of delivery 

a. Caller service. The fees for caller service are set forth in R&e &Schedule 
921ss-u. 

b. Carrier delivery service. 

c. General delivery. 

d. Post office box service. The fees for post office box service are set forth in 
Rare &Schedule 9;zSW-Q. 
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of mail to the commercial agent, the addressee and the agent are considered to 
agree that: 

a. No v chanae-of-address order will be filed with the post 
offtce when the agency relationship is terminated; 

b. When remailed by the commercial agency, the mail is subject to payment of 
new postage. 

2026 Mail Addressed To Organizations. Mail addressed to governmental units, 
private organizations, corporations, unincorporated fnms or partnerships, 
persons at institutions (including but not limited to hospitals and prisons), or 
persons in the military is delivered as addressed or to an authorized agent, 

2027 Held Mail. Mail will be held for a specified period of time at the office of 
delivervadkass upon request of the addressee, unless the mail: 

a. Has contrary retention instructions; 

b. Is perishable; or 

c. Is registered, COD, insured, return receipt, certified, or Express Mail for 
which the normal retention period expires before the end of the specified 
holding period. 

2030 

2031 

Forwarding and Return. 

Forwarding. Forwarding is the transfer of undeliverable-as-addressed mail to 
an address other than the one originally placed on the-m&pkemailoiece. All 
post offices will honor w change-of-address orders for a period 
of time specified by the Postal Service. 

2032 Return. Return is the delivery of undeliverable-as-addressed mail to the 
sender. 

2033 Applicable Provisions. ‘The provisions of sections 150,250,350 and 450 
apply to forwarding and return. 

-__ - 
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2034 Forwarding for Postal Service Adjustments. When mail is forwarded due to 
Postal Service adjustments (such as, but not limited to, the discontinuance of 
the post office of original address, establishment of rural carrier service, 
conversion to city delivay service from rural, readjustment of delivery 
districts, or renumbering of houses and renaming of streets), it is forwarded 
without charge for a period of time specified by the Postal Service. 

3000 POSTAGE AND PREPARATION 

3010 Packaging 

Mail must be packaged so that: 

a. The contents will be protected against deterioration or degradation; 

b. The contents will not be likely to damage other mail, Postal Service 
employees or property, or to become loose in transit; 

c. The package surface :must be able to retain postage indicia and address 
markings; 

d. It is marked by the mailer with a material whisk thatis net neither readily 
water soluble nor w&ah oar&s easily rubbed off or smeared, and the 
marking will be sharp and clear. 

3020 Envelopes 

Paper used in the preparation of envelopes may not be of a brilliant color. 
Envelopes must be prepared with paper strong enough to withstand normal 
handling. 

3030 Payment of Postage and Fees 

Postage must be fully prepaid on all mail at the time of mailing, except as 
authorized by law or this; Schedule. Except as authorized by law or this 
Schedule, mail depositecl without prepayment of sufficient postage shall be 
delivered to the addressee subject to payment of deficient postage, returned to 
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the sender, or otherwise disposed of as j%e&bad specified by the Postal 
Service. Mail deposited without any postage affixed will be returned to the 
sender without any attempt at delivery. 

3040 Methods for Paying Postage and Fees 

Postage for all mail may be prepaid by mostage meter indici% adhesive 
stamps, or permit imprint, unless otherwise limited or ~~wzGN~ suecified by 
the Postal Service. The following methods of paying postage and fees require 
prior authorization from the Postal Service: 

a. Permit imprint, 

b. Postage meter, 

c. Precanceled stamps, plrecanceled envelopes, and mailer’s precanceled 
postmarks. 

3050 Authorization Fees 

Fees for authorization to use a permit imprint are set forth in WSchedule 
1000. No fee is charged ,for authorization to use a postage meter. Fees for 
setting postage meters are set forth in Rate &Schedule 933SS42 No fee is 
charged for authorization to use precanceled stamps, precanceled envelopes or 
mailer’s precanceled posrmark. 

3060 Special Service Fees 

Fees for special services imay be prepaid in any manner appropriate for the 
class of mail indicated or as otherwise prasaA4 suecified by the Postal 
Service. 

3070 Marking of Unpaid Mail 

Matter authorized for mailing without prepayment of postage must bear 
markings identifying the class of mail service. Matter so marked will be billed 
at the applicable rate of postage set forth in this Schedule. Matter not so 
marked will be billed at the applicable First-Class rate of postage. 
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3080 Refund of Postage 

When postage and special service fees have been paid on mail fi>r which no 
service is rendered for the postage or fees paid, or collected in excess of the 
lawful rate, a refund may be made. There shall be no refund for registered, 
COD, general insurance, and Express Mail Insurance fees when the article is 
4&r withdrawn by the mailer after accentance. In cases involving returned 
articles improperly accepted because of excess size or weight, a refund may be 
made. 

3090 Calculation of Postage 

When a rate schedule contains per piece and per pound rates, the postage shall 
be the sum of the charges produced by those rates. When a rate schedule 
contains a minimums per niece rate and a pound rate, the postage shall 
be the greater of the two. When the computation of postage yields a fraction of 
a cent in the charge, the next higher whole cent must be paid. 

4000 POSTAL ZONES 

4010 Geographic Units of Area 

In the determination of postal zones, the earth is considered to be divided into 
units of area thii minutes square, identical with a quarter of the area formed 
by the intersecting parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude. The distance 
between these units of area is the basis of the postal zones. 

4020 Measurement of Zone Distances 

The distance lupon which zones are based shall be measured fkm the center of 
the unit of area containing the dispatching sectional center facility or multi-ZIP 
coded post office not serviced by a sectional center facility. A post office of 
mailing and a post office of delivery shall have the same zone relationship as 
their respective sectional center facilities or multi-ZIP coded post offices, but 
this shall not cause two post offices to be regarded as within the same local 
zone. 
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4030 Definition of Zones 

4031 Local Zone. The local zone applies to mail mailed at any post office for 
delivery at that office; at any crty letter carrier office or at any point within its 
delivery limits for delivery by carriers from that offrce; at any office tiom 
which a rural route starts for delivery on the same route; and on a rural route 
for delivery at the offke Tom which the route starts or on any rural route 
starting horn that office. 

4032 First Zone. The first zone mchrdes all territory within the quadrangle of entry 
in conjunction with every contiguous quadrangle, representing an area having a 
mean radial distance of approximately 50 miles from the center of a given unit 
of area. The tirst zone also applies to mail between two post offices in the 
same sectional center. 

4033 Second Zone. The second zone includes all units of area outside the first zone 
lying in whole or in part within a radius of approximately 150 miles from the 
center of a given unit of area. 

4034 Third Zone. The third zone includes all units of area outside the second zone 
lying in whole or in part within a radius of approximately 300 miles t?om the 
center of a given unit of area. 

4035 F~ourth Zone. The fourth zone includes all units of area outside the third zone 
lying’ in whole or in part within a radius approximately 600 miles from the 
center of a given unit of area. 

4036 Fifth Zone. The fifth zone includes all units of area outside the fourth zone 
lying in whole or in part within a radius of approximately 1,000 miles fkom the 
center of a given unit of area. 

4037 

4038 

Sixth Zone. The sixth zone includes all units of area outside the fifth zone 
lying in whole or in part within a radius of approximately 1,400 miles f?om the 
center of a given unit of area. 

Seventh Zone. The seventh zo:ne includes all units of area outside the sixth 
zone lying in whole or in part within a radius of approximately 1,800 miles 
from. the center of a given unit of area. 
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4039' Eighth Zone. The eighth zone includes all units of area outside the seventh 
zone. 

40401 Zoned Rates 

Except as provided in section 4050, rates according to zone apply for 
zone-rated mail sent between Postal Service facilities including a&rned 
Eorces post o&es, wherever located. 

4050 APOIFPO Mail 

4051 General. Except as provided in section 4052, the rates of postage for 
zone-rated mail transported between the United States, or the possessions or 
territories of the United States, on the one hand, and Army, Air Force and Fleet 
Post Offtces on the other, or among the latter, shall be the applicable zone rates 
for mail between the place of mailing or delivery and the city of the postmaster 
serving the Army, Air Force or Fleet Post Office concerned. 

4052: Transit Mail. The rates of postage for zone-rated mail UikiA wis mailed at 
or addressed to an Armed Forces- post o&e and u;kisk is 
transported directly to or from Armed Forces zkms&k~ ;post offices at the 
expense of the Department of Defense, without transiting any of the 48 
contiguous states (including the District of Columbia), shah be the applicable 
local zone rate; provided, however, that if the distance from the place of 
mailing to the embarkation point or the distance t?om the point of debarkation 
to the place of delivery is ,greater than the local zone for such mail, postage 
shah be assessed on the basis of the distance from the place of mailing to the 
embarkation point or the distance from the point of debarkation to the place of 
delivery of such mail, as the case may be. The word “transiting” does not 
include enroute transfers at coastal gateway cities which are necessary to 
transport military mail directly between military post offices. 
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5010 

PRIVACY OF MAIL 

First-Class and Express Mail 

Matter mailed as First-Class Mail or Express Mail shall be treated as mail 
which is sealed against postal inspection and shall not be opened except as 
authorized by law. 

5020 All Other Mail 

Matter not paid at First-Class Mail or Express Mail rates mqst be wrapped or 
secured in the manner w snecified by the Postal Service so that the 
contents may be examined. Mailing of sealed items as other than First-Class 
Ma.il or Express Mail is considered consent by the sender to the postal 
iinspection of the contents. 

6000 ‘MALLABLE MATTER 

6010 General 

Attachment A Page107 

Mailable matter is any matter which: 

a. Is not mailed in contravention of 39 U.S.C. Chapter 30, or of 17 U.S.C. 
109; 

b. While in the custody of the Postal Service is not likely to become damaged 
itself, to damage other pieces of mail, to cause injury to Postal Service 
employees or to damage Postal Service property; and 

c. Is not mailed contrary to imy special conditions or limitations placed on 
transportation or movement of certain articles, when imposed under law by 
the U.S. Department of the Treasury; U.S. Department of Agriculture; U.S. 
Department of Commerce; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
U.S. Department of Transportation; and any other Federal department or 
agency having legal jurisdiction. 
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6020 Minimum Size Standards 

The following minimum size standards apply to all mailable matter: 

a. All items must be at least 0.007 inches thick and 

b. all items, other than keys and identification devices, which are 0.25 inch 
thick or less must be 

i. rectangular in shape, 

ii. at least 3.5 inches in width, and 

iii. at least 5 inches in length. 

6030 Maximum Size and Weight Standards 

Where applicable, the maximum size and weight standards for each class a 
subclass of mail are set forth in sections 130, 230, 322.16-330 and 430. 
Additional limitations may be applicable to specific subclasses, and rate and 
discount categories as provided in the eligibility provisions for each subclass or 
category. 

.- 
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REQUESTED CHANGES IN RATES AND FEES AND PHASING SCHEDULES 

In conjunction with the requested changes in the Domestic Mail Classification 

Schedule I(DMCS) set forth in Attachment A, the Postal Service also is requesting that 

the Commission recommend corresponding changes to the attendant rate and fee 

schedules. 

Rate and fee schedules were last amended in part by the Decision of the 

Governors on the Further Recom.nended Decision of the Postal Rate Commission on 

Classroom1 Mail, Docket No. MC96-2 (Classroom Decision), as implemented by 

Resolution 97-9 of the Board of Governors; the Decision of the Governors on the 

Recommended Decision of the Postall Rate Commission on Special Services Fees and 

Classifications, Docket No. MC96-3 (Special Services Decision), as implemented by 

Resolution 97-7 of the Board of Governors; and the Decision of the Governors on the 

Recommended Decision of the Postal Rate Commission on the Experimental Nonletter- 

Size Business Reply Mail Categories and Fees, Docket No. MC97-1 (BRM Decision), as 

implemented by resolution 97-8 of the Board of Governors. The current rate and fee 

schedules (which are published in part at 39 CFR Part 3001, subpart C, appendix A, and 

in part as the Attachment to the Classroom Decision (62 Fed. Reg. 33,142) in part as 

Attachment B to the Special Services Decision (62 Fed. Reg. 26,099). in part as 

Attachment B to the BRM Decision (286 Fed. Reg. 25,756) and in part as Attachment B 

to the Decision of the Governors of the United States Postal Service on the 

Recommended Decision of the Postal Rate Commission on Nonprofit Standard Mail, 

NonproM EInhanced Carrier Route Standard Mail, Nonprofit Periodicals, and Wrthin 
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County Periodicals, Docket NO. MC96-2 (6’1 Fed. Reg. 42,464)), are inmrporat& by 

reference in this Request. 

The schedules in this attachment present both proposed and current rates and 

fE?es. In generalI, for existing schedules, proposed additions to text in the schedules or 

notes are un’derlined; proposed deletions ;are stricken. New or renamed categories 

within existing schedules are underlined. Rate or fee categories that are either 

renamed or proposed for elimination are either stricken or are assigned the acronym 

WA” in the proposed rate or fee column. Special service schedules are renumbered 

according to the numbering system presented in Attachment A. 

The proposed rate and fee schedules in this attachment contain both the 

proposed and tlhe current rate levels for the preferred rate categories. The current 

levels are those approved by the Governors in Docket No. R94-1 for Library Rate, and 

in Docket No. MC96-2 for all other preferned subclasses. The proposed rates in this 

attachment are the “full” Step 6 rates pursuant 39 U.S.C. § 3626. Section 3626 

establishes a six-year phasing period, at the end of which the markups for preferred 

s,ubclasses will be set at one-half the matiups for the corresponding commercial 

s,ubclasses. The test year in this proceeding is FY 98, during which the markups for 

preferred subclasses are to be set at 5/12?” the markups for the corresponding 

commercial !subclasses. The phasing schedules provided on pages 67-74 of this 

attachment show the proposed rates at levels 5 and 6 and are provided for 

informational purposes only. 
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The requested changes in the rate and fee schedules are as follows: 
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0.5 ST25 s9.w s1o.x 51125 
1 10.75 13.x 1225 14.95 
2 11.25 13.75 1225 14.95 
3 1225 15.9 14.03 18.W 
4 13.25 17.35 1575 20.25 
5 14.25 19.75 17.75 2203 
6 15.50 22.75 2i.m 24.75 
7 16.50 24.25 22Yl n.m 
8 17.75 25.75 2350 2775 
9 19.00 a25 24.50 2850 
10 20.25 28.75 2575 mm 
11 21.x 29.50 26.75 30.75 
12 2275 3.25 27.75 31.x 
13 24.W 3i.m 29.w 3225 
14 2525 31.75 31.03 33.50 
15 26.50 3250 3203 3425 
16 27.75 34.00 3310 35.50 
17 2900 34.X 3455 37.m 
18 30.25 36.03 J6.03 38.50 
19 31.50 37.50 3745 4o.m 
20 3275 38x 38.25 4075 
21 54.m 40.X 40.w 4200 
22 35.25 41.m 41.m 43.m 
23 36.X 43.w 4200 4425 
24 37.75 44.03 4302 45 70 
25 39.m 45.w 44.m 47.20 
26 40.25 46.50 45.x 4865 
27 41.50 47.x 46% 50.10 
28 4275 48.50 4810 51 55 
29 44.03 WC0 49.55 53.m 
30 45.25 3x.x 51.03 54.50 
31 46.50 5225 5250 55.95 
32 47.60 urn 53% 940 
33 48.70 55~15 5.540 58.85 
34 49.80 58% 56% 60.30 
35 50.93 yI.10 5830 61.75 
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URwENrPATEs 
-uk 121 &d-&d! 1zZ M-eduk 123 S&&,k 12 

clamred R&cfhztoFe,mhzeto 

s3w 
10.50 
1050 
11.95 
13.05 
14.15 
15.x 
16.40 
17.55 
18.70 
19.75 
20.90 
2205 
2315 
24.30 
2540 
2650 
27.65 
28.80 
29.93 
31.w 
3215 
33.25 
3440 
35.55 
3E.w 
37.75 
38.75 
3970 
40.65 
41.60 
4250 
43.45 
4440 
45.M 
46.30 

SW5 
i4.m 
14.w 
16.15 
18.30 
2045 
24.X 
25.40 
26.50 
27.60 
28.75 
29.80 
30.95 
3200 
3315 
3425 
35.35 
%.W 
37.60 
x70 
39.80 
40% 
42.m 
4315 
4425 
4535 
46.45 
47.55 
48% 
49.80 
w.m 
5203 
5315 
54.20 
55.35 
56.45 

S10.25 $10.75 
1205 15.03 
1205 1503 
14.20 17.25 
16.35 19~40 
18.50 :21.55 
2235 :25.40 
2345 2545 
24.55 2LEc 
2565 28~65 
2680 2980 
27.85 SEC 
2903 3.203 
30 10 :3310 
31 .m 51.25 
32.X 3533 
33.45 3545 
34.55 :37 60 
35% 3% 
3575 39.80 
37.85 ‘wsl 
3c.w 42.m 
40% 4310 
41.M 44.25 
42.30 4530 
43.40 464.5 
4450 47.50 
45.65 48% 
46.70 49.75 
47.85 50.85 
49.w 5203 
50.05 5310 
51.20 5420 
5225 55.30 
5340 5545 
54.50 6750 
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EXPRESSWL(continu~d) 
scnED"LE6,21.122 AND 121 

PROPOSED FaTEs 

Sam OS) 
Airpal 

I cunomed PMcffml0 PmoniQto 
oxsigned P0slomce Md- 

52.w 59 55 59.m 
53.10 61.00 61.25 
54.20 6245 62.70 
55.30 63.95 M.15 
56.40 6540 65.84 
67% 66.*5 9.533 
58.60 9630 67.20 
69.70 99 75 69 60 
60.80 71.20 70.05 
61.90 72.70 71.45 
63W 7.~15 72.80 
6410 75 60 73.50 
ml5 TI.05 74.80 
f6l5 76.50 76.W 
67.15 79 95 7740 
B&l6 60.25 78.80 
69.15 81.70 60.20 
70.15 *3.10 81.65 
71.15 8455 83.05 
72~15 65~95 8445 
73 15 87.45 85.85 
74~15 68.85 67.25 
7515 90.30 88 65 
78.15 91.75 90 10 
7715 83.15 91.50 
7615 9csc 62.90 
7915 86.05 94.30 
80,15 97.50 95 70 
81.15 96.90 97 I5 
62 15 lW.35 98.55 
83 15 101.80 99 95 
84 15 103.20 101.35 
6515 10470 102.75 
86 15 1c610 101.15 
87 15 107.55 105.80 

63.25 
6470 
6S.15 
87.60 
67.70 
69.15 
70.60 
72.00 
73.45 
74.65 
76.25 
7655 
77.95 
79.35 
80 75 
82 15 
83.55 
85 w 
86.u) 
*7.80 
89.20 
w.m 
92.05 
93.45 
91.85 
86.25 
97.65 
99.05 
lW.50 
101 90 
103.30 
104.70 
106.10 
107.50 
108.95 

same osy 
Ailp-2” MdRssee 

47.20 9.55 55.60 56.65 
46.10 6665 56.70 59.70 
49.10 69.80 57.85 60.65 
50.00 6085 B-590 61.95 
60.90 8x0 60,05 63.05 
51.90 6305 61.15 8415 
52.60 64.20 '62.25 65.30 
53.75 65.35 63.0 6640 
54.70 0640 M.50 67.50 
55.m 67.55 65.60 68~65 
56.55 68.65 6670 69 70 
57.50 69.75 67.80 70.65 
56~45 70.65 66.60 71.95 
59 35 72 00 70 05 73.05 
6O.N 73.05 71 10 74 75 
61.25 14.20 72.25 75 30 
6215 16.30 73 35 X35 
83 15 7640 74.45 77.50 
64 05 77.55 7560 X60 
65.W 76.60 ,670 X70 
85.95 79.75 77.80 60,65 
86.E 8085 76.90 61.90 
87.80 61.95 80.05 83.05 
86~75 633.15 61.20 64 25 
89 65 8445 82~50 65.55 
70.65 6585 83.90 66~95 
71~55 677.15 65.20 68~25 
72~45 8845 66.50 89,S5 
73.45 69.85 87.90 90 95 
74.35 91.15 cm20 9225 
75.30 92.55 60.60 9565 
76.25 93.85 91.90 44~95 
'17.15 9525 93.30 96 35 
78 10 95.55 84.60 97.65 
79 05 67.65 65.90 98,95 

cuFd7m-r PATES 
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FIRST-CLASS MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 221 

LEtTERS and SEALED PARCELS ll! 

Proposed Current 
Rate Rate 
(cents) (cents) 

LETTERS 8 SEALED PARCELS 

Regular 

Single Pier&: First Ounce 
Presort’ 
Pre-barcoded Parcels (experimental)” 
PreDaid ReDlV Mail 
Oualified Business R~DIv Mail - 
Additional Ounce’ 
Nonstandard Surcharge 

Single Place 
Presort 

Automation - Presort 

Letters’ 
Basic Presort’ 
&Digit Presort’ 
5-Digit Presort’ 
Carrier Route Presort’ 

Fh& 
Basic Presort* 
3J5-Digit Presort” 

30.0 
26.0 

29.0 
27.0 

Additional Ounce’ 23.0 23.0 
Nonstandard Surcharge 11.0 5.0 

33.0 32.0 
31 .o 29.5 
29.0 26.0 
30.0 NA 
30.0 NA 
23.0 23.0 

16.0 
11.0 

27.5 26.1 
26.5 254 
24.9 23.0 
24.6 23.0 

11.0 
5.0 
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SCHEDULE 221 NOTES 

’ A mailing fee of SOEOOal00.00musl be paki once each year at each omce of mallng by any person 
who mails other than Single Pra FirslCla~ Mail Payment of ti fee alto%% W mailer lo mail al any 
First-Class rate. J- 

’ Rate applies through 11 ouncea Heavier pieces are subject lo Pnorily Mail rates 

’ Rates apply lo bulk-entered mailings of al least 500 letter-size pieces. which must be delrvery polnl 
barccded and meet other preparation requirements praMbed sMdfiedby the Postal Servia. 

’ Rate applies lo kller-size Automation-Presort category mail not mailed al 5Dlgit E-Digit 
or Carrier Route rate5 

’ Rate applies lo letter-we Aulomal~on-Presort calegov mail presorted lo single or muniple 
three-digit ZIP Code destinations spedfiedby the Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies lo letter-size Automation-Presort category mail presorted lo single or muttiple 
five-dlgil ZIP Code destinations apm6Mb& sDecifiedby the Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies lo letter-size Automation-Presort category mall presorted lo carncr routes speM 
by the Postal Service 

’ Rates apply lo bulk-entered mailr+gs of at least 500 flat-size pieces, each of which must be delivery-point 
barcoded or bear a ZIP+4 barcode, and must meet other preparation requirements speCified WeGG+xd by the 
tie Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies lo Ml-size Aulomabon-Presori category mail not mailed al the 36Dtg11 rate 

” Rate applies lo Rat-see Automaton-Preson category mail presorted lo single or muklple 
three- and fivedigit ZIP Code destinations as spec&d by the Postal Service 

” M,npresoned pre-barmded parcels must be properly prepared and submitted in mailings 
of al least 50 pieces~ This ex~&menlal discount is m effect until ADri 28. 1998~ 

112 Add $0.50 per piece for hazardous medica malenals and $1 00 per piece for other mailable 
hvardous materials 
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FIRST-CLASS MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 222 

yards 

Proposed Current 
Rate Rate 
W”b) (cents) 

CARDS 

Regular 
Single Piece 

Presort’ 
Prepaid Reply Mail 
Qualified Business Replv Mail 

Automation-Presort” 
Basic Presort’ 

Z-Digit Presort’ 
5-Digit Presort’ 

Carrier Route Presorts 

21.0 20.0 

19.0 16.0 
16.0 NA 
16.0 NA 

17.6 16.6 

17.0 15.9 

15.9 14.3 

15.6 14.0 

SCHEDULE 222 NOTES 

’ A mailing fee of -$8GX $100.00 must be paid once each year at each office of mailing by any person who 

mails other than Single Piece First-Class Mail. Payment of the fee allows the mailer to mail at any 

First-Class rate. 

’ Rates apply to bulk-entered mailings of at least 500 pieces. which must be barmded 
and meet other preparation requirements pfaewb& specified by the Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies to Automation-Presort category mail not mailed at 3-Digit 5-Digit. 

or Canier Route rates. 

’ Rate applies to AutomatiowPresort categonj mail presorted to single or multiple 

three-digit ZIP Code destinations as pfes&~d speecified by the Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies to Automation-Presort categonj mail presorted to single or multiple 
tie-digit ZIP Code destinations as w swtied by the Postal Service. 

6 Rate applies to Automation-Presort category mail presorted to carrier routes specified 
by the Postal Sewi-. 
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60 
61 
62 
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RATE SCHEDULE 321.2A 
REGULAR SUBCLASS 

Presort CategoTy’,3 

Letter Size 

F’iece Rate 
Basic 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Non-L.etter Size ? 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece* 

Basic 
3/5 Digit 

Destination Entry Discount par Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Pound Rate* 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount p=ar Pound 
BMC 
SCF 

Attachment B at page 12 

Current 

25.6 24.7 
20.9 20.9 

Rate 
(cents) 

1.3 
1.0 

30.6 30.0 
22.5 24.0 

1.3 
1.8 

67.7 65.0 

16.6 16.6 
a.5 10.6 

6.4 7.2 
8.5 8.8 

1.5 
1.8 

1.5 
1.8 

SCHEDULE 321.2A NOTES 
’ A fee of +8&&Q mmust be paid each lZ-month period for each bulk mailing permit. 
* Mailer pays either the minimum piece rate or the pound rate, whichever is higher. 
2 Add $0.50 per piece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO per oiece for other mailable 

hazardous materials. 
i Residual shape surcharqe $0.10 per Piece 
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Letter Size’ 

Piece Rate 
Basic Lette? 
3-Digit Letter’ 
5-Digit Letters 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 321.2B 

REGULAR SUBCLASS 
Automation Category’,‘” 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Flat Size6 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece’ 

Basic Flat ’ 
3/5-Digit Flat @ 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Pound Rate’ 
Plus per piece Rate 

Basic Flat ’ 
315Digit Flat’ 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 
BMC 
SCF 

Attachment B at page 13 

Rate 
(cents) 

Current Proposed 

10.3 18.9 
17.5 17.8 
15.5 16.0 

1.3 1.5 
1.0 1.8 

27.7 24.3 
18.9 20.7 

1.3 1.5 
1.0 1.8 

67.7 65.0 

13.7 10.9 
4.9 7.3 

6.4 7.2 
a.5 0.8 
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SCHEDULE 321.28 NOTES 

’ A fee of S-&4% $100must be paid once each 12-monthperiod for each bulk mailing permit. 

2 For letter-size automation pieces meeting applicable Postal Service regulations. 

’ Rate applies 1:o letter-size automation mail not mailed at 3digit. 5digit or 
carrier route rates. 

’ Rate applies to letter-size automation mail presorted to single or multiple three-digit 
ZIP Code destinations as w specified by the Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies to letter-size automation mail presorted to single or multiple five-digit 
ZIP Code destinations as pres&&d soecified by the Postal Service. 

’ For flat-si.ze automation mail meeting applicable Postal Service regulations 

’ Mailer pays minimum piece rate or pound rata, whichever is higher, 

’ Rate applies to flat-size automation mail not mailed at 315digit rate 

’ Rate applies to flat-size automation mail presorted to single or multiple 
three- and fivedigit ZIP Code destinations as specified by the Postal Service 

g Add $0.50 per piece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO per piece for other mailable 
hazardous materials. 
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STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 321.3 

ENHANCED CARRIER ROUTE SUBCLASS’ 1. 

Rate 
(cents) 

Letter Size 
Current Proposed 

Piece R:ate 
Basic 
Basic Automated Lette? 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU’ 

Non-Letter Size g 

Piece R:ate 
Minimum per Piece’ 

Basic 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU3 

Pound IRate’ 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU’ 

15.0 16.4 
14.6 15.7 
14.2 14.3 
13.3 13.4 

1.3 1.5 
1.0 1.0 
2.3 2.3 

15.5 16.4 
14.7 15.3 
13.7 14.1 

1.3 1.5 
1.8 1.6 
2.3 2.3 

66.3 53.0 

1.8 5.5 
1.0 4.4 
0.0 3.2 

6.4 7.2 
0.5 0.0 

11.1 11.0 
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SCHEDULE 321.3 NOTES 

’ A fee of w mmust be paid each 12-month period for each bulk 
mailing permit. 

’ Rate applies to letter-size automation mail presorted to routes specified by 
the Postal Service. 

3 Applies only to enhanced carrier route mail. 

4 Mailer pays either the minimum piece rate or the pound rate, whichever 
is higher. 

3 Add $0.50 oer Diece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO per piece for 
-mailable hazardous materials. 

6 Residual shape surcharge $0.10 per piece. 

_ --_. - ~-.-- 
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STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 321.4A 
NONPROFIT SUBCLASS 

Presort Categories’ z 
(Full Rates) 

Attachment B at page 17 

Rate 
(cents) 

Letter She 
Current Proposed 

Piece Rate 
Basic 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Non-Letter Siz:e 4 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece’ 

Basrc 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Pound Rate* 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 
BMC 
SCF 

13.8 16.5 
12.0 14.3 

1.3 1.5 
1.8 1.8 

20.1 
14.9 

1.3 
1.8 

40.4 

10.0 
4.0 

6.2 7.2 
0.0 0.8 

23.9 
17.6 

1.5 
1.8 

55.0 

12.6 
6.3 

SCHEDULE 321.4A NOTES 
’ A Fee oF~$lOO.OO must be paid once each 12-month period For each bulk mailing permit 
’ Mailer pays either the minimum piece rate or the pound rate, whichever is higher. 
2 Add $0.50 per piece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO per piece for other 

mailable hazardous materials. 
? Residual shape surcharoe $0.10 per piece 
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Attachment B at page 18 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 321.4B 
NONPROFIT SUBCLASS 
Automation Categories’ c 

(Full Rates) 

Rate 
(cents) 

Letter Size 
Current Proposed 

Piece Rate 
Basic Lette? 
3-Digit Letter’ 
5-Digit Lette?’ 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Flat Size6 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece’ 

Basic Flat’ 
3/5-Digit’ 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 

BMC 
SCF 

Pound Rate’ 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic Flat ’ 
3/5-Digit Flat ’ 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 

BMC 
SCF 

10.5 12.4 
10.1 11.2 
0.0 9.5 

1.3 1.5 
1.8 1.8 

17.7 19.0 
12.5 15.5 

1.3 1.5 
1.8 1.0 

48.4 55.0 

7.6 7.7 
2.4 4.2 

6.2 7.2 
0.0 0.8 
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Attachment B at page 19 

SCHEDULE 321.48 NOTES 

’ A fee of S&X@ $1DOmust be paid once each 12-month period for each bulk mailing permit. 

* For letter-size automation pieces meeting applicable Postal Service regulations 

’ Rate applies to letter-size automation mail not mailed at 3digit. 5digit or carrier route rates. 

’ Rate applies to letter-size automation mail presorted to single or multiple threedigit ZIP 
Code destinations as pfes&xd specified by the Postal Service. 

’ Rate applies to letter-size automation mail presorted to single or multiple five-digit ZIP Code 
destirxations as p+ese&& soecified by the Postal Service. 

6 For flat-size automation mail meeting applicable Postal Service regulations. 

’ Mailer pays minimum piece rate or pound rate, whichever is higher 

’ Rate applies to flat-size automation mail not mailed at 3/5digit rate. 

’ Rate applies to flat-size automation mail presorted to single or multiple three- and fivedigit 
ZIP Code destinations as specified by the Postal Service. 

E mO.50 per piece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO per piece for 
-mailable hazardous materials~ 
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Attachment B at page 20 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 321.5 

NONPROFIT ENHANCED CARRIER ROUTE SUBCLASS’S 
(Full Rates) 

Letter Size 

Piece Rate 
Basic 9.9 9.6 
Basic Automated Lette? 8.5 9.2 
High Density 9.3 7.6 
Saturation 0.7 7.2 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU’ 

Non-Letter Size 5 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece’ 

Basic 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU’ 

Pound Rate4 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU’ 

Current Proposed 

1.3 1.5 
1.0 1.8 
2.4 2.3 

10.7 9.6 
10.0 8.6 
9.4 8.0 

1.3 1.5 
1.8 1.0 
2.4 2.3 

45.1 35.0 

1.3 2.4 
0.6 1.4 
0.0 0.8 

6.2 7.2 
8.8 8.0 

11.4 11.0 
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Attachment B at page 21 

SCHEDULE 321.5 NOTES 

’ A fee of $8&X amust be paid each 12-month period for each bulk mailing permit 

’ Rate ,applies to letter-size automation mail presorted to routes specified by the Postal Service. 

3 Applies only to enhanced carrier route mail. 

’ Mailer pays either the minimum piece rate or the pound rate, whichever is higher. 

1 Add $0.50 per-piece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO per piece for 
-mailable hazardous materials. 

E Residual shape surcharae $0.10 per piece. 
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Proposed Rates and Fees 

Attachment B at page 22 

Replace Rate Schedules 322.7A and 322. I B 
with proposed Rate Schedules 322.7A, 322.IB, 322.C, 

322.10, and 322.1E 
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Attachment B at page 23 
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Attachment B at page 24 

SCHEDULE 322.lA NOTES 

For nonmachinable Inter-BMC oarcels. add: $1.35 oer piece. 
For each pickup stoo. add: $8.25. 
For Orioin Bulk Mail Center Discount deduct $0.57 oer oiece. 
For BMC Presort, deduct $0.12 oar oiece. 
For Barcoded Discount deduct $0.04 per oiece. 
See DMCS section 322.16 for oversize Parcel Post. 
Add $0.50 oer piece for hazardous medical materials and 
hazardous materials. 
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Attachment B at page 25 
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Proposed Rates and Fees 

Attachment B at page 26 

SCHEDULE 322.lB NOTES: 

1 For Barcodad Discount. deduct $0.04 oer piece 
2. See DMCS section 322.16 for oversize Parcel Post. 
3 Add $0.60 oer p&.x for hazardous medical materials and $1.00 oer piece for other mailable 

hazardous materials. 
4- For each pickup stop. add $6.25 
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Attachment B at page 27 
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Attachment B at page 28 

SCHEDULE 322.lC NOTES: 

1. For Barcoded Discount, deduct $0.04 rx?r niece 
? See DMCS section 322.16 for oversize Parcel Post. 
z Add $0.50 per piece for hazardous madica materials and $1.00 per piece for other 
mailable hazardous materials. 
&. A fae of $100 must be paid each war for DBMC. DSCF. and DDU. 
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Weight 
(Pounds) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Attachment B at page 29 

STANDARD ML 
RATE SCHEDULE 3ZZ.iD 

PARCEL POST SUBClASS 
EsnwnoIy SCF RAES 

(ddtm) 

1.60 37 
1.72 3a 
1.84 39 
1.94 40 
2.04 41 
2.12 42 
2.22 43 
2.31 44 
2.9 45 
2.46 46 
2.54 47 
2.60 46 
2.67 49 
2.74 50 
2.80 51 
2.86 52 
2.93 53 
2.98 54 
304 55 
311 56 
3.16 57 
3.21 52 
3.28 59 
3.32 60 
3.37 61 
3.42 62 
3.47 63 
3.52 64 
3.56 65 
3.61 66 
366 67 
3.70 68 
3.74 69 
3.781 70 

DSCF 

Proposed 

3.83 
3.87 
3.91 
3.95 
3.93 
4.04 
4.07 
4.11 
4.14 
4.18 
4.22 
4.26 
4.30 
4.33 
4.36 
4.40 
444 
4.47 
4.51 
4.64 
4.58 
4.61 
4.65 
4.68 
4.72 
4.74 
4.70 
4.80 
4.84 
4.87 
4.91 
4.94 
4.97 
5.00 
5.03 
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Attachment B at page 30 

SCHEDULE 322.lD NOTES: 

1. See DMCS section 32216 for ovenhe Para?l Post 
2 Add $0.50 oer piece for hazardous medical matetials and $1.00 oer piece for other mailable 

hazardous materials. 
3 E\ fee of $100.00 must be oaid each year for DBMC. DSCF. and DDU. 
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Attachment B at page 31 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 322.lE 

PARCEL POST SUBCLASS 
DESTINATION DELIVERY UNIT RATES 

(dollars) 

Weight 
(Pounds) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
10 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2.8 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 
1.37 37 
1.44 38 
I .4a 39 
1.54 40 
1.59 41 
1.63 42 
1.69 43 
1.73 44 
1.77 45 
1.80 46 
1.81 47 
1.83 48 
1.03 49 
1.84 50 
1 .a7 51 
1.87 52 
1, .88 53 
1 49 54 
1 .92 55 
I, .92 56 
1, .93 57 
I, .95 5.3 
1, .96 59 
1.98 60 
1.99 61 
2.01 62 
2.02 63 
2.05 64 
2.08 65 
2.09 66 
2.11 67 
2.13 68 
2.15 69 
2.161 70 

DDU 

Proposed 

2.17 
2.19 
2.21 
2.24 
2.26 
2.20 
2.30 
2.32 
2.36 
2.37 
2.39 
2.42 
2.44 
2.46 
2.48 
2.51 
2.52 
2.55 
2.58 
2.60 
2.62 
2.64 
2.67 
2.69 
2.70 
2.75 
2.76 
2.79 
2.81 
2.84 
2.85 
2.89 
2.91 
2.94 
2.96 
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SCHEDULE 322.1 E NOTES: 

Attachment B at page 32 

1; See DMCS section 322.16 for oversize Parcel Post 
2. Add $0.50 oer piece for hazardous medical materials and $1.00 !xr Diece for other mailable 

hazardous materials. 
3 A fee of $100.00 must bs paid each year for DBMC. DSCF, and DDU. 
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Attachment B at page 33 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 322.3A 

BOUND PRINTED MAlTER SUBCLASS 
SINGLE PIECE RATES: 

(dollars) 

SCHEDULE 322.3A NOTES: 

~~lncludes both catalogs and similar bound printed matter. 
2. For barcoded discount. deduct $0.04 oer piece. 
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Attachment B at page 34 

lone 

Local 
182 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULE 322.3B 

BOUND PRINTED h4AlTER SUBCLASS 
BULK AND CARRIER ROUTE PRESORT RATES II 

(dollars) 

Per-Piece3 

Proposed Current 
0.523 0.530 
0.697 0.700 
0.697 0.700 
0.697 0.700 
0.697 0.700 
0.697 0.700 
0.697 0.700 
0.697 0.700 

Carrier I Per-pound 
Route 21 

%oposed Current 
0.456 0.467 
0.630 0.637 
0.630 0.637 
0.630 0.637 
0.630 0.637 
0.630 0.637 
0.630 0.637 
0.630 0.637 

Proposed Current 
0.012 0.023 
0.061 0.043 
0.087 0.063 
0.131 0.099 
0.198 0.152 
0.269 0.209 
0.355 0.277 
0.428 0.335 

SCHEDULE 322.3B NOTES 

I/ Includes both catalogs and similar bound printed matter. 
21 Applies to mailings of at least 300 pieces presorted to carrier route as 

pres&kd specified by the Postal Service. 
31 For Barcoded Discount, deduct $0.04 oer-piece 
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Attachment B at page 35 

STANDARD MAIL 
RATE SCHEDULES 323.1 8 323.2 

SPECIAL AND LIBRARY RATE SUBCLASSES 

Schedule 323.1: Special 
Proposed Current 

Rates Rates 
(cents) (cents) 

124 124 
90 70 

112 104 

First Pound Not presorted &I 
LEVEL A Presort (Bdigits) l/2/ 
LEVEL B Presort (BMC) l/3/ !I! 

Each addii,ional pound through 7 pounds 

Each addii:ional pound over 7 pounds 

Schedule 323.2: Library 

First Poun’d 

Proposed Current 
Full Rates Full Rates 

(cents) (cents) 
144 112 

Each additional pound through 7 pounds 52 42 

Each additional pound over 7 pounds 25 22 

51 50 

21 31 
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Attachment B at page 36 

I/ 
21 

31 

t?! 

1; 

2, 

SCHEDULE 323.1 N&ES: 

A fee of $8SQ $100.00 must be paid once each 12month period for each permit. 
For mailings of 500 or more pieces property prepared and presorted to five-digit 
destination ZIP Codes. 
For mailings of 500 or more pieces property prepared and presorted to Bulk Mail 
Centers. 
For Barcoded Discount, deduct $0.04 oer-piece 

SCHEDULE 323.2 NOTES: 

Add $0.50 per oiece for hazardous medical materials and $1 .OO oer piece for other 
mailable hazardous materials. 
For Barcoded Discount, deduct $0.04 oer-Diece. 



. 
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PERIODICALS 
RATE SCHEDULE 421 

REGULAR SUBCLASS’.’ 
POttip* 
Rate Unit 

PER POUND: 
Nonadvertising Portion: 
Advertising Portion: 

Delivery Office’ 
SCF’ 
lh2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 

Science of Agriculture 
Delivery Ofke 

SCF 
zones 162 

PER PIECE: Less Nonadvcrtisina Factor’ 
Required Preparation’ 
Presorted to 3digit cityl6digit 
Presorted to 3dIgit 
Presorted to Sdiqit 
Presorted to Carrier Route 
Discounts: 

Prepared to Delivery Olf~ce’ 
Prepared to SCF’ 
High Density’ 
S~at”rPt10n9 

Automation Discounts for 
ALItomation Compatible Mail” 

From Requtred: 
Pre-barcoded letter size 
Pre-barcoded flats 

IFrom 315 Digit: 

Pm-barcoded 3digit Mer size 
Prc-bsrcodtd 5digit Mer size 
Pre-barcoded ttsts 

-From 3 Diqit~ 
Pre-barcoded letter s11e 
Pre-barcoded flats 

From 5 Diqit 
Prc-barcoded letter She 
Pre-bnrcoded “stf 

Pound 16.1 17 4 

Pound 16.9 15.6 
Pound 190 16.0 
Pound 21.4 20.3 
Pound 22.4 21.6 
Pound 25.1 25.1 
Pound 29.2 30.5 
Pound 33.6 36.1 
Pound 36.6 41.6 
Pound 43.2 47.4 

Pound 12.7 11.9 
Pound 14.3 13.5 
Pound 16.1 15.2 

Piece 
Piece 

Piece 2.9 N.A. 
PECe 2.9 N.A. 
Piece 2.7 N A. 

PiCC.Z N.A. 5~1 
Piece N.A. 2.9 

PICCC N.A 5.2 
Piece N.A. 2.6 

Attachment B at page 37 

Current Proposed 
Rate’ Rate 

(cents) (cents) 

57 5.9 
24.0 26.3 
20.2 N~A. 
N.A. 21.7 
N.A. 21.4 

11.9 12.6 

2.1 2.3 
1.1 1.2 
0.6 1.2 
2.4 2.6 

4.6 8.1 
3.1 4.2 
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Attachment B at page 30 

SCHEDULE 421 NOTES 

’ The rates in this schedule also apply to commingled nonsubscriber, non-requester, 
complimentary, and sample copies in excess of 10 percent allowance in regular-rate, 
non-profit, and classroom periodicals. 

’ Rates do not apply to otherwise regular rate mail that qualifies for the W~hin-County 
rates in Schedule 423.2. 

s Charges are computed by adding the appropriate per-piece charge to the sum of the 
nonaclvertising portion and the advertising portion, as applicable. 

’ Applies to tamer route (including high density and saturation) mail 
delivered within the delivery area of the originating post office 

s Applies to mail delivered within the SCF area of the originatrng SCF office 

s For postage calculations, multiply the proportjon of nonadvertising content by this factor and 
subtract from the applicable piece rate. 

z-W 7 
z &not eliqible for carrier-route, 5diqit or 3diqit rates. 

s Applicable to high density maiLdeducted from carrier route presort rate 

’ Applicable to saturation mail, deducted from carrier route presort rate, 

” For automation compatible mail meeting applicable Postal Service regulations 
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PERIODICALS 
RATE SCHEDULE 423.2 

WTHIN COUNTY 
(Full Rates) 

PER POUND: 
General 
Delivery Office’ 

PER PIECE: 
Required Presort 
Presorted to 3diqit 
Presorted to 5diqit 
Carrier Route Presort 

PER PIECE DISCOUNTS: 
Delivery Office’ 
High Density (formerly 125 piece)’ 
Saturation 

Automation Discounts for Automation 
Compatible Mail’ 

From Required: 
3-Digit Pre-barcoded Letter size 
5-Digit Pre-barcoo’ed Letter size 
Pm-barcoded Letter size 
315Digit Pre-barcoded Flats 
Prebarcoded Flat size 

From 3diqit: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flat size 

From 5diqit: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pm-barcoded Flat size 

Attachment 0 at page 39 

Current Proposed 
Rate Rate 
(cents) (cents) 

12.6 13.1 
11.6 11.7 

0.2 9.0 
N.A. 6.0 
N.A. 7.7 
4.4 4.5 

0.3 0.4 
0.5 0.5 
0.7 0.7 

0.4 N .A. 
1.7 N.A. 
N.A. 2.7 
1.5 N.A. 
N.A. 1.2 

N.A. 1.9 
N.A. 1.4 

N.A. 1.6 
N.A. 1.4 

.-._-- 
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Attachment B at page 40 

SCHEDULE 432.2 NOTES 

’ Applicable only to the pound charge of carrier mute (including high density 
and saturation) presorted pieces to be delivered within the delivery area of the originating 
post office 

’ Applicable only to carrier presorted pieces to be delivered within Me delivery area 
of the originating post office. 

’ Appliwble to high denisty mail, deducted from carrier route presort rate. 

’ For automation compatible pieces meeting applicable Postal Service regulations 
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PERIODICALS 
RATE SCHEDULE 423.3 

PUBLICATIONS OF AUTHORIZED NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS “(Full Rates) 

PER POUND: 
Nonadvertising portion: 
Advertising portion? 

Delivery Offices 
SCP 
IS! 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 

PER PIECE: Less Nonadvertising Factor’ 

Postage 
Rats Unit 

Pound 14.2 15.4 

Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 

Required Preparations Piece 
Presorted to 3digit cityl5digit Piece 
med to 3-diqit Piece 
Presorted to 5-diqit Piece 
Presorted to Carrier Route Piece 
Discounts: 

Prepared to Delivery Offices Piece 
Prepared to SCF ’ Piece 
High Density (formerly 125-Piece)s Piece 
Saturation’ Piece 

Aufomation Discounts for Automation Compatible Mail’ 

From Required: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

From 315 Digit: 
3-Digit Pre-barcoded Letter size 
5-Digit Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

Piece 
Piece 

Piece 
Piece 
Piece 

&om 3-Diait: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

mm 5-Diqit: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

Piece 
Piece 

Piece 
Piece 

Current 

(cents) 

16.9 15.0 
19.0 18.0 
21.4 20.3 
22.4 21.6 
25.1 25.1 
29.2 30.5 
33.6 36.1 
30.0 41.6 
43.2 47.4 

4.2 4.4 

21.9 
17.4 
N.A. 
N.A. 

10.7 

24 4 
N.A. 
16.5 
16.3 
11.3 

1.2 1.2 
0.6 0.6 
0.7 2.0 
2.1 3.3 

3.0 7.9 
2.4 3.7 

2.3 N.A. 
2.3 N.A. 
2.4 N.A. 

N.A. 2.9 
N.A. 2.6 

N.A. 3.2 
N.A. 2.6 

Proposed 
Rate ’ 
(cents) 
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Attachment B at page 42 

SCHEDULE 423.3 NOTES 

’ Charges are computed by adding the appropriate per-piece charge to the sum of the 
nonadvertising potion and the advertising portion, as appkable. 

2 Applies to carder route (including high density and saturation) mail delivered 
within the delivery area of the originating post office 

’ Applies to mail delivered within the SCF area of the originating SCF office. 

‘ For postage calculation, multlpty the proportion of nonadvertising content by this factor and 
subtract from the applicable piece rate. 

5 Mai[not eligible for carrier-route. 5diqit or 3diqit rates. 

6 Appkable to high density mail, deducted from carrier route presort rate 

’ Applicable to saturation mail, deducted from carrier route presort rate. 

’ For iautomation compatible mail meeting applicable Postal Service regulations. 

’ Not ,applicable to publications containing 10 percent or less advertising content 

” If qualified, nonprofit publications may use Within-County rates for applicable portions Of a 
mailing. 
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PERIODICALS 
RATE SCHEDULE 423.4 

CLASSROOM PUBLlCATlONS ” 
(Full Rates) 

Postege 
Rate Unit 

Current Ott 5 ‘97 Proposed 

PER POUND: 
Nonadvertising Portion: 
Advertising Portion:’ 

Delivery Off& 
SCF’ 
l&Z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 

PER PIECE:: Less Nonadvertising Facto+ 
Required Preparation’ 
Presorted to 3digit cityl5digit 
-sorted to 3diqit 
&sorted to 5diqit 
Presorted to Carrier Route 
Discounts: 

Prepared to Delivery Office’ 
Prepared to SCF 
High Density (formerly 125-Piece)6 
Saturation’ 

Automation Discounts for Automation 
Compatible Mail’ 

From Required: 
ZIP+4 Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barwded Flats 

From 315 Digit: 
ZIP+4 Letter size 

Rate’ Rate’ 
tcents) (cents) 

Rate ’ 
(cents) 

Pound 11.3 14.2 15.4 

Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 

Piece 
Piece 
Piece 
Piece 
Piece 

18.0 16.9 15.6 
19.1 19.0 16.0 
21.2 21.4 20.3 
223 224 21.6 
25.0 25.1 25.1 
29.2 29.2 30.5 
33.5 33.6 36.1 
30.8 30.0 41.6 
43.2 43.2 47.4 

3.5 4.2 4.4 
47.1 21.9 24.4 
12.6 17.4 N.A. 
N.A N.A. 10.5 
N.A N.A. 10.3 
9.0 10.7 11.3 

Piece 0.5 1.2 1.2 
Piece 0.3 0.6 0.6 
Piece 0.2 0.7 2.0 
Piece 0.7 2.1 3.3 

Piece 
Piece 
Piece 

0.7 N.A. N.A. 
1.7 3.0 7.9 
2.3 2.4 3.7 

3-Digit Pm-barccded Letter siz Pke 
5-Digit Pm-barcoded Letter siz Piece 
Pre-barwded Flats Piece 

_I’rom 3 Diait: 
Pre-barcoded Letter she Piece 
Pre-barcoded Flats Piece 

>rom 5 Diait: 
Pre-barwded Letter size Piece 
Pre-barcoded Flats Piece 

Attachment B at page 43 

0.4 N.A. 
1.0 2.3 
1.7 2.3 
1.5 2.4 

N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 

N.A. N.A. 2.9 
N.A. N.A. 2.6 

N.A. N.A. 3.2 
N.A. N.A. 2.6 
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SCHEDULE 423.4 NOTES 

Attachment B at page 44 

’ Charges are computed by adding the appropriate per-piece charge to the sum of the 
nonadvertising portion and the advertising porbon, as applicable. 

’ Applies to carrier route (including 125-p&e walk sequence and saturation) mail 
delivered within the delivery area of the originating post office. 

’ Applies to mail delivered within the SCF area of the originating SCF office. 

’ For postage calculation, multiply the proportion of nonadvertising content by this factor 
and subtract from the applicable piece rate. 

5 &il not eliqible for carrier-route, 5diait. or 3diait rates. 

’ For walk sequenced mail in batches of 125 pieces or more from carrier route presorted mail 

’ Applicable to saturation mail; deducted from carrier route presort rate. 

’ For automation compatible mail meeting applicable Postal Service regulations. 

’ Not applicable to publications containing 10 percent or less of advertising content. 

” If qualified, classroom publications may use Wrthin-County rates for applicable portions of a 
mailing. 

--.- 
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Description 

Per manual correction 

Per automated correction 

Attachment 0 at page 45 

FEE SCHEDULE 911 

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS 

Fee 
Proposed Current 

$0.50 $0.50 

$0.20 $ 0.20 
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FEE SCHEDULE 912 

ZIP CODING OF MAILING LISTS 

Fee 
Proposed Current 

Per thousand addresses $70.00 $60.00 

CORRECTION OF MAILING LISTS 

Fee 
Proposed Current 

Per submitted address $0.20 $0.17 

Minimum charge per list corrected $7.00 $5.50 

ADDRESS CHANGES FOR ELECTION BOARDS 
AND REGISTRATION COMMISSIONS 

Fee 
Proposed Current 

Per change of address $0.20 $0.17 

CORRECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ARRANGEMENT OF 
ADDRESS CARDS IN CARRIER DELIVERY SEQUENCE 

Per Correction 

Fee 
Proposed Current 
$0.20 $0.17 

NOTE 

When rural routes have been consolidated or changed to another post 
office, IIO charge will be made for correction if the list contains only 
names of persons residing on the route or routes involved. 

--__- 
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FEE SCHEDULE 921 
POST OFFICE BOXES AND CALLER SERVICE 

I. Semi-annual Box Fees’ 

Fee Group 

Box Size2 A B C D&E’ E’ 
Proposed CUmnt Proposed cumnt Pmp0S.A CUTEn! Proposed ChW%t Proposed C”tTM, 

1 $35.00 $ 24 $30.00 22 $22.50 $ 20 $9.00 $ 6.00 $0 N.A. 
2 52.50 37 45.00 33 32.50 29 15.00 10.00 0 N.A. 
3 92.50 64 75.00 56 57.50 52 27.50 18.00 0 N.A. 
4 162.50 121 145.00 109 97.50 86 40.00 26.50 0 N.A. 
5 275.00 209 217.50 186 162.50 144 62.50 41.50 0 N.A. 

’ A customer ineligible for carrier delivery may obtain a post office box at neehaqe 
Group E fees, subject to administrative decisions regarding customers proximity to post 
office. 

’ Box Size 1 = under 296 cubic inches; 2 = 296-499 cubic inches; 3 = 500-999 cubic 
inches; 4 = 1000-1999 cubic inches; 5 = 2000 cubic inches and over. 

II. Semi-annual Caller Service Fees 

Fee Group Fee 
Proposed Current 

A ..__.__....._............................................. $275 $250 
B ..___.__.____....__....................................... $275 $240 
C . . ..___.____....._........................................ $275 $225 
D . . . . . . ..___..__._......................................... $275 $225 

Ill. Annusl Call Number Reservation Fee 

(all applicable Fee Groups) ___ _.. . . .__.. __ ___ ._ $40 $30 
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FEE SCHEDULE 931 
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 

Fee’ 
Active business reply advance deposit account: Proposed 

Per piece: 
Pre-barcoded NA 
Qualified 50.06 
Nonletter-size, using reverse manifest (experimental) $0.02 
Nonletter-size, using weight averaging (experimental) 50.03 
Other ’ 50.08 

Payment of postage due charges if active business 
reply mail advance deposit account not used: 

Per piece 

Annual License and Accounting Fees: 
Accolunting Fee for Advance Deposit Account 
Permit fee (with or without Advance Deposit 

Account) 

Monthly Fees for customers using a reverse manifest or 
weight averaging for nonletter-size business reply 

Nonletter-size, using reverse manifest (experimental) 
Nonletter-size, using weight averaging (experimental) 

Set-up/Qualification fee for customers using a reverse 
manifest or weight averaging for nonletter-size business reply 

Nonletter-size, using reverse manifest (experimental) 
Nonletter-size, using weight averaging (experimental) 

$0.30 

$300 

$100 

$1000 
$3000 

$1,000 
$3,000 

Current 

$0.02 
$0.02 
$0.02 
$0.03 
$0.10 

$0.44 

$205 

$85 

$1000 
53000 

51,000 
53,000 

’ Experimental per piece, monthly, and set-up/qualification fees are applicable only to 
participants selected by the Postal Service for the nonletter-size business reply mail 
experiment. The experimental fees expire June 7. 1999. 
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FEE SCHEDULE 932 
MERCHANDISE RETURN 

PerTransaction 

F.t 
Proposed CUrred 

Shipper must have an advance deposit accwnl 
(see OMCS Schedule 1000) s 0.30 f 0.30 
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FEE SCHEDULE 933 
ON-SITE METER SE-ITING 

First Meter By appointment 
Unscheduled request 

Additional meters 

Checking meter in or out of service (per meter) 

Fee 
Proposed Current 

5 27.50 $27.50 
31 .oo 31 .oo 

4.00 3.25 

8.50 7.50 

-.--__- 
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FEE SCHEDULE 934 
PREPAID REPLY MAIL 

Annual Permit Fee 

Monthlv Accountina Fee 

Fee 

5100 

$1,000 
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Description 

Service (per mailpiece) 
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FEE SCHEDULE 941 
CERTIFIED MAIL 

Fee 
(in addition to poStage) 

Proposed Current 
51.55 51.35 
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FEE SCHEDULE 942 
REGISTERED MAIL 

Declared Value of Article’ Fe& 
(in addition to postage) 

Handling Charge 

$0.00 to $100 ............................... N/A 
SC! ............................ ..$7.3 0 

0.00 to lOO...............................N/ A 
g&l to 100..............................$7.4 5 

500................................8.15 100.01 to 
500.01t0 

1.000.01 to 
2.000.01 to 
3.000.01 to 
4,000.01 to 
5,000.01 to 
6,OOO.Ol to 
7,000.01 to 
8.000.01 to 
9.000.01 to 

10.000.01 to 
11,000.01 to 
12,000.01 to 
13,000.01 to 
14,000.01 to 
15,000.01 to 
16,OOO.Ol to 
17,000.01 to 
18.000.01 to 
19,000.01 to 
20,000.01 to 
21,000.01 to 
22,000.01 to 
23,OOO.Ol to 
24,OOO.Ol to 

1,000................................8.8 5 
2,000................................9.5 5 
3,000 .............................. 10.25 
4,000 .............................. 10.95 
5,000..............................11.6 5 
6,000 .............................. 12.35 
7,000 .............................. 13.05 
8,000 .............................. 13.75 
9,000 .............................. 14.45 

10,000..............................15.15 
11,000 .............................. 15.85 
12,000..............................16.5 5 
13,000..............................17.2 5 
14,000..............................17.9 5 
15,000 .............................. 18.65 
16,000 .............................. 19.35 
17,000..............................20.0 5 
18,000 .............................. 20.75 
19,000..............................21.4 5 
20,000..............................22.15 
21,000..............................22.8 5 
22,000..............................23.5 5 
23,000..............................24.2 5 
24,000 .............................. 24.95 
25,000..............................25.6 5 

Proposed Current 

$4.85 (titttout insurance) None 
N.A. .___.._._......... None 
4.95 (with insurance) 

I N.A ............... 
5.40 ................ 
5.85 ................. 
6.30 ................. 
6.75 ................. 
7.20 ................. 
7.65 ................. 
8.10 ................. 
8.55 ................. 
9.00.. ............... 
9.45 ................. 
9.90.. ............... 
10.35 ............... 
10.80 ............... 
11.25 ............... 
11.70 ............... 
12.15 ............... 
12.60 ............... 
13.05 ............... 
13.50 ............... 
13.95 ............... 
14.40 ............... 
14.85 ............... 
15.30 ............... 
15.75 ............... 
16.20 ............... 
16.65 ............... I 

-_._- 
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Provosed Current Proposed/Current 

25,OOO.Ol to $,l million _.._.....__.__.............. $25.65 _..__.._.. $16.65 ._....................... plus 670 
cents for each 
$1,000 (or 
fraction 
thereof) over 
$25,000 

Over $1 million to $15 million . . .._._____........__ $708.15 _..._._._. $455.40... p/US 4& 70 
cents for each 
$1,000 (or 
fraction 
thereof) over 
$1 million 

Over $15 million _..._.____..___._._.. $10.508.15 .__..__... $6,755.40 . ..__............. plus Amount 
determined by 
the Postal 
Service based 
on weight, 
space and 
value 

1 Articles wit,h a declared value of more than $25,000 can be registered, but Compensation for 
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FEE SCHEDULE 943 
INSURED MAIL 

Part a -Express Mail Insurance 

Document Reconstruction 

Coverage Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

$0.01 to $!jOO . . .._.___.___.._.................................................................... no charge 

Merchandise 

-Coverase Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

Proposed Current 
$ 0.01 toI $ 500 .,. . _.. ___ __ __. . .._ _.. ._. ._. . ..no charge... ___ .__ __. ___ .._. no charge 

500.01 to 5000 $1 .OO for each $100 $0.90 for each $100 
(or fraction thereof) (or fraction thereof) 
over $500 in value over $500 in value 

Part b aeneral Insurance 

-Coverase Fee 2 
(in addition to postage) 

Proposed Current 
$ 0.01 to’$ 50 __._._,......__...__.................,..........,.................. $0.95 $0.75 

50.01 to$ 100 __.____.__........,_............................,.................. 1.90 1.60 
100.1 to $5000 . . . .._..._______..................................................... 1.90 1.60 

plus $1 .OO for each p/us $0.90 
$100 (or fraction for each $100 

thereof) over $100 in (or fraction 
W coveraoe thereof) in 

declared value 
2 For bulk insurance, deduct $0.40 per piece. 
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FEE SCHEDULE 944 
COLLECT ON DELIVERY 

Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

Amount to be collected, or 
Insurance Coverage Desired 

8 0.01to $50 
50.07 to 100 

100.01t0 200 
200.01 to 300 
300.01to 400 
400.01to 500 
500.01 to 600 

Proposed Current 
$4.00 $3.50 
$5.00 4.50 
$6.00 5.50 
$7.00 6.50 
$8.00 7.50 
$9.00 8.50 

$10.00 9.50 

Notice of nondelivery of COD 

Alteration of COD charges or 
desiignation of new addressee 

Registered COD 

$3.00 2.80 

$3.00 2.80 

$4.00 3.50 
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FEE SCHEDULE 945 
RETURN RECEIPTS 

Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

Receipt Issued at Time of Mailing’ 
Proposed 

Items other than Merchandise . . . . .._....._._._.__..................... $1.45 
Merchandise (without another special service) __.___....._.,.. $1.70 

Current 
$1.10 
$1.20 

Receipt Issued after Mailing2 _..._.............................................. $7.00 $6.60 

’ This receipt shows the signature of the person to whom the mailpiece was 
delivered, the date of delivery and the delivery address, If such address is 
different from the address on the mailpiece. 

’ This receipt shows to whom the mailpiece was delivered and the date of delivery. 
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Per Piece 
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FEE SCHEDULE 946 
RESTRICTED DELIVERY 

Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

Proposed Current 

$2.75 $2.75 
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FEE SCHEDULE 947 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

Individual Pieces 

Proposed Current 
Original certificate of mailing for listed 
pieces of all classes of ordinary mail (per piece) 

Three or more pieces individually listed in a firm 
mailing book or an approved customer provided 
manifest (per piece) 

$0.60 0.55 

0.25 0.20 

Each additional copy of original certificate of 
mailing or original mailing receipt for registered, 
insured, certified, and COD mail (each copy) 0.60 0.55 

Bulk Pieces 

Identical pieces of First-Class and Single Piece, Regular, 
Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit, and Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route 
Standard Mail paid with ordinary stamps, precanceled stamps, or meter 
stambs are subject to the following fees: 

Up to 1,000 pieces (one certificate 
for total number) 

Each additional 1,000 pieces or fraction 

3.00 2.75 

0.40 0.35 

Duplicate copy 0.60 0.55 
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FEE SCHEDULE 948 
DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 

Service Fee (in addition to postacre) 

Used in Coniunction with Priorii Mail 
mronic $0.00 
mal $0.35 

Used in Coniunction with Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, 
Libran/, and Special Standard Mail 

Electronic $0.25 
mal $0.60 
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FEE SCHEDULE 951 
PARCEL AIR LIFT 

FW 
(In addition to Parcel 
Post postage) 

IJp to 2 pounds 
0ver 2 up to 3 pounds 
Over 3 up to 4 pounds 
Over 4 pounds 

Proposed 
$0.45 
$0.85 
$1.30 
$1.75 

Current 
$0.40 

0.75 
1.15 
1.55 

-- -- 
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FEE SCHEDULE 952 
SPECIAL HANDLING 

Fee 
(In addition to postage) 

Not rnore than 10 pounds 
More than 10 pounds 

Proposed Current 
$17.25 $ 5.40 

$24.00 $7.50 

---- --~ 
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Description 

Single Sale 
Sinqle Sale Holoaram 
WBULK (500) #6-314 size: 

PRINTED BULK 1500) #6-3/4 size 

FEE SCHEDULE 961 
STAMPED ENVELOPES 

Regular 
Window 
&p&r 
m 

BANDED (500) #6-314 size 
MBULK (500) size > #G-3/4 through #lo’ Regular 

Wlndow 
PRINTED BULK (500) size > #5-3t4 throuqh #lO Reqular 

Window 
Savinqs Bond 
Holoaram 

BANDED (500) size > #6-314 throuoh #lo 
Multi-Color Prin:ting (500) s-314 size 

#lo size’ 
Printing Charge! per 500 Envelopes (for each type of printed envelope) 

Minimum Order (500 envelopes) 
Order for 1,000 or more envelopes 

Double Window (500) - size > #6-3/4 through #lo’ 
Household (5011: size # 6-3/4 Regular 

Window 
size > #6-3/4 through #lO Regular 

WIndow 
Holoaram 

NOTES 
’ Fee for precancelled envelopes is the same 

Attachment B at page 63 

Fee 
(in ,dditiO” to postrge, 

Current Proposed 
$ 0.07 $ 0.06 
$ 0.08 $ 0.06 
$ 8.50 $ 8.20 
$ 8.50 $ 9.00 
$14.00 $ 12.60 
$ 14.00 $ 13.40 
$ 9.50 S 8.20 
$11.50 s 12.00 
$11.50 $ 13.00 
$ 15.00 S 16.40 
s 15.00 $ 17.40 
$ 15.00 % 15.00 
$ 19.00 $ 16.40 
$ 12.00 $ 13.00 
s 14.00 $ 10.50 
$ 15.00 $ 15.00 

N.A 
N.A. 

$ 11.50 
$ 3.00 
$ 3.00 
S 3.25 
$ 3.25 
$ 3.50 

$ 4.40 
$ 440 
$ 15.00 
$ 3.00 
$ 3.10 
$ 3.20 
$ 3.30 
$ 3.20 
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FEE SCHEDULE 962 
STAMPED CARDS 

Description 

Stamped Card 
Double Stampled Card 

Attachment B at page 64 

Fee 
(in addition to postage) 

Proposed Current 
$0.02 $0.00 
$0.04 $0.00 

-- - 
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FEE SCHEDULE 971 
MONEY ORDERS 

Fee 

Domestic 

APO-FPO 

Proposed Current 

$ 0.01 to$700 $0.85 $0.85 

5 0.01 to 5700 0.30 0.30 

Inquiry Fee, which includes the issuance of 
copy of a paid money order 

2.75 2.75 
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SCHEDULE 1000 

FEES 
Proposed Current 

First-Class Presorted Mailing Fee 5100.00 5 85.00 

Periodicals Fees 
A. Original Entry 5305.00 5305.00 
B. Additional Entry 5 50.00 5 85.00 
C. Reentry 5 50.00 5 50.00 
D. Registration for News Agents 5 50.00 5 50.00 

Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, NonDrofit,and 
Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route Standard Mail Bulk Mailing - 5100.00 5 85.00 

Parcel Post:: Destination BMC, SCF. and DDU 5100.00 5 85.00 

Special Standard Mail Presorted Mailing* 5100.00 5 85.00 

Authorization to Use Penit Imprint 5100.00 5 85.00 

Merchandise Return 5100.00 5 85.00 
(per facility receiving merchandise return labels) 

Business Reply Mail Permit 5 85.00 
(see Fee Schedule 932) 
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PHASING SCHEDULES 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
STANDARD MAIL RATE SCHEDULE 321.4A 

NONPROFIT SUBCLASS 
Presort Categories 

Rate 
(cents) 

Letter Sue 
Step 5 Step 6 

Piece Rate 
Basic 
3bDigit 

Destination’Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Non-Letter Size 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece 

Basic 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Pound Rate 
Plus Per Piece Rate 

Basic 
3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 
BMC 
SCF 

16.0 16.5 
13.0 14.3 

1.5 1.5 
1.8 1.8 

23.4 23.9 
17.1 17.6 

1.5 1.5 
1.8 1.8 

55.0 55.0 

12.1 12.6 
5.8 6.3 

7.2 7.2 
8.8 8.8 



. 

I * 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
STANDARD MAIL RATE SCHEDULE 321.4B 

NONPROFIT SUBCLASS 
Automation Categories 

Rate 
(cents) 

Letter Size 
Step 5 Step 6 

Piece Rate 
Basic Letter 
3-Digit Letter 
5-Digit Letter 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 

Flat Sire 

Piece Rate 
Minimum per Piece 

Basic Flat 

3/5-Digit 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 

BMC 
SCF 

Pound Rate 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic Flat 
3/5-Digit Flat 

Destination Entry Discount per Pouhd 

BMC 
SCF 

11.9 12.4 
10.7 11.2 
9.0 9.5 

1.5 1.5 
1.8 1.8 

18.5 19.0 
15.0 15.5 

1.5 1.5 

1.8 1.8 

55.0 55.0 

7.2 7.7 

3.7 4.2 

7.2 7.2 

8.8 8.8 

-- 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
STANDARD MAIL RATE SCHEDULE 321.5 

NONPROFIT ENHANCED CARRIER ROUTE SUBCLASS 
Rate 

(cents) 
Letter Size 

Piece Rate 
Basic 
Basic Automated Letter 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU 

Non-Letter Size l 

Piece Rate 
Minimum par Piece 

Basic 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Piece 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU 

Pound Rate 
Plus per Piece Rate 

Basic 
High Density 
Saturation 

Destination Entry Discount per Pound 
BMC 
SCF 
DDU 

Step 5 y 

N/A 
0.7 
7.3 
6.7 

1.5 1.5 
4.8 1.8 
2.3 2.3 

N/A 9.6 
N/A 6.6 
NIA 8.0 

1.5 1.5 
1.8 1.8 
2.3 2.3 

35.0 35.0 

N/A 2.4 
N/A 1.4 
N/A 0.8 

7.2 
8.0 

11.0 

Step 6 

9.6 
9.2 
7.8 
7.2 

7.2 
0.0 

11.0 
* It is anticipated that in order to comply with 39 U.S.C. Section 3642(d), phased rates will not be 

implemented for the cells marked N/A. Full rates would apply for these cells. 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
Schedule 323.2: Library 

First Pound 

Proposed 
Step 5 Rates 

(cents) 
144 

Proposed 
Step 6 Rates 

(cents) 
144 

Each additional pound through 7 pounds 47 52 

Each additional pound over 7 pounds 24 25 

..-.-- __.--. -_-- - 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
RATE SCHEDULE 423.2 

WTHIN COUNTY 
(Step 5 and Step 6 Rates) 

Phase 5 Phase 6 
Rate Rate 
C-W (cants) 

PER POUND: 
General 
Delivery Office’ 

PER! PIECE: 
Required Presort 
Presorted to 3-digit 
Presorted to E-digit 
Carrier Route Presort 

PER PIECE DISCOUNTS: 
Delivery Office’ 
High Density (formerly 125 piece)’ 
Saturation 

Automation Discounts for Automation 
Compatible Mai? 

From Required: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flat size 

From 3digit 
Pra-barcoded Letter size 
Pra-barcoded Flat size 

From 5digkt 
Pra-barcoded Latter size 
Pre-barcoded Flat size 

13.0 13.1 
11.7 11.7 

9.0 9.0 
7.9 8.0 
7.6 7.7 
4.4 4.5 

0.4 0.4 
0.4 0.5 
0.6 0.7 

2.6 2.7 
1.3 1.2 

1.9 1.9 
1.3 1.4 

1.6 1 .a 
1.4 1.4 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
PERIODICALS RATE SCHEDULE 423.3 

PUBLICATIONS OF AUTHORlZEO NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS’0 
(Step 5 and Step 6 Rates) 

Postage 
Rate Unit 

PER POUND: 

Nor-advertising portion: Pcund 

Advertising port~on:~ 
Delivery Of& 
SCF= 
182 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 

Pwnd 15.6 15.6 
Pound 18.0 18.0 
Pound 20.3 20~3 
Pound 21.6 21.6 
Pound 25 1 25~1 
Pound 30.5 30.5 
Pound 361 36.1 
Pound 41.6 41 6 
Pound 47.4 474 

PER PIECE: Less Nonadvertising Factor’ 4~4 

Required Preparation’ Piece 
Presorled to 3digit PleE 
Presorted to E-digit Piece 
Presorted to Carrier Route PlcCe 

Discounts: 
Prepared to Delivery Office2 P&Oe 
Prepared to SCF PleCe 
High Density (formerly 125Piec& Piice 
Saturabon’ PEE 

Automation Discounts for Automation Compatible Mail’ 

24.3 24,4 
18.4 165 
18.2 16.3 
11.2 11.3 

1.2 1.2 
0~6 0.6 
2.0 2.0 
3.3 3.3 

From Required 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

Pi 
Piece 

79 
3.7 

From >Digit: 
Prcbarcoded Letter sze 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

Pi 
Pi 

From 5Digit 
Prebarccded Letter Sk 
Pre-baraded Flats 

Pi 
Piece 

Phase 5 

Rate’ 
(Q-w 

15.3 

2.9 29 
2.6 2.6 

3.2 3.2 
2.6 2.6 

Phase 6 
Rate 

(cents) 

15.4 

4.4 

7.9 
3.7 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RATES FOR PHASING SCHEDULE 
PERIODICALS RATE SCHEDULE 423.4 

CLASSROOM PUBLICATIONS” 
(Step 5 and Step 6 Rates) 

Postage Phase 5 Phase 6 

PER POUND: 
Nonadvertising Portion: 

Advertising Portion:’ 
Delivery Office’ 

SCP 
la2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 

PER PIECE: Less Nonadvertising Facto? 

Required Preparation5 
Presorted to 3digit 
Presorted to 5digit 
Presorted to Carrier Route 
Discounts: 

Prepared to Delivery Office’ 
Prepared to SCF 
High Density (formerly 125-Piece)6 
Saturation’ 

Automation Discounts for Automation 
Compatible Mail’ 

From Required: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

From 3 Digit: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

From 5 Digit: 
Pre-barcoded Letter size 
Pre-barcoded Flats 

Rate Unit 

Pound 15.3 

Pound 15.6 15.6 
Pound 16.0 18.0 
Pound 20.3 20.3 
Pound 21.6 21.6 
Pound 25.1 25.1 
Pound 30.5 30.5 
Pound 36.1 36.1 
Pound 41.6 41.6 
Pound 47.4 47.4 

4.4 4.4 

Piece 24.3 24.4 
Piece 18.4 18.5 
Piece 18.2 18 3 
Piece 11.2 11.3 

Piece 1.2 1.2 
Piece 0.6 0.6 
Piece 2.0 2.0 
Piece 3.3 3.3 

Rate 
(cents) 

15.4 

Piece 
Piece 

Piece 2.9 2.9 
Piece 2.6 2.6 

Piece 3.2 3.2 
Piece 2.0 2.8 

7.9 7.9 
3.7 3.7 

.--__ -- 
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POSTAL RATE AND FEE CHANGES 
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July 30, 1997 

September 3, 1997 

September 3’, 1997 

September 22 - October 1 
and October 6 - 10, 1997 

October 20, 1997 

November 1!3, 1997 

November 113, 1997 

December 8 - 23, 1997 

December 2:3, 1997 

January 12, 1998 

January 21 -- 30,1998 

February 12, 1998 

February 23,1998 

February 26 - 27, 1998 

First Prehearing Conference 

Identify expected amount of oral cross-examination. 
Report on the availability of witnesses 

Completion of discovery on the Postal Service’s direct 
case 

Hearings for cross-examination of the Postal 
Service’s direct case (9:30 a.m. in the Commission 
hearing room) 

Filing of the case-in-chief of each participant, 
including rebuttal to the Postal Service 

Identify expected amount of oral cross-examination. 
Report on the availability of witnesses 

Completion of discovery directed to intervenors and 
the OCA 

Evidentiary hearings on the cases-in-chief of 
intervenors and the OCA (9:30 a.m. in the 
Commission hearing room) 

Completion of discovery directed to the Service 

Filing of evidence in rebuttal to the cases-in-chief of 
participants other than the Postal Service (no 
discovery permitted on this rebuttal evidence; only 
oral cross-examination) 

Hearings on rebuttal to participants’ direct evidence 
(9:30 a.m. in the Commission hearing room) 

Filing of initial briefs 

Filing of reply briefs 

Oral argument 
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SPECIAL RULES OF PRACTICE 

1. Evidence 

A. Case-in-chief. A participant’s case-in-chief shall be in writing and shall 

include the participant’s direct case and rebuttal, if any, to the United States Postal 

Service’s case-in-chief. It may be accompanied by a trial brief or legal memoranda 

There will be a stage providing an opportunity to rebut presentations of other 

participants and for the Postal Service to present surrebuttal evidence. 

B. Exhibits. Exhibits should be self-explanatory. They should contain 

appropriate footnotes or narrative explaining’the source of each item of information 

used and ,the methods employed in statistical compilations. The principal title of each 

exhibit should state what it contains or represents. The title may also contain a 

statement of the purpose for which the exhibit is offered; however, this statement will 

not be considered part of the evidentiary record. Where one part of a multi-part exhibit 

is based on another part or on another exhibit, appropriate cross-references should be 

made. Relevant exposition should be included in the exhibits or provided in 

accompanying testimony. 

C. Motions to Strike. Motions to strike are requests for extraordinary relief and 

are not substitutes for briefs or rebuttal evidence. All motions to strike testimony or 

exhibit materials are to be submitted in writing at least 14 days before the scheduled 

appearanlce of the witness, unless good cause is shown. Responses to motions to 

strike are due within seven days. 

D. Designation of Evidence from other Commission Dockets. Participants may 

request that evidence received in other Commission proceedings be entered into the 
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record of this proceeding. These requests should be made by motion, should explain 

the purpose of the designation, and should identify material by page and line or 

paragraph number. Absent extraordinary justification, these requests must be made at 

least 28 days before the date for filing the participants direct case. Oppositions to 

motions for designation and/or requests for counter-designations shall be filed within 14 

days. Oppositions to requests for counter-designations are due within 7 days. At the 

time requests for designations and counter-designations are made, the moving 

participant must submit two copies of the identified material to the Secretary of the 

Commission. 

2. Discovery 

A. General Sections 25, 26 and 27 of the rules of practice apply during the 

discovery stage of this proceeding except when specifically overtaken by these special 

rules. Questions from each participant should be numbered sequentially, by witness. 

The discovery procedures set forth in the rules are not exclusive. Parties are 

encouraged to engage in informal discovery whenever possible to clarify exhibits and 

testimony. The results of these efforts may be introduced into the record by stipulation, 

by supplementary testimony or exhibit, by presenting selected written interrogatories 

and answers for adoption by a witness at the hearing, or by other appropriate means. 

In the interest of reducing motion practice, parties also are encouraged to use 

informal means to clarity questions and to identify portions of discovery requests 

considered overbroad or burdensome. 

B. Objections and Motions to Compel Responses to Discovery Upon motion 

of any participant in the proceeding, the Commission or the presiding officer may 

compel a rmore responsive answer, or an answer to an interrogatory or request for 

admission to which an objection was interposed, if the objection is overruled. Motions 
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to compel should be filed within 14 days of the answer or objection to the discovery 

request. The text of the discovery request, and any answer provided, should be 

provided in the text or as an attachment to the motion to compel. 

Parties who have objected to interrogatories or requests for production of 

documents or items which are the subject of a motion to compel shall have seven days 

to answer. Answers will be considered supplements to the arguments presented in the 

initial objection. 

C. Answers to Interrogatories. Answers to discovery are to be filed within 14 

days of the service of the discovery request. Answers to discovery requests shall be 

prepared so that they can be incorporated as written cross-examination. Each answer 

shall begin on a separate page, identify the individual responding, the participant who 

asked the question, and the number and text of the question. 

Participants are expected to serve supplemental answers to update or to correct 

responses whenever necessary, up until the date that answers are accepted into 

evidence as written cross-examination. Participants filing supplemental answers shall 

indicate whether the answer merely supplements the previous answer to make it 

current or whether it is a complete replacement for the previous answer. 

Participants may submit responses with a declaration of accuracy from the 

respondent in lieu of a sworn affidavit. 

D. Follow-up Interrogatories. Follow-up interrogatories to clarify or elaborate on 

the answer to an earlier discovery request may be filed after the initial discovery period 

ends. They must be served within seven days of receipt of the answer to the previous 

interrogatory unless extraordinary circumstances are shown. 

E. Discovery to Obtain lnformafion Available On/y from the Postal Service. 

Sections 25 through 27 of the rules of practice allow discovery reasonably calculated to 
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lead to admissible evidence during a noticed proceeding with no time limitations. 

Generally,, discovery against a participant is scheduled to end prior to the receipt into 

evidence of that participant’s direct case. An exception to this procedure shall operate 

when a participant needs to obtain information (such as operating procedures or data) 

available only from the Postal Service. Discovery requests of this nature are 

permissible up to 20 days prior to the filing date for final rebuttal testimony. 

3. Service 

A. Receipt of Documents. The Service List shall contain the name and address 

of up to two individuals entitled to receive copies of documents for each participant. If 

possible that entry will also include a telephone number and facsimile number. 

B. Service of Documents. Documents shall be filed with the Commission and 

served upon parties in accordance with sections 9 through 12 of the Commission’s 

rules of practice. Participants capable of submitting documents stored on computer 

diskettes Imay use an alternative procedure for filing documents with the Commission. 

Provided ,that the stored document is a file generated in either Word Perfect 5.1 or any 

version of Microsoft Word, and is formatted in Aria1 12 font, in lieu of the requirements 

of section 10 of the rules, a participant may submit a diskette containing the text of each 

filing simultaneously with the filing of 1 (one) printed original and 3 (three) hard copies. 

C. Excepfions to general service requirements for certain documents. 

Designations of written cross-examination, notices of intent to conduct oral cross- 

examination, and notices of intent to participate in oral argument need to be served only 

on the Commission, the OCA, the Postal Service, and the complementary party (as 

applicable), as well as on participants filing a special request for service. 
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Discovery requests, objections and answers thereto need to be served on the 

Commission, the OCA, the Postal Service, and the complementary party, and on any 

other participant so requesting, as provided in sections 25-27 of the rules of practice. 

Special requests relating to discovery must be served individually upon the party 

conducting discovery and state the witness who is the subject of the special request. 

D. Document titles. Parties should include titles that effectively describe the 

basic content of any filed documents. Where applicable, titles should identify the issue 

addressed1 and the relief requested. Transmittal documents should identify the answers 

or other materials being provided. 

4. Cross-examination 

A. Written cross-examination. Written cross-examination will be utilized as a 

substitute for oral cross-examination whenever possible, particularly to introduce factual 

or statistical evidence. 

Designations of written cross-examination should be served no later than three 

working days before the scheduled appearance of a witness. Designations shall 

identify every item to be offered as evidence, listing the participant who initially posed 

the discovery request, the witness and/or party to whom the question was addressed (if 

different from the witness answering), the number of the request and, if more than one 

answer is provided, the dates of all answers to be included in the record. (For example, 

“OCA-Tl-17 to USPS witness Jones, answered by USPS witness Smith (March 1, 

1997) as updated (March 21, 1997)).” When a participant designates written cross- 

examination, two copies of the documents to be included shall simultaneously be 

submitted to the Secretary of the Commission. 

The Secretary of the Commission shall prepare for the record a packet 

containing all materials designated for written cross-examination in a format that 
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facilitates review by the witness and counsel. The witness will verify the answers and 

materials iln the packet, and they will be entered into the transcript by the presiding 

officer. Counsel for a witness may object to written cross-examination at that time, and 

any designated answers or materials ruled objectionable will be stricken from the 

record. 

B. Oral cross-examination. Oral cross-examination will be permitted for 

clarifying written cross-examination and for testing assumptions, conclusions or other 

opinion evidence. Requests for permission to conduct oral cross-examination should 

be served three or more working days before the announced appearance of a witness 

and should include (1) specific references to the subject matter to be examined and (2) 

page references to the relevant direct testimony and exhibits. 

Participants intending to use complex numerical hypotheticals or to question 

using intricate or extensive cross-references, shall provide adequately documented 

cross-examination exhibits for the record. Copies of these exhibits should be provided 

to counsel for the witness at least two calendar days (including one working day) before 

the witness’s scheduled appearance. 

5. General 

Argument will not be received in evidence. It is the province of the lawyer, not 

the witness. It should be presented in brief or memoranda. Legal memoranda on 

matters at issue will be welcome at any stage of the proceeding. 

New affirmative matter (not in reply to another party’s direct case) should not be 

included in rebuttal testimony or exhibits. 

Cross-examination will be limited to testimony adverse to the participant 

conducting the cross-examination. 
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Library references may be submitted when documentation or materials are too 

voluminous reasonably to be distributed. Each party should sequentially number items 

submitted as library references and provide each item with an informative title. Parties 

are to file and serve a separate Notice of Filing of Library Reference(s). Library 

material is not evidence unless and until it is designated and sponsored by a witness. 

.--- 


